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and COUNTRY LIFE

Game Fair Issue



The Great Game Fairs of Ireland 2013
Announce the following innovations

The largest ever Irish Game Fair

will take place at Shanes Castle, Antrim on the 29th & 30th June 2013
when the Ballywalter Game Fair and the Irish Game Fair will combine

to form a SUPER FAIR - under the title

THE IRISH GAME FAIR & FLAVOUR FINE FOOD FESTIVAL
www.irishgamefair.com

There will be many more attractions, three arenas, new international 
competitions and an extra £15,000 in prize fund.

www.irishgamefair.com

Irish Game and Country Fair

Birr Castle, Co Offaly 31st August and the 1st September 2013 
will include an extra activity day on the Friday 30th August and be marketed

as THE IRISH GAME & COUNTRY FAIR & COUNTRYLIFESTYLE FESTIVAL.

www.irishgameandcountryfair.com

Tel: 028 (From RoI 048) 44839167 or 028 44615416
See the 2012 Great Game Fairs of Ireland on www.fieldsportschannel.com and www.dogandcountry.tv
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Will they ever get it right?
I am sorry to say that the

firearms licensing problems
continue in the Republic. You’d
think that, at this stage, the various
wrinkles would have been ironed
out but I’m afraid not. Only last
week I met my friendly postman at
the door as he delivered yet
another envelope which was very
obviously from the Garda
Siochanna and had something to
do with one of my firearms licences
but what? I have received all my
licences duly renewed and they are
safely in my wallet in case I have to
produce them to the appropriate
authority. So far so good. Why was
I getting more correspondence?
Was someone changing something
such as the amount of ammunition
I could hold or where I might use
the gun? No, it was a duplicate of
one of my licences exactly the same
as the one I received about two
months ago and I even got two
friends to check it just in case I was
missing something. The letter was even signed by the same
Chief Superintendent! I know a number of shooters who
have been trying to get one licence for one gun let alone
two licences so what is going on?  This wasn’t the fault of
the local firearms officer who knew as little about it as I did,
as it was generated by the ‘computer’ at District HQ. What
does appear to be ‘going on’ is that the system is not
working efficiently and perhaps not even securely. Yet
again, I would ask the Department of Justice and An Garda
Siochanna to sort this out and stop annoying the owners of
legally held sporting firearms, if that isn’t too much?

Game Fair Time
In a few weeks we will be back into the game fair season

and after such a miserable winter it will be a delight to get
out and meet all those old friends and, hopefully, many new
ones. A game fair is an ideal opportunity to introduce
newcomers to our sports and hobbies and with the Great
Game Fairs of Ireland you can be sure of a good day out with
both traditional and modern events at a reasonable cost
with well organised events that deliver what they promise.
We have all experienced those other fairs that were a
disappointment, but I know that Shane’s Castle and Birr
Castle fairs will live up to expectations as usual and I look
forward to seeing you there. There will be all the great

competitions with the best prize
funds in the country as always and
arena programmes to give
everyone something to enjoy.
Don’t forget to call round to the
arena where you will be sure of a
warm welcome.

Salmon Farms?
The subject of poor

management of salmon stocks was
something I had hoped would have
been dealt with when the over
fishing with drift nets came to an
end, but the possibility of giant
salmon farming operations on the
west coast is yet another
nightmare for salmon anglers. It
has been explained to Irish
politicians over many years that
commercial fish breeding, drift
netting and pollution are all real
threats to our wild salmon stocks
and that a rod and line caught
salmon is vastly more valuable to
the economy that any of the other
forms but they still continue to

come up with the ridiculous. Over the last thirty years or so
I have watched dubious industries work their way into
Ireland in times of recession when jobs were hard to come
by and any investment, no matter how dodgy, seemed to
sneak under the wire and bring its trail of problems down
the line. It is essential that we all support the protests
against these salmon farms as well as anything else which is
the ‘cheap and quick’ solution regardless of the damage it
does to our treasured environment.

Weather
Finally there seems to be signs of spring and the hope of

getting some preparation work done for next shooting
season when you’re not too busy fishing or doing whatever
else you pass the time with when you can’t shoot a pheasant
or a grouse. In many parts of the country growth is up to six
weeks behind what we would hope for so you will need to
put in that extra bit of effort. Older keepers, professional or
amateur, will give you plenty of advice gained in the bad
times they have experienced and it is usually worth listening
to. Do the best you can and enjoy the game fair season and
your fishing.

Philip Lawton
ROI Editor

RoI Comment
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Firearms licensing in NI
Computerisation has revamped

the way that business are run and
touched or changed almost every
aspect of life for everyone. Except it
would seem when it comes to
reviewing firearms licensing
processes. 

It’s now almost a year since the
Department of Justice launched its
consultation on proposals to vary
Firearms Licensing fees contained in
the Firearms (Northern Ireland)
Order 2004. It also sought your views
on proposals to: move from a fee for
the grant of firearm certificate to a
fee for an application; extend the
current provision that allows a
firearms dealer to vary any firearm
for that of a same calibre and type
and reduce the age at which young
people can use shotguns and air-guns
to 12 in certain circumstances. But it was the increase in fees
that was the focus for most people’s displeasure in the
shooting world, ordinary shooters and dealers alike. 

The question was asked by many, including myself, ‘What
about some efficiency savings from the bureaucrats please,
not to mention the PSNI when it comes to firearms
licensing?’

A short time ago I noticed that a new online system for
firearms licensing will go live in five areas in England this
summer with a national rollout in 2014. Ah, I thought, this
is the way to go: less paperwork, direct access, speedier as
well no doubt. I bet that the Department of Justice is fine
tuning one right now along with their proposals for change,
to make life cheaper and more efficient for everyone. 

So I asked the Department of Justice if there were plans
for an online system in Northern Ireland. It would seem not.
I asked why that was the case and if such a scheme was even
considered during the review? 

Here is what they said: ‘While on the face of it, an online
system is viable particularly in relation to making payments,
there are parts of the licensing process which still require
attachments to be submitted e.g. land approvals, medical
certificates, dealer receipts giving new firearm details,
applicant photographs. For this reason, there are no
immediate plans by PSNI to move to an online system, but
rather the focus continues to be on streamlining existing
processes where possible. Any future consideration of an
online system, will need to take account of the costs of
implementation as well as any running costs and this would
need to be balanced against any potential efficiency
savings. The costs may actually be prohibitive.’ 

So no, it would seem that it was not even considered. I

will leave it to you to do the ‘they
must be joking!’ remarks for
yourself. 

I realise that we have different
criteria to meet in the licensing
system in Northern Ireland but I
really wonder how continuing with
paperwork actually streamline
existing processes? Without going
into the detail of their reply it seems
to me a cobbled together answer
that is likely to fall apart if looked at
closely. Medical certificates? Never
been asked for one in my life - have
you? Dealer receipts? Why not fax
the details as the dealer does with a
one on one off transaction? OK,
photographs need a counter
signature but do all the other
processes still need handwritten
forms? And to say that the costs may
be prohibitive without a proper

examination of computerisation, staff salaries etc., is
ridiculous.

Reading what my colleague Philip Lawton says in his ROI
Comment page it is obvious that firearms licensing problems
are nothing new no matter where you live in Ireland, and I
appreciate the hard work done by CAI, BASC(NI) and others
with possibly much midnight oil burnt during the
consultation period. I hope that - computerisation aside -
this will bear fruit and things will be better for us all
especially in respect of the often long drawn out
procedures. 

I’ll leave that subject now as I’m off to sharpen my quill
pen as my renewal is coming up soon. 

Getting them started
I wrote last time about how satisfying it is to introduce

someone to country sports, no matter what their age might
be. I described taking out a friend the same age as me, who
had never fished a river, or caught a salmon. He did both on
the day I took him flyfishing last year and spent many a
happy hour on the river bank since then.

And what better opportunities are there for all ages to
see and try country sports than the Game Fairs at Shanes
Castle and at Birr. I know of one young man who had his
first ever attempt at flycasting there as a boy who is now a
gillie living what he describes as the perfect dream. So bring
the family, wander round, enjoy meeting up with
likeminded souls and soak up the carnival atmosphere.
That’s what I’ll be doing. See you at Shanes.

Paul Pringle

Northern Editor

Countrysports and Country Life Summer 2013 5
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Barbour - The Ultimate Travel Companion…

GAME FAIR TICKET VOUCHERS
In the hard copy of the Irish Countrysports and Country Life magazine (in the shops

now) there is a voucher worth £10 off the  price of admission for a couple or family to

the Shanes Castle Fair on the 29th & 30th June or €15 off the price of admission

for a couple or family to the Birr Castle Fair on the 31st August and 1st September.

Normal price for Shanes is £10 adult £5 child from 5-16 and £25 Family - 
car parking and programme FREE.

Normal Price for Birr is €15 adult €5 child from 5-16 and €35 Family - 
car parking and programme FREE

For further details see www.irishgamefair.com
and www.irishgameandcountryfair.com

These offers cannot be used in association with other offers and photocopies are invalid.

As the holiday season approaches, our thoughts turn to travelling about
and exploring our fair country in the warmer months. Therefore, the

need for sturdy, practical and stylish accessories to accompany our
travels becomes greater. Here’s our guide on how to travel sensibly and
stylishly.

When it comes to accessorising, we don’t just want something
functional and practical, but something that’s stylish and a little fun too,
to complement the brighter months ahead. British lifestyle brand Barbour
offers both, as its genius for quality construction and inventive details is
ideally suited to accessories.

From big overnight bags that pack a punch, to sturdy leather
cartridge bags and pretty tote bags, there’s something for everyone and
every occasion in Barbour’s collection.

The Leather Travel Explorer, for instance, is the kind of bag that pleases
everyone. In rich full grain leather, this bag can only look better with age,
and comes in a chic, large holdall style that is ideal for weekends away.

For something on the smaller side, the shopper, courier and knapsack
are ideal companions for a trip to the shops or a country hike, plus each
of these styles comes in a resilient combination of canvas, wax and
leather this season. 

For those who like to make a statement, coloured quilts and floral
country cottage prints transform hats, laptop cases, scarves and
handbags. In the Country Cottage Prints collection, matching scarves,
hats and tote bags in Poppy, True and Water prints reference Barbour’s
colourful countryside heritage and can really bring a look to life.

When the sun does have his hat on, cover up with tartan trimmed
floppy hats or cool cotton utility hats and caps. Lightweight scarves are
also good to have on-hand for the breezy evenings that follow sunny
days, our favourites being Barbour’s Plaid Linen Scarf in a bright,
summery blue with brick red plaid design.

And, for when the weather does invariably take a turn for the
unexpected, Barbour’s Tartan Telescopic Umbrella and trusty Town and
Country Wellington Boots are great to have in the boot of the car. Along
with your wax jacket, of course!

For stockists, please visit www.barbour.com or call 0191 427 4210.
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Introducing CAI’s Newest Board Member
Countryside Alliance Ireland is delighted to announce the

appointment of Barry O’Connell to the Board.  Barry, from County Cork,
brings enthusiasm and a wealth of experience from a wide variety of
field sports. 

Barry O’Connell 
He is actively involved in game shooting, fox hunting, deer stalking

and trout angling.  Barry is a key member of Rathcormac Gun Club
having served as PRO and Secretary of the club in recent years. We
look forward to working with Barry in promoting field sports in Ireland.

Casting for Recovery 2013
We are pleased to inform you of the dates currently scheduled for

the Casting for Recovery UK and Ireland retreats in 2013. This unique
outdoor programme is specifically designed for women who have, or
have had breast cancer.  This innovative programme, which is the first
of its kind in Ireland, uses a unique formula of fly fishing, counselling and
education to promote mental and physical healing to woman whose
lives have been profoundly affected by breast cancer.

Casting for Recovery has a reputation for choosing beautiful venues
in which the ladies can fully relax and 2012 should prove to be no
different.  The venues listed have been confirmed and further retreats
may be added. Applications are now open and you can apply online
by visiting the CFR website (www.castingforrecovery.org.uk). 

The retreats are as follows:
26-28 July – Kimbridge on the Test, Hampshire, 7-9 August - Mount

Falcon, Ballina, Co Mayo, 23-25 August – Forbes of Kingennie, Scotland,
20-22 September – Brookhall, Lisburn, Co Antrim.

Ticket Offer for Tattersalls Horse Trials
Tattersalls International Horse Trials and Country Fair have joined

forces with Countryside Alliance Ireland to offer our members
discounted tickets to this year’s International Horse Trials. Tattersalls are
offering CAI members two tickets for the price of one. For more details
see www.caireland.org

The International Horse Trials take place from Thursday 30th May to
Sunday 2nd June 2013 at Tattersalls, Ratoath, Co. Meath. This superb
weekend is always entertaining and suits everyone with plenty of family
activities, and of course, exciting jumping and competition over the
four days.  For more information about the Trials and Country Fair, see
their website (www.tattshorsetrials.ie)

10% Discount for CAI Members
Cleere’s Angling Centre in Clane, Co. Kildare, is offering CAI

members a 10% discount on all clothing and fishing tackle. Cleere’s is
a family run business with a wealth of experience. They specialise in fly
fishing and game shooting equipment and are stockists in Ireland for
Lyalvale Express cartridges and Caledonian cartridges. The shop is
open Tuesday – Friday 9.30am – 6.00pm and Saturday 9.30 – 5.00pm.
For more information, or to view their extensive product range, visit
Cleere’s website. This offer does not apply to items already discounted.

An Garda Síochána Clay Shooting Club
Annual Sporting Outing (Patrick Cullen)

Patrick Cullen, a Countryside Alliance Ireland member, sent us an
update following the recent An Garda Síochána Clay Shooting Club
Annual Sporting outing:  

The An Garda Síochána annual outing took place on Thursday 18th
April at Martin Gillilands shooting grounds, Loughmourne, Co.
Monaghan.  This year once again incorporated the Interservices
Challenge with members of the newly formed Army Clay Shooting

Fox Pitt at the water jump
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Club.  Members from the Navy and three firemen, Paul, Tony and Jerry
were welcomed and they will be joining us at the World Police and Fire
Games 2013 to be held in Belfast. Thankfully the very high winds and
heavy rain of the previous evening had abated well.  Some showers did
hit us, but the covered layouts saved the day. In all there were 43 guns
on the field, some having travelled from Co. Cork to take part.  Paulies
Chuck Wagon was just firing up as we drove into the yard. A welcome
sight I’m sure.

Some of the action at Loughmourne. 
There was major activity in the shop as the teams and squads were

formed. Sean was showing the experience gained this past year, when
running the very popular CSI Sporting shoots. The first shots were fired at
11.45 am and the 9 squads were all lined up for the first 50 targets
before the break.  Nerves were evident but soon a rhythm emerged
and the dropping, springing, looping, quartering and the guns slowly
came to terms with the incoming targets. At the break, the opportunity
was availed of to sample the fare offered by Paulie. I heard no
complaints about either the quality, quantity or the prices. All agreed
it was a mighty great idea. Then it was back to the task in hand.  Heads
were kept down and targets had to be swung through.  The Single
Barrel DTL sorted out a few but the three females among the group
held the line and made their mark. The pesky rabbits saw several good
scores shattered.  But they were there to be shot and all the targets
were the same for everybody. While the final scores were been
collated, a few presentations were made; to Alan and Val for marking
the scores and running the lines and to Sean and Anne Marie for
putting up with the intrusion. At the end, the Garda team, Alan Clarke,
Padraig Gorman, Ciaran O’Neill, Ken Bourke and Pat Cullen were
victorious by a small margin. The door is closing surely. Maura Walsh
was asked to present small tokens of Dublin Crystal to the Army team
of James Condon, John Reynolds, Colin Kennedy, Blain Carberry and
Mike Byrne. A small memento of their visit and the event. 

Mr. Jim McGuinness, the instigator of this friendly rivalry, presented
The Interservices Cup to Garda Captain Alan Clarke, his Shield to
Garda High Gun Alan Clarke and the Wednesday Club Shield to Army
Team Captain, James Condon.  Alan Clarke also won the Over All High

Gun. We gathered outside to take a few photos just as the rain started
again, before settling our account and hitting the road for home.  We
wished our new friends a safe journey back to Cork and we promised
we would meet up again soon for a bit of craic. We were about 10
minutes late when we arrived in to Dooleys of  Edmondstown for a sit
down and a chat. Every target was discussed in detail; especially the
simple ones we missed.  And the events of the day were relived.
Another great, great day in Monaghan. We agreed that some work
still remained in preparation for August but we would address that
AFTER our Garda Championship Shoot in May. 

EU Public Consultation on Firearms
The European Commission has launched a European-wide

consultation entitled “A common approach to reducing the harm
caused by criminal use of firearms in the EU.”  The consultation involves
completing an online questionnaire with multiple choice questions by
17th June. 

Most of the questions/answers are biased and the results could be
used to gain legitimacy from ‘public opinion’ in order to further restrict
the legal acquisition and possession of civilian firearms.  There is no link
between the legal ownership of firearms and the illicit trafficking of
firearms.

Countryside Alliance Ireland (CAI) encourages shooters and
supporters to complete this online European-wide firearms
questionnaire.  Please answer all the questions by clicking on option
“1.”  For some questions, it may feel like answering option 1 is a bit
extreme but it should be borne in mind that virtually all the other options
given to answer questions are biased and result in your agreement that
some EU action is needed.  You do not need to answer the optional
questions that request additional comments (questions B.4, C.11, D.5
and E.6). Taking part will only take a few minutes of your time.  To
complete the questionnaire, log on to the CAI website
www.caireland.org and click on the link. 

National Shooting Week 2013 
A small reminder that National Shooting Week will be held from 25

May until 2 June 2013 and Countryside Alliance Ireland is delighted that
Jim Shannon MP has pledged his support. For full information and a
complete list of shooting grounds throughout the country that are
participating – www.caireland.org

Student Seeking Sightings and Information
on Hares in NI

Anthony Hallam, a PhD student at Queens University Belfast is
requesting public participation in his three-year project which will
investigate the present distribution and status of the European hare in
Northern Ireland. The European hare (also known as the brown hare)
has different features to the Irish hare and information to help you
identify each type is available at www.caireland.org 

If you would like more information on the project or if you spot any
hares, please submit your sightings via email to the PhD researcher,
Anthony Hallam, citing date, location and species -
ahallam01@qub.ac.uk 

Steven McGonigal gave a recent talk to the North West Gun Club on
rabbit control. Gerry Hamilton, Chairman of the North West Gun Club

is pictured presenting Steven with a dram following this rabbit control
and long netting demonstration to club members. During the talk he
demonstrated some of the specialised equipment which has been used
over the years. 

Steven will of course be appearing in his role as The Victorian
Poacher at the Irish Game Fair and Flavour Fine Food Festival at Shanes
Castle on 29th and 30th June 2013 both in the main arena and the new
‘Country Sports’ arena where he can answer all your questions.

North West Gun Club
learn about long

netting
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‘The best-laid schemes o’ mice and men,’
Burns got it exactly right, because to plan a

heather-burning demonstration is one thing, but
to carry it through is another.   Some sixty
people from all over Ireland had converged on
the Glenview Lounge, Goatenbridge, Co
Tipperary on 16th February 2013 from 9.00 am
only to see the hills covered in dense fog.
People had come from Mulranny,
Caherciveen, Wicklow and all places in
between and the welcoming tea/coffee was
greatly appreciated. This was the second
outdoor Moorland Management Day
sponsored by the IRGA and the enthusiasm for
it was greater than ever. So, we rejigged the
programme a bit and Douglas Butler, in
welcoming everyone, announced the
changes.  Eddie Downey, Vice-president of
I.F.A. who had journeyed from Slane in Co.
Meath, was the guest speaker. Eddie spoke
about the work of I.R.G.A. and how delighted
his Association was to assist this regeneration of
grouse in every way.   He spoke of the
forthcoming CAP Reform certain to contain a
Greening element with Green Cover corridors
and how landowners and grouse projects can
work together for mutual benefit. 

Pat O’Sullivan and Kevin Kyne spoke about
predator management. What predators can
be taken and when can be easily ascertained
by consulting National Parks & Wildlife website
(derogation’www.n.p.w.s.) Both gave
excellent tips on where to place traps etc
always with the knowledge and permission of
landowners.   Perhaps the recent unfortunate
incident in London where a fox bit off a child’s

finger meant that people could now see these
predators in a different light. 

Colin Ruffley and John Bates displayed the
Trackmaster heather-cutting machines that
could be used in areas where heather-burning
was not allowed and would show these
machines working later. Tom Dunne spoke of
the great goodwill and support he had found
everywhere since the inception of the
Association with people ready to support any
fund-raising venture.   He thanked ABGN Gun
Club for their invitation to hold field trials on
their grouse grounds which was also a ready-
made method of doing grouse counts.

In order to give some time for Colm Ruffley
to set up his machines the whole assembly was

taken to the Club’s new venture, their Duck
Ponds. This project was only begun prior to our
visit last year. The lands had been acquired
and five ponds had been dug out Now there
are paved walks and shelters and, with a little
time, greening of the area will provide a
marvellous amenity for the whole area. There
was even a pair of mallard in early residence.  

We journeyed on through the forestry to
where the heather cutting would take place;
conditions could not have been worse with
thick cloud and the hills water-saturated.
Colm’s machine only laughed at this: it cut a
metre swathe effortlessly in rocky terrain and
chopped the heather to tiny pieces which
would soon rot. This is surely the way to go in
restricted areas.

Back to the Glenview Lounge for a
welcome soup and sandwiches and there
was plenty for everyone. With tickets drawn for
the raffle, proceedings were wound up.
Although the afternoon brightened up,
burning was out of the question, so many of
the attendance were taken up the hills to
show the pattern of burning over the past
years and its effects.

ABGN Gun Club was most efficient
throughout. Going through forest roads was no
problem with members positioned at
intersections to show the way. Are they resting
on their laurels? Not a bit of it, they have
purchased some fifteen acres of forestry land
to create a shooting range!

Irish Red Grouse Association 
Moorland Management 

Demonstration Day

The group at one of the wildfowl ponds.

Demonstration of adaptability of the
Trackmaster.
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Brown Trout Study
Professor Paulo Prodohl of Queen’s University, Belfast writes that

over the past few years they have been working on a series of
genetic studies of brown trout throughout the island of Ireland. Among
these, Lough Neagh is currently the focus of a major investigation.
The basic objective of this study is to fully characterise the Lough
Neagh brown trout from a genetic perspective. Basically, this is a
follow-on study to that carried out by Crozier and Ferguson in the mid-
80s, but using modern genetic methodologies.

Key themes identified in proposal
Genetic stock identification; local adaptation; fishery
management; phylogeography; conservation genetics
The question: What are the genetic relationships among brown trout
(Salmo trutta) populations in the Lough Neagh catchment, and
what do these relationships tell us about the evolutionary history of
trout in this area? What are the major trout producing rivers?

Current knowledge
Brown trout is renowned for its remarkable variation in morphology,
ecology and many other life history traits (e.g. growth rate, age of
maturation, time and place of spawning, age of migration). This
variation led to the description of some 57 different species of brown
trout throughout its range by 19th century naturalists. The realisation
that brown trout could change its appearance under different
environmental conditions led early 20th century fish taxonomists to
lump most trout species into a single polytypic species, Salmo trutta.
However, since much of the life history trait variation observed in the
brown trout is genetically determined, this very simplistic taxonomic
approach is now seriously compromising the management and
conservation of many unique trout species.

Lough Neagh brown trout
Several types of brown trout have been historically described to
occur in Lough Neagh one of the largest freshwater lakes in Europe.
The ferox trout (long lived trout characterised by its large size and
piscivorous feeding habits), the dollaghan (a trout endemic to
Lough Neagh that never exceeds 460mm in length), the gillaroo (a
trout well known by its yellowish background and distinctive large
red spots), and the Salmon trout (trout similar to sea trout, which
feed in the Lough as adults) have all been reported to occur in
Lough Neagh, and its main tributary rivers.
Although, this remarkable diversity has significantly contributed
towards the enrichment of the local economy (e.g. tourism angling,
commercial fishing), there is substantial evidence to suggest that
the trout populations in the Lough have been declined considerably
over the past century. Unfortunately, only limited information is
currently available for the Lough Neagh brown trout populations.
Since the knowledge of taxonomic status, population genetic
structure and evolutionary dynamics is essential for the proper
management and conservation of any exploited species, it is clear
that for the long term survival of Lough Neagh trout, additional
studies are not only necessary but urgently required.
To date, we have sampled over 8,000 individual brown trout from a
large number of sites within the main Lough Neagh tributary rivers
(Blackwater, Fury, Ballygawley Water, Oona Water, Bawns Burn,
Fardross Burn, Altadaven Burn, Deerpark Burn, Roughan Burn, Tynan)
in order to build a comprehensive genetic baseline. We have put
together a panel of 37 informative microsatellite makers and we
are currently in the process of screening of a subset of
approximately 2,000 specimens from both the Lough and its main
tributary rivers. Preliminary results indicate considerable genetic
structuring among tributary rivers 
Full scale screening of available brown trout samples is planned to
commence in May 2011 following a formal assessment of the
statistical power of the QUB brown trout microsatellite panel.
This is a combined effort between QUB/AFBINI and UCC. This work is
being directly sponsored by the Beaufort Marine Research Award
through a PhD studentship to Kevin Keenan.

Badger Test and 
Vaccinate or Remove 

(TVR) Research
On 3 July last year, Agriculture and Rural Development Minister,

Michelle O’Neill MLA, announced to the NI Assembly ARD
Committee that she had asked her officials to design specific wildlife
intervention research. This test and vaccinate or remove (TVR) approach
will involve testing live badgers; vaccinating and releasing the test
negative badgers; and removing the test positive ones. This wildlife
intervention research will focus on removing diseased badgers and
protecting uninfected ones. This balanced approach will avoid removal
of uninfected badgers and it is hoped will lead to a reduction of TB levels
in the badger population with a reduced capacity to transmit TB to other
badgers and to cattle.

In January, the Minister announced that she has commissioned the
Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute (AFBI) to commence a preliminary
badger sett survey in a 100km2 area between Banbridge and
Rathfriland. and in March 2013, the Minister announced a further survey
area in a 100km2  area between Castlewellan, Slieve Croob, Seaforde
and Dundrum.

The information from these surveys will be used to help design and
cost the TVR approach.

Congratulations 
to Orry Devlin 

from Cookstown
We spotted this piece of good news on the ‘No to Salmon Nets in

Irish Waters’ Facebook page. Orry Devlin from Cookstown
caught and released this magnificent fish at Liscooley Bridge on  a
Bucktail which he tied himself. A great start to 2013 and a year to
remember as he has become a father for the first time too! Well done
on both counts!
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Lough Neagh is home to the famous brown trout type known locally as
dollaghan.  Allen Agnew of the Lough Neagh Dollaghan Trust writes

to say that his remarkable fish was the main topic for discussion during
the second public meeting of The Lough Neagh Dollaghan Trust, which
took place in the Old Courthouse in Antrim on the 23rd of April. This group
was recently founded by local anglers to raise public awareness of some
of the issues that one of the most precious of the provinces game fish are
being confronted with. One of the main aims of the Trust is to seek the
help of the scientific community to ensure that appropriate information
is available to best implement management and conservation plans for
this valuable component of our local biodiversity. So when Professor
Paulo Prodöhl of Queens University, Belfast agreed to attend and give a
presentation along with his PhD student Kevin Keenan, the Trust were
enlisting the services of two people at the pinnacle of fish genetic study
in Ireland.

Professor Prodöhl addressing the audience

The evening began with a short insight into the chain of events that
led to the Trust seeking out Paulo’s help, a chain that began by email
contact with retired Professor, Andy Ferguson, who led the only previous
genetic study on Lough Neagh trout, way back in 1986. Described by
Dr Ken Whelan as one of the leading fish geneticists in Europe, Paulo,

who started his research career under the guidance of Prof Ferguson,
stepped up and began his presentation, and it wasn’t long before it
became apparent that this man and his research team would have a
major role to play in shedding light on the population dynamics and
overall genetic picture to be found in the Lough Neagh catchment.
Paulo informed the crowd of his past studies on Lough Derg and Lough
Corrib, where some of the genetic tools that his team developed are
now being used by other brown trout researchers, throughout Europe.
To say that both he and Kevin caught the people’s imagination would
be an understatement. Due to the advance in research techniques
since the mid-eighties, and the thoroughness in which the research
team from Queen’s display in their current studies, Kevin’s presentation
definitely offered much to those people in attendance that will be
looking to his findings in the future when knowledge of the different
dynamics of stock management is required, given that they may
provide insights into the age old question of whether these trout are a
separate species or not. When the studies are complete they will be
some of the most comprehensive ever done on these shores, and
possibly anywhere in Europe. The aim is to collect valuable data for
genetic stock identification, local adaptation detection, stock
management and the conservation genetics of local trout populations
in Lough Neagh. Initial feedback from people who attended the
meeting has been very positive indeed, the presentation having
generated a lot of interest.      

Meeting Update                               
After a short interval, the meeting recommenced with the Trust

updating people in attendance on a meeting that had taken place
between themselves and senior DCAL officials on the 7th of March. The
Trust was pleased to announce that the meeting with Aidan Cassidy
(Head of Policies and Administration) and Seamus Connor (Chief
Fisheries Officer) was generally positive and constructive. The Trust
reported that DCAL was well aware of the problems on the system and
hoped in the future to work in partnership with the various groups
involved in trying to rectify these problems. On a system that contains
some people and Clubs and Associations that have become
disheartened with previous happenings throughout the catchment, the
night offered some hope that in the future things would be different. A
question and answer session brought the night to a close and one got
the impression that the dialogue could have continued into the small

Lough Neagh Dollaghan Trust 

Sam
Andrews’
specimen
Dollaghan
caught and
returned on
the River
Maine.
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hours of the morning if it had been allowed to continue, such was the
enthusiasm at the meeting.                                      

Another notable presence at the meeting was third year PhD
student Warren Campbell. Warren is working with AFBI and Queen’s
University, and at present is conducting studies on the Lough itself in
relation to fish stocks for multiple species, including brown trout. His PhD
work is called ‘Fishing for a Future, an assessment of the sustainable
fisheries potential of Lough Neagh,’ and his findings will go a long way
in shaping any potential future changes in management strategy. The
Trust believes that a sustainable commercial fishery as well as a thriving
recreational angling sector can bring great benefits to the people in
the catchment, and both groups can play a leading role by displaying
positive attitudes when it comes to conservation. Both have existed
and thrived in the past, and they can again in the future. However,
thorough, science based investigation needs to take place to find the
underlying problems confronting the dollaghan, both in the rivers were
habitat loss, pollution, and obstructions to upstream migration are
issues, and in the Lough itself, were sensible management of stocks is
required which includes baseline statistical stock data and monitoring
of commercial landings. This will help to provide a sustainable basis for
managing fish stocks and not only safeguard the current abundance,
but could potentially help increase it. If early reports from the Lough
surveys are correct, and the trout stocks compare favourably with
other well-known Loughs in the country, then a good platform exists to
return the system to the greater state of abundance many people
believe once existed. The ideal is to maximise the fish stock potential,
not just maintain current levels. For this to occur on the system, the rivers
will need to be investigated for future enhancement work and for
potential conservation measures to be put in place. The tributaries are
the life blood of the dollaghan stocks in the Lough, and juvenile
recruitment must be maximised for the system to flourish. The restoration
of the rivers will be the biggest single action likely to increase the
abundance in most tributaries on the system, and this cannot be
overstated.       

‘Policing‘ Lough Neagh                                  
Policing of the Lough needs to be stringent enough to control illegal

fishing. The use of illegal nets is certainly a major cause for concern
and could be the biggest problem on the Lough itself. DCAL certainly
stepped up their efforts last year by removing large quantities of illegal
nets, and this fact was acknowledged by the Dollaghan Trust during
the meeting. But there was also a plea for DCAL to continue the level
of enforcement observed in the previous twelve months, and the
decision to locate a new boathouse at Traad Point could go a long
way in achieving the desired results.                                          

The current regime at DCAL has made great strides in their
conservation efforts in recent years and should be supported by the
angling fraternity. But there is still work to be done in most areas of stock
management, and the Dollaghan Trust would like to see a holistic plan
that looks at all the issues, from the headwaters down to Lough being
addressed, and this by its very nature is a massive challenge that can
only be achieved with co-operation and a unified approach by all
concerned. When it comes to fish management strategy in Northern
Ireland, the dollaghan trout of Lough Neagh are a game fish that
should have a place at the head of the pack alongside salmon. There
is no single issue that you can point to and say ‘there’s the problem.’
Habitat loss, pollution, over exploitation and illegal fishing can all put
pressure on stocks, and only a collective effort by all concerned will
safeguard the future abundance of the Lough Neagh dollaghan trout.
They provide sport for thousands of recreational anglers in the province,
and a source of income for commercial fishermen on the Lough. But
they must be managed sustainably, and a strategic plan that protects
and allows them to thrive should be implemented, both on the Lough
and the rivers, so that stocks are safeguarded for future generations to
enjoy. With the combined efforts of all involved this can be achieved.
And with the current scientific work currently being undertaken by
Professor Paulo Prodöhl, and PhD students Kevin Keenan and Warren
Campbell and the Queens University and AFBI research teams, the
future of the dollaghan certainly looks a lot brighter.

Ballina 
Salmon Festival

Preparations have been long underway for The Ballina Salmon
Festival which is back with a bang this year. 

The hugely popular festival held in ‘The Salmon Capital of Ireland
sees crowds flock in their thousands to this lively town every year for
fun filled events and fishing in the famous River Moy. 

The most popular event of the week is Heritage Day which gives
us a glimpse into the past, featuring various crafts people display
their skills of tinsmithing, thatching, butter making, woodturning and
blacksmithing to name a few, all to be enjoyed along to the
backdrop of  traditional music and food stalls plus more. 

This year also sees the return of the always popular International
Evening which never fails to impress, showcasing a variety of music
and food from a range of cultures around the world. 

The festival runs from 7th-14th July this year, kicked off by the
Teddy Bears Picnic on 

Sunday 7th, a favourite for the kids. The rest of the week continues
in this vein with a separate programme of events and workshops
tailored especially for children running daily. 

If you were planning on visiting the area, this is definitely the time
to do so. 
For more information please contact:  
Ballina Salmon Festival
Teeling Street
Ballina
Co: Mayo
Ireland
Tel: 096-79814 Email: info@ballinasalmonfestival.ie  
or visit www.ballinasalmonfestival.ie

Family Friendly Festival

Ballina Salmon Festival 2013

‘Féile na mBradán’

7th - 14th July 2013

Ballina, County Mayo,

Ireland

t: 096 79814

e: info@ballinasalmonfestival.ie

www.ballinasalmonfestival.ie
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'Tipi Adventures Ireland' is inspired by love for
the outdoors. Camping especially with family and
close friends allows everyone an opportunity to
wind down and enjoy each other's company with
the simpler things in life.  

We offer a range of Nordic Tipis which include
modern single pole and traditional multi wooden
pole designs, in various sizes, diameters and
materials.  Coupled with solar lighting, wood
burning stoves and sleeping pods, our Norwegian
tipis provide ample LIVING space and protection
from the elements. 

Tipi Adventure Locations

Along the coast, on an Island, in a forest or
perhaps along the banks of a river or lake, Tipi
Adventures Ireland offers guests an opportunity
to experience a sense of true camping, without
all the hassle. We are currently in the process of
establishing a network of sites, offering guests
different levels of tipi accommodation in unique
and exclusive locations around Ireland. 

All you need to enjoy a truly unique camping
experience with Tipi Adventures Ireland, is to
surround yourself with those close to you to
share those magical moments..   

Visit our website www.tipiadventures.ie to view
our full range of products and organised trips.

We would welcome the opportunity to talk to
existing campsite operators, private estates or
landowners, who would be interested in
developing a tipi adventures site. 

www.tipiadventures.ie

For more information contact Ed directly on +353 (0)87 7866734 or info@tipiadventures.ie

See you at the Shanes Castle 29th and 30th June 2013

Moira Road, Lisburn, Tel. (028) 9262 1293              www.eastwoodmotors.com
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It’s bigger and better and the Game & Wildlife
Conservation Trust’s Scottish Game Fair promises

to be one of the major highlights in the countryside
calendar this year. Held on 5th, 6th and 7th July
2013 in the stately grounds of Scone Palace on the
banks of the River Tay in Perthshire, the Fair will be
celebrating its silver anniversary this year.

The Scottish Fair has become one of the leading
countryside events in Scotland and almost 40,000
people are expected to descend on Scone
Palace to join in the celebrations this year. This
popular Fair is renowned for its diversity, offering an
exciting weekend of activities, entertainment, shopping, outstanding
food and, importantly, an opportunity to learn more about wildlife and
conservation.   

New to the Fair this year is the Top Gear Experience simulator which
puts you in some of the most up to date supercars, a Gnat Shoot where
Guns can try and shoot motorised airborne targets and a show of
traditional hill ponies – the best of which will be awarded the Fred Taylor
Memorial Trophy.

The Fair occupies the perfect site for visitors to participate in many
exciting rural pursuits such as fly casting, gundog working and clay
shooting. In addition, it boasts nearly 400 trade stands, including the
celebrated Food Hall, which offers a delicious
selection of speciality food products from regional as
well as national producers, including seafood,
handmade chocolates, traditional farmhouse
cheeses and oak-smoked game, wine and locally
brewed ales. As well as having an opportunity of
tasting and buying  a wide range of delicious
products, from around the country visitors to the Fair
will be able to enjoy exhibitions within the cookery
theatre and learn a few new tricks from some of the
UK’s top chefs. 

It’s a one-stop-shop for country sports suppliers,
offering everything for the land manager,
gamekeeper and countryside enthusiast. The
fisheries area of the Fair will be enhanced this
year with more displays and organisations
represented on site. It’s also a fabulous weekend
of fun for the whole family with plenty of hands-on
activities for youngsters to enjoy and a visit to the
GWCT’s Wee Beasties marquee is well worth it.
The GWCT’s main exhibition area always plays an

integral role in helping to inform and educate
visitors on its wide ranging research and
through appealing interactive displays we
communicate our practical conservation
message. A visit to the stand is an excellent
opportunity to find out more about the diverse
range of wildlife research that is being carried
out by the Trust both in Scotland and across the
UK  and to see how this important research
feeds directly into the management of
Scotland’s rural landscape. 

Visitors to the Scottish Game Fair come from
far and wide to enjoy a good day out with their families and friends
and as a consequence it has grown to become one of Scotland’s most
successful summer events and a significant date in Scotland’s rural
calendar.  Its continuing successful operation is therefore of huge
importance to the GWCT, which uses proceeds from the Fair to fund its
important conservation research.

Discounts are available for tickets booked online and to take
advantage of this special offer visit the Fair’s website:
www.scottishfair.com.  A family ticket booked online is £34 while the
gate price is £38.  Individual adult tickets are £16 online and £18 at the
gate.

Celebrating the 25th Anniversary of the
GWCT’s Scottish Game Fair 

Apart from the guns to be won by the highest scores in the clay
pigeon shooting there is another gun to be won for just taking part.

A Caesar Guerini Tempio game gun with an RRP of £ 1,796.00 can be
won by an FAC holder in a unique shoot and prize draw based on
Tommy Beattie’s stand. The competition is simple – visit the stand to
view the range of Caesar Guerini guns and pick up a voucher to shoot
10 clays with a Caesar Guerini gun on the clay lines (shooter to supply

own cartridges) and when you return your card, no matter what the
score, to the Tommy Beattie stand you will be entered in a prize draw
to win the gun. The draw will take place at 5.30pm on the Sunday and
everyone who takes the opportunity to try shooting with a Caesar
Guerini gun will be entered into the draw irrespective of how many
clays they hit.   

www.tbeattiegunsandammo.co.uk  www.gueriniguns.co.uk

There are two guns to be won in the Clay Shooting at the
Shanes Castle Game Fair and one to be won in prize draw



Guerini 
on top of the world again

Congratulations from all 
At Caesar Guerini

richard faulds
Wolrd English Sporting Champion

San Antonio, April 2013

Contact Anglo Italian Arms
Tel: 0121 704 4098 Fax: 0121 704 4099 Email: info@angloitalianarms.co.uk

www.angloitalianarms.co.uk

Photography by Don Brunt
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Damian Hannigan, Wild Deer Association of Ireland (WDAI) writes that
information recently released by the National Parks & Wildlife Service

(NPWS) show a significant decline in the number of wild deer culled by
licensed deer hunters. This decline is despite a dramatic increase in the
number of licenses issued to hunt deer by Minister Jimmy Deenihan, with
over 1,000 new hunting licenses issued in the last 3 years, bringing the
national total to 4,501.

Deer hunters, when renewing their deer hunting licenses, are legally
required to make a cull return annually to NPWS stating how many deer
they culled during the previous hunting season. The most recent returns
show a decline in the number of deer culled in all counties and across
all deer species, with an overall decrease of 3,000 deer in comparison
to the previous hunting season. The cull returns do not include deer
killed illegally by poachers, which is believed to be at an
unprecedented level nationally.

The latest cull returns from NPWS are very worrying and consistent
with reports from our members, who say deer numbers have been

decimated in many areas from hunting pressures and widespread
poaching. WDAI have consistently expressed our concerns to Minister
Deenihan over the level of pressure on the deer population from
poaching; stating that it was unsustainable and sadly these figures
vindicate our concerns. Recently we have been approached by NPWS
conservation rangers, claiming that they are actively discouraged by
middle management from investigating incidents of deer poaching.
We find these claims disturbing, as enforcing our wildlife laws is not
optional and the WDAI have written to Minister Deenihan on this matter.

A further indication of the decline in deer numbers is the significant
reduction in the number of permits issued under Section 42 of the
Wildlife Act by Minister Deenihan, which allow for the killing of deer
outside the designated hunting season (September 1st – February 28th),
where genuine crop damage is caused by wild deer. Despite the
decline in deer numbers, Minister Deenihan issued 204 of these permits
during the months of June, July and August, when female deer have
dependant young. The killing of female deer during these months often
results in their young suffering a horrendous death from starvation.

Significant Decline in Ireland’s Deer Cull

Kerry Mountain Red Stag                                                                                                        (Photograph courtesy of Sarah O’Dwyer)

Feedwell were the sponsors of a
very successful Championship

Show organised by the UGRC at
the Olympia Leisure Centre on
Saturday 20th April. The Judge was
Mrs Anne Orzel from the UK,
although I understand from her
husband Bill they now split their
year between the UK and Spain –
giving him the benefits of good
weather and a bit of shooting!

Ann attracted a good entry of
dogs from all over Ireland and the
UK. 

The Best in Show and Dog CC
went to Sh. Ch., Ir. Sh.Ch.
Flyngalee Northern Lights JW Sh.
CM with Reserve BIS and Bitch CC
to Rannaleroch Beinn Sgritheall
JW. Liam and Brian Moran’s
Shinehill Summer Jazz of
Woodmore was best puppy.

Feedwell Sponsor Ulster Golden Retriever Club
Championship Show

Judge Anne Orzel with the BIS and Res BIS winners.
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The River’s Agency Headquarters is to relocate from Belfast to
Cookstown. Making the announcement Agriculture and Rural

Development Minister Michelle O’Neill said: “I have decided that the
best location for the Headquarters of the Rivers Agency will be at the
Loughry Campus of the College of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Enterprise. This move will position the Agency at the centre of the
north, with good access to the motorway network, and clustered with
an existing Departmental facility. Importantly, it will ensure that the
Agency has a rural connection, and from the point of view of the
Cookstown area it will be good news in terms of jobs and the future
of the Loughry Campus. I hope that in due course strong links will also
build up between the Agency and the new Training Centre at
Desertcreat.” 

The Minister also announced that her Department’s Fisheries
Division would be relocating from Belfast to South Down. She said:
“I have decided that the Fisheries Division will be located close to
the fishing ports in South Down as this will enable staff to strengthen
their relationships with the industry. It will deliver more high quality
public sector jobs in a rural location, and affords a prospect of
better career development for staff currently based in the fishing
ports.”

The Minister concluded: “Taken with the decisions which I
announced last year that the DARD Headquarters will relocate to
Ballykelly and the Forest Service Headquarters would relocate to
Fermanagh, these decisions will accelerate the Department’s
movement to being more modern, more efficient, and more
accessible to rural dwellers, delivering greater benefits to rural
communities.

Rivers Agency HQ 
to relocate 

to Cookstown

EU firearms 
questionnaire - 

mass response needed

BASC is urging all shooters to complete an online European-wide
questionnaire entitled “A common approach to reducing the harm

caused by criminal use of firearms in the EU”.  Taking part will only take
a few minutes of your time. Most of the multiple choice questions are
biased and the results could be used to gain legitimacy from ‘public
opinion’ in order to further restrict the legal acquisition and possession of
civilian firearms. There is no link between the legal ownership of firearms
and the illicit trafficking of firearms.

Please answer all the questions by clicking on option 1. For some
questions, it may feel like option 1 is a bit extreme but please bear in
mind that virtually all the other options are biased and result in your
agreement that some EU action is needed. You do not need to answer
the optional questions that request additional comments (questions
B.4, C.11, D.5 and E.6).

Irish Countrysports and Country Life, as the Irish medium which
reaches most country sports readers /subscribers, is requesting readers
to complete the EU firearms questionnaire. 

Please visit www.basc.org.uk and follow the links.  

Ulster Retriever Club
Working Test

On 9th June 2013 at Lazy Hill, Burren, Warrenpoint

Contact Danny Nelson 0289061 4585

Gerard Murdock 0284175 2026

Summertime in Ireland and the UK not only brings unpredictable
weather but all sorts of fantastic social events, such as festivals and

fairs. Irresistible Irish country clothing brand, Jack Murphy has all the key
pieces you need this season to ensure you always look fantastic,
wherever you may be. 

Whether your idea of a perfect summer’s day is spent riding cross
country, picnicking with family & friends, taking a boat downstream,
pruning and weeding in the garden or attending one of the many
music festivals or county fairs…Jack Murphy’s stunning collection is
both fashionable and functional ensuring you are always smart, stylish
and prepared for anything.  

The Rian reversible cotton shirt (RRP £39.99) is the perfect seasonal
piece for men who like to travel light. The double-faced fabric offers
two distinctly different looks for added flexibility and variety. 

If summer showers are on the horizon don’t let them hold you back…
the traditional Jack Murphy waterproof and windproof Kingston Jacket
(RRP £79.99) will ensure that you stay warm and dry no matter what
the weather throws at you. 

If looking your best is an absolute must then you need look no further
than the truly classic Lochlan quilted jacket (RRP £69.99), which simply
oozes style… perfect for the man who wants to look the part whether
he’s heading for a walk or a pint in the local pub. 

Hats are also a must-have this season, particularly if you’re likely to
be outside all day, where a hat can help keep you cool and protect
your face, neck and ears come rain or shine. The Artie Panama hat
(RRP £22.50) is a classically debonair style, perfect to add a dash of
panache to any look this summer. 

To see more of the Jack Murphy Spring/Summer 2013 Collection or
to find your local stockist, please visit www.jackmurphy.eu.

Summer Fun, Festivals and
Fashion with Jack Murphy

A visit to Kiwi Country Clothing
at Shane’s Castle this year will

be sure to impress.
Kiwi Country Clothing is a relatively new and unique business.

Operated by Elizabeth McGuinness, KCC is based in Monaghan,
Ireland and supplies into the UK and USA market.

Their unique point of difference is their interesting product mix,
thus far, never seen in these parts before.

*Handmade equestrian underwear… Fanny and Freddie
Adams. No riding up. No chaffing. No VPL. And “not a sign of a
line.”

*Farrier coats made by Outback NZ (also widely favoured by
vets and farmers alike) are solely available in Europe through KCC,
and quite an impressive garment, with high performance specs.

*Other high quality garments from the Outback range includes
low rider dusters, oilskin chaps, silent and very lightweight
PACKABLE hunting suits.

Kiwi Country Clothing also have the exclusivity for
possum/merino knitwear in Ireland. It is 35% warmer than
cashmere, 55% warmer than merino.

They also carry a range of possum fur accessories, and
apparently many hundreds of Irish farmers, hunters and “gatherers”
are sporting the fur insoles in their boots!

www.kiwicountryclothing.ie  info@kiwicountryclothing.ie



New Collection Online Now
www.jackmurphy.eu

Find us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/JackMurphyCountryClothing

Irresistible IrishClothing
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Dail considers legislation to ban hunting and
coursing

Wednesday 27th March 2013 was an important day for country sports
as TDs in Dail Eireann debated amendments to the Animal Health and
Welfare Bill aimed at banning hunting and coursing. The amendments
were brought forward by Deputies Clare Daly and Maureen O’Sullivan,
both of whom are Independent TDs and ironically Dublin City
representatives.

Fortunately, these proposals were overwhelmingly defeated by 102 to
13 votes on the coursing vote and 108 to 13 in the case of hunting. The
vote on coursing was of particular interest in that an attempt to ban
coursing in 1993 failed by very similar margins – demonstrating that
political opinion has changed little in the last 20 years.

However, despite this overwhelming and unquestionably democratic
rejection Deputies Clare Daly and Maureen O’Sullivan have reiterated
their intention to introduce a Private Member’s Bill aimed at banning
coursing during the lifetime of this present government. A campaign to
ban terrier work has also been launched in recent weeks.

Country Sports Ireland works hard to promote and protect all local
country sports and we will continue to fight any attempt to ban any
legitimate country sport, working with those organisations who wish to
work with us.

Properly set and monitored snares remain an important 
tool in game management

Consultation on New Snaring Rules
The Northern Ireland Assembly recently passed legislation permitting

the continued use of snares for capturing foxes and rabbits but also
providing for increased statutory regulation on those who set and use
snares. The Department of the Environment is now making an Order to
reflect this and has published a document inviting views on these
proposed regulations.

This consultation seeks views on the Department’s proposals for setting
further standards relating to the technical requirements of snares and
how they should be used. It is also proposed that the introduction of the
new regulatory requirements should be accompanied by a specific
Northern Ireland Code of Practice that will help all snare users to
understand their legal responsibilities as well as identifying and promoting
best practice.

Country Sports Ireland will of course respond in detail to the
consultation, but we would encourage anyone with an interest to
respond also. There is little doubt that those opposed to snaring will use
the consultation as an opportunity to press for draconian regulation.

Deer Hunting Licences
National Parks & Wildlife Service (NPWS) is now accepting Deer Hunting

Licence renewals for the forthcoming 2013/14 hunting season. NPWS plan
to start issuing licences after the 1st August and advise that applications
together with supporting documentation should be forwarded as soon
as possible in order to ensure the licence is issued on time. 

All applications must be accompanied by current written permissions,
including a phone number from the landowner or persons entitled to the
sporting rights and these should be originals and currently dated. Those
leasing lands from Coillte must show written proof that the lease is valid for
the 2013/14 season.

NPWS will accept a scanned copy of the Deer Hunting Licence
renewal application and also 2012/13 cull returns by email to
wildlifelicence@ahg.gov.ie Printed documents should be sent to: Wildlife

Licence Unit, National Parks and Wildlife Service, 7 Ely Place, Dublin 2.
Further information visit the NPWS website:
http://npws.ie/licences/hunting/tohuntdeer/

Muntjac Invasion
Experts believe that muntjac deer are spreading across Northern

Ireland. Queen’s University Belfast has been funded by the Northern
Ireland Environment Agency (NIEA) to undertake research on muntjac
deer and the Ards peninsula area of Co. Down was identified as
potentially harbouring a breeding population. Queen’s University
believes there could be populations of muntjac in other parts of the
country also.

The first record of muntjac living in the wild in Northern Ireland was
made in June 2009 when a male was found dead on a road near
Newtownards. Last month, a 15-week-old female was shot in the same
area while grazing with a larger animal – providing the evidence that
wild muntjac are now breeding.

A muntjac deer action group has been established 
Muntjac populations can explode to more than 100 per sq km and

there are fears that these voracious pests will prove costly to crops,
forestry, gardens and wildlife habitats. In England they also have been
responsible for deaths and serious injuries when they’ve caused road
accidents. Muntjac are the size of a spaniel, with copper-brown fur, with
darker markings on the legs and face. Bucks have large canine teeth
which protrude from the top lip and antlers during the autumn. Muntjac
originate in China but were introduced to England in 1838.NIEA has been
involved in establishing a muntjac deer action group is working to take
forward a local control programme to prevent their further spread. 

If you do spot a muntjac in the wild report it to us at Country Sports
Ireland and we will pass it on to the appropriate organisation.

Great Game Fairs of Ireland
Country Sports Ireland has confirmed our attendance at this year’s

Great Game Fairs of Ireland. We will have a significant presence at
Shane’s Castle on 29th & 30th June and at Birr, Co Offaly on 31st August
& 1st September. We are very much looking forward to meeting old
friends, new acquaintances and of course, providing information on the
important work carried out by Country Sports Ireland. We look forward
to seeing you there.

“LIKE” the Country Sports Ireland Facebook Page
Want to be kept up to date with the very latest news, changes in

legislation, campaigns, major country sports competitions and events.
Then there is only one place to go. Visit the Country Sports Ireland website
www.countrysportsireland.org and click on the Facebook link. Don’t
forget to “LIKE” the Country Sports Ireland Facebook page to have the
very latest country sports news sent directly to you.

Thank You!
Finally, we would like to take this opportunity to thank all those people

who have become members of Country Sports Ireland since our launch
late last year. We have been truly humbled and inspired by the support
we have received. For further information on Ireland’s best value country
sports organisation visit our website www.countrysportsireland.org  
Ronan Gorman, N.I. Office, 07542 111 542 ronan@countrysportsireland.org
Jon Binley, ROI Office, 087 419 1490   jon@countrysportsireland.org

Country Sports Ireland News



Amazing prices on 
PPU Prvi Partizan
Ammunition

Reloading 
Specialist

Contact us at

Tel: 028 8778 9533
sales@fieldandstream.ie

Field & Stream
24 Charlemont Street, 

Moy, Co. Tyrone

Irish Shooting Sports

NEW Web Shop
The online shop specializes in:

Shotguns and rifles
Shotgun and rifle accessories

Hunting clothing
Footwear

Dog accessories
Ammunition
Varminting

The webshop is now an approved 
premier stockist for:

•Browning,Winchester & Miroku • Beretta 
• Zoli • Sako • Tikka • Cz • Remington 
• Marlin • Hornady • Warne mounts

• Hoppe's gun maintenance • Birchwood 
• Casey gun maintenance • Sporting Saint dog 

• Jack Pyke • Deben • Wildhunter 
• Bushnell • Burris • Steiner • Led lenser 

• Gerber • Buck

www.irishshootingsports.ie
Info@irishshootingsports.ie
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Ireland’s first Wildlife Crime conference will
take place in Ashbourne, Co Meath on the

14th & 15th September organised by Wildlife
Rehabilitation Ireland.

The conference will be a two day event
that will bring together a diverse audience for
a weekend of talks and practical sessions;
with the intention of promoting greater
understanding, cooperation and comm-
unication between the law enforcement
bodies, charities, NGOs and the public in
general. Topics will include: poisoning,
poaching, illegal traps & snares and other
crimes against wildlife.

Conference registration and payment
details can be found at:
www.wri.ie/conferencewww.wri.ie/conference

The two day Conference has been
accredited by the Veterinary Council of
Ireland for 19 CVE credits (9.5 credits per day)

Damien Hannigan will address the
conference on behalf of the Wild Deer
Association of Ireland, speaking about
Ireland’s deer poaching epidemic; causes;
methods used; prevention; and the impact
on our deer population.

The Wild Deer Association of Ireland, are
the lead organisation representing those
with an interest in our wild deer herds and
those involved in their management for
over 30 years. A significant part of their
work involves working with various state
agencies and stakeholders in tackling the
current wildlife crime epidemic in
particular the illegal killing of wild deer.
They also play a significant role in drafting
and influencing relevant legislation and
have a voice in the EU through their
membership of FACE. They run a number
of campaigns supported by the various
stakeholders on wildlife crimes such as
‘Shine a light on poaching’ which helps
creates public awareness and ‘Report a
wildlife crime’ which is an online tool for
reporting of all wildlife crimes, they have
also featured recently on RTE & TG4
highlighting wildlife crimes. The association
operates voluntary poaching patrols
throughout Ireland and have a large
support base on social media which they
use as a platform to highlight and gather
information on wildlife crimes.

Wildlife Crime Conference

Knocknagoshel Shooting Grounds is
composed of many facilities. The

Grounds consist of 4 all weather covered
layouts that accommodate the disciplines of
Down the Line (DTL), Ball Trap, Olympic Trap,
Universal Trench, Double Trap, National and
Olympic Skeet and Compac Sporting. There
is a 10 stand sporting layout that is operated
by a card system for solo use also. From 1st
June a new indoor 50 metre range for .22lr

rifle and pistol will be operational.  Featuring
8 lanes with automatic target recovery it is
thought to be one of the largest ranges of its
kind in Ireland. The site also includes
numerous car parks.

A new dedicated archery layout is
available and is a great introduction to
shooting sports and those less enthusiastic
about the use of live guns. 

Knocknagoshel Shooting Grounds

recently renovated The Shooting Ground
Club House. The newly improved Club
House has all modern facilities, to include
vending machines, television, radio and
toilets. The Club House seats 40 people
comfortably.

Knocknagoshel Shooting Grounds is
home to one of the largest selection of
shotguns, rifles, air rifles, ammunition and
gun & game accessories see
www.knocknagoshelshootinggrounds.com

Knocknagoshel Shooting Grounds announce
the opening of new 50 metre indoor pistol 

and rifle range on 1st June.
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Top prize for the unclassified section of the Irish Game Fair Clay Pigeon
Shooting Championships on Sunday 30th June at Shanes Castle will

be a fantastic Lady’s Tweed Gilet worth nearly £200 sponsored by local
company Indigo Ivy. 

Indigo Ivy – Tweed with a Difference
Indigo Ivy is a new and upcoming business founded by designer Tess

Cooke in County Antrim, N. Ireland. She has designed a range of Mens
and Ladies tweed garments, homeware and accessories for Indigo Ivy.
Tess has designed a selection of her own tweed fabrics to set her apart
from her competitors so she has her own exclusive Indigo Ivy tweeds.
All of her designs are made to suit all shapes and sizes. more interesting
look but sticking to a classic cut on all of the garment designs.

As Tess says ‘I wanted to create a stylish range of country clothing
that would be versatile enough to be worn in both the country and the
city, and unique to us which I feel can be seen in these designs.’

Tess will be exhibiting at Shanes Castle but if you want to find out
more about her range: 

email: info@indigoivy.com  Mob; 07887874886  Home; 02893340871
Web: www.indigoivy.co.uk

A chance for a
gentleman to win a

fantastic prize for his lady
or the lady to win it 

for themselves!

HOLT’S Sale of Fine Modern & Antique Guns and Related Items on 20th
June 2013 has some amazing items. However, one gun and its former

owner has captured the imagination of everyone.
Formerly the property of Lieutenant-General Sir Adrian Carton de

Wiart VC, KBE, CB,  CMG DSO,  the shotgun is a 20-bore self-opening
sidelock ejector, serial no. 25956, 27in. nitro reproved chopperlump
barrels, narrow raised rib engraved J Purdey & Sons, Auidley House,
South Audley Street, London, England. It has 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx.1/2 and 3/4 choke, left wall thickness below recommended
minimum, treble-grip action with hidden third bite, side-clips,
removable striker discs, manual safety with gold-inlaid ‘safe’ detail,
cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, best fine bouquet and
scroll engraving, retaining very slight traces of original colour-
hardening and finish, 15in. boldly-figured semi-pistol grip stock including
1/2in. ebonite buttplate, weight 5lb. 9oz., in a lightweight brass-
cornered leather case with some accessories. The makers have kindly
confirmed that the gun was completed in March 1952 for General Sir
A. Carton de Wiart, with 27in. barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers and a 15 1/4in.
half-pistol grip stock.

This truly amazing individual was an English Officer, who fought in the
Boer War, World War I, and World War II. He was shot in the face, head,
stomach, ankle, leg, hip and ear; survived a plane crash, tunneled out
of a POW camp in Italy, and bit off his own fingers when a doctor
wouldn’t amputate them. A popular rumour relates that when losing his
eye, his eyeball was supposedly hanging out of the socket, whereupon
he completed the job of removing it himself because it was flapping
about, and getting in the way when he was trying to aim his Webley.
He wore a glass eye for a short time and then one day whilst travelling
in a taxi, threw it out the window, put on a black patch, and never took
it off. He was involved in more adventures than Sir Harry Flashman and
Carton de Wiart was real! 

One story story tells of how, when in Egypt, he had to compete in a
horse race the next day and was a stone over the weight limit. So he
put on 7 layers, and ran to the great pyramid, up it and back in the
middle of the day - all in all 8 miles. He lost the weight but was too
exhausted to race.

He was awarded no less than ten awards, including the most
decorated ‘The Victoria Cross’, was a true figure of legend. Others
included Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire,
Companion of the Order of the Bath, Companion of the Order of St
Michael and St George, Distinguished Service Order and the Virtuti
Militari (Poland) as well as the Croix de guerre (Belgium)

GUN ONCE OWNED BY 
THE MOST DECORATED 
WAR HERO OF OUR 
TIME IS FOR SALE
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All proceeds to Dibney River Conservation Trust

29th June & 30th June 2013
Adm £5.00

www.irishinternationalflyfair.com     dibneyrivertrust@tiscali.co.uk 

Flytying & Casting workshops for all ages both days from 10.00am
Children (under 16) FREE register online www.irishinternationalflyfair.com

produced by Flixx Graphics  028 4461 5613

Fly Fair
 

see website for full details
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BUSHNELL PASSIVE 
INFRA RED SURVEILLANCE
CAMERA

LTL ACORN PASSIVE 
INFRA RED SURVEILLANCE
CAMERA - WITH GSM EMAIL
FUNCTION

MYCROCAM 720P HD AND
AIPTEK Z3 SPORTS
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RANGE OF SPY CAMERAS

BOLLE TACTICAL/SAFETY
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PROJECTORS AND IPHONE & ANDROID
APPLICATIONS
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In one of Britain’s worst ever years for
wildlife, Barn Owls numbers have bucked

the trend by increasing on nature-friendly
farms. An ongoing Conservation Grade
research project, run in conjunction with the
Barn Owl Conservation Network (BOCN),
saw Barn Owls occupying an
unprecedented four-fifths of nest boxes on
participating Conservation Grade farms last
year. Furthermore, over two-thirds of the
nesting birds bred, producing on average
almost two and a half offspring for each pair.

With Conservation Grade farms growing
commercial crops alongside specific
wildlife habitats, Colin Shawyer, head of the
BOCN, said the positive results were largely
down to the rich feeding habitats - but also
because the birds were able to nest near
their food supply.

“We’re expecting the overall national

picture for 2012 to show the numbers of
Barn Owl chicks surviving to adulthood will
have been slashed by two-thirds thanks to
the appalling weather, which will have
prevented them feeding their chicks,” he
explained. “That’s what makes these results
on Conservation Grade farms so
rewarding. Having the right habitats to
support the birds’ prey is critical to their
survival, but as Barn Owls are quite
‘sedentary’ and like hunting close to home,
it’s also important to have the nesting site
and feeding site within easy reach. With
such a high occupancy rate in these
boxes, the indications are that - weather
permitting in 2013 - breeding numbers will
continue to increase above existing levels,
which are already among some of the best
in the country.”

Brin Hughes, Conservation Grade’s farm
advisor, says most agri-environment

schemes specify grassland areas, but it’s
also important to have nesting sites close to
the habitats: “The right mix of tussocky,
rough grass provides shelter and food
supply for the small mammals Barn Owls like
to feed on, so getting that right has a
beneficial knock-on effect right up the
food chain. The Conservation Grade
protocol specifies two per cent of land
should be put down to these types of
grasses, and four per cent to pollen and
nectar mixes, which also supports small
mammals. But we also strongly encourage
the setting up of these nesting boxes
nearby.”

The study is now monitoring 140 boxes
over 77 potential Barn Owl territories on
Conservation Grade farms across England,
and will continue this year. For more
information go to
www.naturefriendlyowls.org/ 

Barn Owls still thriving on nature-friendly farms
despite worst year for wildlife

Three Barn Owl chicks in a Conservation Grade farm owl box.                                              (Photo copyright Colin Shawyer)

Agriculture Minister Michelle O’Neill, has said that the next tranche
of her department’s broadband funding will specifically target

areas of deprivation in rural areas.
DARD is investing £5million in rural broadband, targeting areas

that currently cannot connect to fixed wire broadband, and putting
in place the infrastructure required to allow third party companies to
offer a broadband service to people in rural not spots.

Minister O’Neill said: “I am committing £5million to the delivery of

broadband that will be used exclusively to target rural areas of high
deprivation across the north that currently have no fixed wire
infrastructure to access broadband. I hope that this funding will
stimulate companies supplying broadband to get out into rural areas
and use this infrastructure to provide access for rural dwellers and
businesses to use broadband. I want this investment to stimulate rural
businesses and give rural dwellers a wider access to services via
broadband.”

Broadband Funding in Rural Areas 
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Des Crofton, National Director,
NARGC writes regarding EU

public consultation on firearms
to say that hunters’ contributions
are needed - deadline: 17th
June

There are a number of recent
international and EU initiatives in
relation to firearms that are likely
to have a direct impact on
hunters and other shooters.
Those initiatives include: public
allegations made by EU Home
Affairs Commissioner Malmström and officials under her authority about
the link between legal ownership of firearms and illicit trafficking in
firearms; the adoption of an Arms Trade Treaty by the United Nations;
the recent tabling of a proposal by the European Commission to ratify
the United Nations Firearms Protocol; the setting up of a EU firearms
experts group; and the launch by the Commission of a public
consultation on firearms, which is the subject of this Notification. It seems
that the Commission’s main objective with this public consultation “on
a common approach to reducing the harm caused by criminal use of
firearms in the EU” is to obtain some legitimacy from public opinion in
order to make the existing EU rules on legal acquisition and possession
of civilian firearms more restrictive.

Organisations and individuals ideologically opposed to firearms
and/or hunting are expected to reply to the consultation. Therefore, it
is essential that all firearms owners reply to the consultation and
encourage hunters (and, if possible, other stakeholders that share
similar views) to do likewise. If the majority of responses to the
consultation show no support for further restrictions or EU action on
firearms rules, it will be difficult for the Commission to use public opinion
as an excuse for re-opening the Firearms Directive.

Most of the 25 questions in the consultation are biased and have a
formulation that seeks to predetermine the answer. All the questions
have at least some relevance for the legal ownership of firearms and
some of them could directly affect hunters and other sports shooters.
Question C.2 insinuates that the list of prohibited firearms should be
extended (it is believed that the Commission is referring to
semiautomatic rifles and maybe also to semiautomatic shotguns and
handguns). Question C.4 pursues the mandatory use of locking devices
in firearms. Question C.7 would provide a justification to introduce
compulsory mental health tests and supress the current derogation that
allows people under the age of 18 to hunt and sport-shoot if they have
parental permission or guidance. Question C.8 aims at requiring that
all firearms (and ammunition) be subject to authorisation, which would
have negative implications not only in countries where there is a formal
distinction between authorisation and declaration of firearms but also
in countries where there are flexible arrangements for certain hunting
firearms. Question D.2 could result in a general requirement to store
firearms in an approved safe (this is already the case in Ireland).

Recommendations
1. Go to http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/ipm/forms/dispatch?

form=ReduceFirearmsRisk
2. Choose your language in the icon that is in the upper right part of

the screen.
3. Indicate your country, whether you are an individual or an

organisation and your name or the name of your organisation.
4. Answer the questions by clicking on option “1” for each one of

them. For some questions, it may seem that answering option 1 is a bit
extreme but it should be borne in mind that virtually all questions are
biased and have been formulated precisely to compel the reader to
agree that some EU action is needed. Furthermore, national legislation
on all issues addressed in the questions already exists. You do not need
to answer the optional questions that request additional comments
(questions B.4, C.11, D.5 and E.6).

5. After having answered the questions, as a security measure to
avoid computer-generated replies, you will have to type in the numbers
and/or letters that will be displayed in your screen and validate them.

6. Your answers will have been submitted by then. You can view them
and/or save them as a PDF.

The deadline to reply to the consultation is 17th June 2013.

West of Ireland Club’s Cobh
Spaniel Trial

Enda Jennings writes that The West of Ireland Spaniel Club held its
Open A/V Spaniel Trial on Saturday 1st December 2012 at Ballyleary,

Cobh, Co Cork by kind permission of Mr J.J Frahill (Landowner) and
Cobh Field Trials Association, both of whom must be acknowledged for
theircontinued friendship of our club. The Trial was judged by Mr Brian
O’Hara from Co Dublin, Mr John Keeshan from Co Tipperary and Mr
Richie Power from Co Waterford. The Steward of the beat was Mr Finbarr
O’Driscoll.  

There was a full card of 16 dogs and a total entry of 21. Indeed on
the morning of the Trial, the secretary was made aware that there were
a number of other dogs available to run should they be required but
the 16 drawn dogs started. There were 12 Springer Spaniels and 4
Cocker Spaniels to be put through their paces.

The vegetation at Cobh is always testing and the dogs had to work
hard to produce the game which was in excellent order and the guns
did their job efficiently. The viewing was difficult at times and the
observer had to study the facial expressions of the competitors leaving
the line to gauge how things were going. Even the seasoned
campaigner could not have predicted that 7 dogs would be called to
the water which must surely have reflected the quality of the line up. 

The judges made up their books and the prizes were presented by
our Chairman, Mr Allan Mitchell. The results were as follows:

1st No. 6 - Mr Ricky Cashin from Co Laois with Forestmay Poppy (ESSB)
was presented with The McCarthy Cup.

2nd.  No.5 - Mr Dessie Elliot from Co Armagh with Abbylara Smarty
(CSB).

3rd  No.1 - Mr Anthony Smyth from Co Louth with Glenseskin Dusty
(ESSD)

4th No. 15 - Mr Paul Cromwell from Co Down with Rathfort Ann (CSB).

Certificates of Merit were awarded to the
following:

No.4 Mr Robert Langan from Co Dublin with Coolknight Lady
(ESSB)

No.7 Mr Fintan Kelly from Co Louth with Brambley Lady (ESSB)
No.16 Mr Larry Taaffe with Wanderer of Tobyhill (ESSB).
The West of Ireland Spaniel Club plans to run a number of events in

2013. Our annual working tests will be held on Sunday 28th July 2013 at
Mountbellew. Anyone not already on the mailing list, wishing to receive
Schedules and Entry Forms should email their details to
westofirelandspanielclub@gmail.com.

Winner Ricky Cashin receiving the silverware from Chairman
Allan Mitchell with JJ Frahill surveying the guns and the secretary
in the background.
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FEEDWELL sponsor Ulster Golden Retriever Club Working Tests and
Selection Test for the Feedwell International Team at the Irish Game

Fair, Shanes Castle, Antrim on the 29th & 30th June.
Held on a beautifully sunny day on a new course at the Randalstown

end of the estate, judges Philip Turner, Roy Wray and Thomas Brady set
challenging tests which sorted the dogs out well. The entry of 69 dogs
was up on last year and augurs well for what is looking like a record
canine turnout at what is planned to be not only Ireland’s largest and
most varied ‘doggy’ event but also the largest game or country fair
ever on the 29th & 30th June.  

Everyone who entered received a FREE ticket to the Game Fair and
a similar offer applies to those entering the Labrador Club of NI the
week before the fair. It would appear that competition for the £2,000
trailer top prize sponsored by KM Engineering will be fierce. Thomas
Brady had one of the KM dog boxes on display and it much admired.
KM will have a major display at both Great Game Fairs of Ireland.

Results
Unclassified      Handler Dog Breed  1st Samuel Buchannan Angel

Night Lab Bitch  2nd Roy Griffin Reemstorm Ranger Lab Dog  3rd John
Williamson Gorton’s Gaelic Prince Golden Ret. Dog  4th Timothy Woods
Loughgashel Combos Abbie Lab Bitch        Novice     Handler Dog Breed
1st Aaron Ramsey Beach Breeze Girl of Drummuck Hill Lab Bitch  2nd

David Beattie Oakleaf Trooper Lab Bitch  3rd Brian Hamilton Forthill Eoin
Lab Dog  4th Joe Johnston Carrickview Bog Warrier Lab Dog        Open
Handler Dog Breed  1st Gary Matthews Mountemple Ann of Cawlry Lab
Bitch  2nd Roy Rankin Astraglen Fergie Lab Dog  3rd Barry Downey
Tirgave Drummer Lab Dog  4th Richard Johnston Shimnavale Excalibur
Lab Dog.

Ulster Golden Retriever Test turnout augurs well for 
Shanes Castle gundog events

Gary Matthews took top spot in the Open Test.

Samuel Buchannan was Unclassified Test Winner.

Aaron Ramsay won the Novice Test.

Extreme weather events, including snow and
flooding, have added to the challenges and

heartache of farmers and landowners
throughout the country.  While there’s no easy
remedy for the recent snowfall, the UK’s leading

woodland conservation charity the Woodland
Trust is encouraging farmers to consider the
benefits of a natural ally. The Trust cites
compelling reasons for landowners to plant
trees, including their ability to provide shelter for

livestock and crops,
and help combat
flooding. With free
advice, site visits and
guidance on sources
of funding, the charity
is making it easy for
landowners to
experience the many
benefits of woodland.

Gregor Fulton,
operations manager
with the Woodland
Trust, said: “While we
certainly can’t control
the elements, we can
help to lessen their
effect. Trees and

woods thoughtfully integrated into farms have
an important role to play.  Planting native
trees, or allowing them to develop in
hedgerows, provides winter shelter and
summer shade important for livestock welfare
and productivity.

“Shelterbelts needn’t take up a vast
amount of space; just three or four rows of
trees can be very effective.  And hard-to-work
corners, unsuitable for grazing and often left
unused are ideal places for new planting.
Trees are certainly an investment and their
benefits can be felt within a relatively short
period of time. Many landowners will be
eligible for grant-aid from Forest Service’s
Woodland Grant Scheme. Those who don’t
qualify for government funding can apply for
support from the Woodland Trust.  In either
case, we’ll offer straightforward advice and
will point you in the right direction.”

To find out more, telephone 0845 293 5689;
email
woodlandcreation@woodlandtrust.org.uk or
visit www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/farming

Trees can aid farmers in times of crisis says Woodland Trust

(Photo by Alan Southworth)
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A quick overview of the 2012/2013 season
Woodcock appeared in good numbers during early

part of the season, November woodcock were spread
across most of the country with reports indicating birds
in most counties. Because the weather was mild,
woodcock densities in areas that normally held very
good numbers did not show the usual amounts. But in
the south west of the country very good numbers were
reported through the season, this was also true for most
of the west coast from Clare to Mayo. The wing returns from
last season would suggest an almost equal balance between
juvenile and adult birds, suggesting not such a good breeding season
last year, the 2012 breeding season. Ringed Woodcock: One reported
ringed woodcock.This bird was shot in Co Sligo and was ringed in
Picardie, France.

The Federation of European Woodcock Associations (FANBPO)
The 2013 Annual General Meeting of FANBPO will this year be held

on 14th and 15th June, in Dublin, Ireland. The NWAOI will act as hosts
for this meeting and will hold an open day/seminar on Saturday 15th
June. Friday the 14th June will see the officers of the European
woodcock associations at their AGM. 

Saturday the 15th June is the conference and open day/seminar.
Members from the European countries will give details of their

countries activities in relation to woodcock activities, at present we
have presentations from Spain, France, Switzerland, and Hungary.
Other presentations from individuals will also be given and we have
talks on woodcock plumage by Jean Paul Boidot well known and
respected expert on woodcock, and a talk by Yves Ferrand from
ONCFS on how to organised the study the Woodcock: network,
monitoring, ringing. In the outer room at the conference room we will
have a number of groups associated with woodcock in Ireland. Albert
Titterington and his successful magazine, Irish Country Sports and
Country life will be there and on his stand will be Ingrid Houwers the
excellent taxidermist with a special display of woodcock for the
seminar. Also on this stand will be the wildlife artist John R. Moore, the
artist who is responsible for the NWAOI’s woodcock prints. An auction
of a framed print of this beautiful woodcock in the snow by John will
take place during the day.  We will offer both prints at a special price
at the event and we would like to see you there and please bring
your friends.

Wing and Weight Analysis Facts and figures for 2012/2013
DETAILS OF WINGS SUPPLIED  

Numbers of NWAOI Others Juvenile: J Adult: A % % 
wings, profiled Total Total J to A A to J 
714   358 356 50.14% 49.86%   

LIST OF COUNTIES WHICH SUPPLIED WINGS to NWAO1  
Wings were supplied from 27 counties.

Leitrim, Waterford, Louth Mayo, Dublin, Galway, Clare, Meath, Tyrone,
Wicklow, Donegal, Fermanagh, Kerry, Down, Laois, Roscommon, Sligo,
Offaly, Westmeath, Antrim, Londonderry, Cavan, Kildare, Tipperary,
Limerick, Wexford, Cork .  

Ratio of Juvenile to Adult per month based on
Wing analysis 

November J- 52%   A- 48%, December  J- 57.5%    A-42.5%, January   J-
45.2%  A- 54.8%

The European Federation of Woodcock Associations will
hold its AGM in Dublin in June 

We will act as hosts for this gathering of experts on woodcock. 

Woodcock Poaching and shooting for euros
We have anecdotal evidence and some actual evidence of the

lamping and netting of woodcock across the country, we are also
aware that ‘ordinary hunters’ in a number or areas in the country are

shooting woodcock to sell and not shooting for sport. We are
also aware that illegal collection and storage sites have

been set up to take woodcock from ‘ordinary hunters’
and they offer €6 or €7 per bird. This is an illegal activity
because neither of the parties concerned has a licence
to deal in game. Woodcock flighting by unregulated
tour shoot operators for their out of state clients is on

going, the statutory bodies have been informed on
more that one occasion but so far no action has been

taken. 

Plans for the Association
This season saw a fall off in membership participation in returning

wings; this as you are aware is a vital part of identifying the age profile
of woodcock in the bag. We would therefore ask you to continue to
participate with us in collecting information on wintering and sedentary
woodcock. We can only function with your help and assistance. This of
course is vital to the Association in its endeavours to produce data on
woodcock in Ireland. This year 2013 we will be present at the Irish Game
Fair at Shanes Castle and the Irish Game & Country Fair at Birr, courtesy
of Albert Titterington who has provided a stand for us in the Organisers
marquee at the fairs. We would like you all to visit us there. If any
member who would like to offer assistance to the Association or help at
the stands at the Game Fairs in whatever form they wish please contact
the Hon. Sec.

Woodcock in Snow by JR Moore

Special Presentation
We have been offered an original beautiful Painting of a Peregrine

Falcon, this painting has been donated for auction by Mr. Albert
Titterington. Details of the auction will appear in due course and all
members will be informed. Albert has been so generous to this
organisation over a long period of time and again he has offered us a
golden goose, for which we are truly thankful to him.  We have also
been presented with a New Woodcock print from JR Moore, by Albert
Titterington. “Woodcock in Snow” will be available on the 15th June at
the Open Day/Seminar and we will be offering a special price for those
who wish to purchase both of the prints.

Extracts from the National Woodcock Association’s
Annual Report 2012/2013
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Photo by Joanie Stevenson.

It’s hard to believe, but we again find ourselves at the beginning of the
breeding season.
In late February, birds who have spent the winter off their territories

move back and the communal winter roosts dwindle as birds disperse.
By mid-March birds will have started displaying and nest
renovation/building should be underway.

You may remember from the autumn update, I explained how once
young red kites disperse from their natal territory they tend to go off and
explore the countryside and winter, therefore, is traditionally a time when
young birds make interesting movements and turn up far from the nest.

One such bird was Red 52, one of two birds reared by Black I (Issy)
and Black S (Sparky) at a site near Banbridge. This site was the first we
visited last year and Red 52 and it’s sibling, Red 51, were the first chicks
tagged in 2012.

Since fledging last July, eleven out of the twelve tagged Northern Irish
chicks had been recorded. The only one which had not been seen was
Red 52, so I was pleased, if a little surprised, when Marc Ruddock
contacted me in mid-January to tell me that one of their volunteers had
seen and photographed Red 52 near Malahide, Co. Dublin. You might
also remember from the last update, I reported on Pale blue/White B7.
This Irish bird toured several Northern Irish counties between August 2011
and November 2012 before heading back south to Co. Dublin in
November 2012. Well, B7 likes to keep us on our toes and has once again
turned up north of the border! Another interesting movement was made
by Red 63, which fledged from a site near Downpatrick. Although it’s
only a movement of around 40 km, Red 63 turned up on the same
estate as B7, becoming the fourth confirmed kite to visit that particular
site in less than a year, after White 35 and White 38 spent several months
there last winter and spring! Astonishing birds.

2012 round up from Northern Ireland Red Kites
There were five confirmed visits to Northern Ireland by birds from other

regions: Red/Blue 52 from Perthshire, Green/White 35 from Dumfries and
Galloway and four birds from Ireland; Pale Blue/White B1, Pale
blue/White B7, Pale blue/White Z and Pale blue/Blue B. The only Northern
Irish kite which was recorded outside the country in 2012 was Black V, a
2008 female, which was found to be breeding in Wicklow for the first time.

Breeding
Thirteen territorial pairs were located across south Down in 2012. Five

pairs nested in the same tree as 2011, two pairs moved and we had five
new pairings. Tree species used in 2012 included sycamore (4), larch (3),
oak (2), Scots pine (2) and birch (1). All nests visited contained feathers
from species of crow, other prey items identified included rabbit and rat.

Successful sites
F: Issy (Black I) M: Sparky (Black S) After failing in 2011, this pair moved

in 2012 and nested in a sycamore approximately 1 km from their old
nest. They successfully reared two chicks, Red 51 and 52.

F: Amelia (Black K) M: Matthew (Black M) Having raised one chick in
2011, this pair nested at the same site as the previous year. They did
brilliantly in 2012, managing to raise three chicks which were tagged as
Red 53, 54 and 55.

F: Black N M: Uhuru (Pink u) This pair had successfully bred for the first
time in 2011 when they produced three young. In 2012 they had two
young, Red 56 and 57. On 6 July, these birds were the first recorded
fledging in 2012, a full week earlier than the first recorded fledging in 2011.

F: Honky (Black H) M: Ruairi Rua (Blue 20) Having originally paired with
Black Z in 2010 and with the polygamous Jasper (Black Y) in 2011, Black
H finally managed to successfully breed for the first time in 2012. She
and Blue 20 built a scruffy nest on top of a natural clump of twigs in a
birch tree on an estate near Castlewellan. They fledged on chick, Red
58.

F: Paprika (Black P) M: Dobbin (Black D) This pair successfully raised
one chick for the third year in a row, Red 60 (pictured below).

F: Belle (Blue 12) M: Rio (Pink n) A new pairing for 2012, this pair
obviously have Welsh blood, choosing to build in a nice quiet, oak-lined
river valley. They also reared one chick, Red 59, which has also been
adopted and named Satya.

F: Black E M: Jasper (Black Y) As with Black P and Black D, this pair
successfully bred for the third year in succession. Red 61 was their fourth
chick having reared two in 2010 and one in 2011.

F: Caelum (Black A) M: Troy (Black T) Again, this pair bred for the third
successive year and Red 63 was also their fourth chick having fledged
one in 2010 and two in 2011. Interestingly, for the third year in a row they
moved nest site. Having nested in an old raven nest in 2010, they moved
and built their own in 2011. In 2012, they moved again, this time into an
old buzzard nest!

F: Pickie (Pink e) M: Ruby (Blue 22) Another new pairing for 2012, this
pair built a massive nest on the top, inclining branch in an oak tree over-
hanging a country road near Rathfriland. They fledged two chicks, which
were not tagged.

F: Cara (Black G) M: Wellan (Pink w) Having failed in 2011, this pair
moved in 2012. We were, unfortunately, unable to locate the exact
location of the nest, however, careful monitoring led us to conclude they
fledged one chick.

Unsuccessful sites
F: Kebble (Blue 21) M: Warrior (Blue 13)(c) AMcC Having built in a large

Scots Pine, we were hopeful this pair would be successful at their first
attempt. A combination of wind and a dead branch, however, led to
the part of the nest slipping and ultimately failure during incubation.

F: Toland (Blue 30) M: Keekaboo (Blue 16) Another all-2010 pairing, this
was also a first breeding attempt for these birds. They failed during nest-
building.

F: Blue 19 M: Unknown Another newly discovered pair for 2012, this pair
built a large, shallow nest on the end of a larch branch approximately 3
meters from the trunk. Unfortunately five days after the chick had been
ringed and tagged as Red 62, the unseasonably wet and cold weather
led to failure of the nest. A photo of the nest prior to failing is above.

For more information contact Adam McClure, Red Kite Officer, RSPB
NI, Belvoir Park Forest, Belfast, BT8 7QT t: 028 9049 1547 m: 07702237352 e:
adam.mcclure@rspb.org.uk

RED KITE NEWS

Photo by 
Adam McClure, 
Red Kite Officer, RSPB
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Donal McCloy Guns Unlimited 
An amazing selection of guns matched by the finest range of clothing

Whatever your sport - we really do have you covered 



Just Arrived 
The New Range of
Beretta Clothing

Come early to avoid disappointment.
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Best Month of April since 2008!
The quiet spell had ended (as I reported in the last

newsletter) on Sunday April 22nd. which was the Best
Day of the Season so far, and also produced the Biggest
Fish of the Season. We then had a very good week, with
a total of 12 fish caught in just 8 days giving the best total
for the month since 2008.

April 21:  Dave Walsh from Mallow  had two fish on
Killavullen. His very first ever springer with one of 6lb.,
followed in quick succession by a 9-9½ pounder released
- both on spinner.  John McNulty had a 15 pounder on
spinner on Woodstream.  This was the Biggest of the
Season.

April 23: A 13½ pounder for Barry Kendellan on
Bridgetown and one of 8lb. lost on Kilmurry.

April 24: Two 7-8 pounders from the same beat on the
upper river. One on fly and one on spinner.

April 25:   A 10 pounder reported by midday from
Bridgetown on the upper river. An 8.6lb with sea-lice
taken later at Ballyhooly. Both on spinner.

April 26:  One very large fish (15-20lb) on one of our
upper beats.

April 27:  A 7 pounder released on spinner from one of
our upper beats.

April 28:  The First Grilse was caught, plus two 7 and
11 pounders - all taken on the lower river.

Prospects
With the forecast now mainly dry through the coming

weekend, except for some light rain on Friday.
Prospects of sport are looking superb as there is now

obviously a good head of springers in the system & the

river is coming into superb condition. Clarity is 3½ - 4
feet & the height on the Ballyduff gauge is now only
0.51m. It is at perfect fly height on both the upper and
lower river. 

Open Weekend April 21/22
Please see the Blackwater Lodge Facebook page for

photos of this outrageously successful weekend
attended by 46 particpants who were treated firstly to

presentations on fly lines (Glenda) &
followed by welded loops (Conor
Arnold). Thereafter, it was off to the
river for an afternoon of presentations
& clinics on fly casting. It was so
successful & booked up so quickly that
a second has been arranged which is
also fully booked.

For any further information, please
contact:   Blackwater Lodge & Salmon
Fishery, Upper Ballyduff, County
Waterford, Ireland. Skype: bwlodge  Tel
from Ireland:  058 60235 (UK) 0844 202
33 33 Int: +353 58 60235 

Blackwater Lodge News

This lovely fresh 7lb. fish was caught &
released on fly on the upper river on
April 27th.



CHARLIE KEENAN

10 Main Street, Toome, Co. Antrim BT41 3SA
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The Tay  designed for general country wear. The dual density
oil resistant rubber sole provides excellent insulation and
shock absorption for supreme comfort. Breathable Airmesh
Lining.

Size 4 -13 Price  £90

The Torray is a premium field sports boot with the Mossy Oak
break-up camouflage pattern over the full surface of the boot.
It has additional rubber overlays for reinforced toe, heel and
Achilles areas.
Breathable Airmesh Lining with extra fleece lining for superb
insulation and comfort.

Size 4 -13 Price £120

The Esk has a heavy duty sole making it ideal for agricultural
or equestrian use. Colours Black or Green.  Breathable
Airmesh Lining.    

Size 4-13 Price £90

The Tay Sport has been specifically designed for country
sports wear.  It has a sticky rubber sole with 5mm cleats
and phylon mid sole with additional rubber overlays for
reinforcing toe, heel and Achilles areas. Breathable Airmesh
Lining with extra fleece lining for superb insulation and
comfort.

Sizes 4-3  Price £110

Tay Torray

Esk Tay Sport

The Greta are ladies boots suitable for both work and leisure.
They have 5mm CR-Foam insulation and toe and heel
reinforcement. They are available in Fuchsia and Violet
colours.

Sizes 4-9. Price £90

Greta

Alpina Trapper is an Italian made boot constructed  from high
grade leather with an  innovative Frasson  sole with self
cleaning cleats. The  mid-calf style features a deep, protective
rubber rand, soft kid leather cuffs, and metal lacing hoops
throughout.  

Price £225

Trapper



Co Antrim is a county of
massive contrasts from the

beautiful glens of Antrim to the
lush farmland surrounding
Ballymena with its great
shopping. From the beautiful
coast road to the  significant
history surrounding Carrick-
fergus with its Castle and back
to Antrim (or Antroim from the
Irish meaning ‘lone ridge,’ there
is much to see and do and what
better time to visit the county
for a few days than around the
time of arguably Antrim county’s largest
event – the Irish Game and Country Fair at
Shanes Castle on the 29th & 30th June. 

The antiquities of the county consist of cairns, mounts
or forts, remains of ecclesiastical and military structures,
and round towers.

There are three round towers: one at
Antrim, one at Armoy, and one on
Ram's Island in Lough Neagh, only that
at Antrim being perfect. There are some
remains of the ecclesiastic
establishments at Bonamargy, where
the earls of Antrim are buried, Kells,
Glenarm, Glynn, Muckamore and
Whiteabbey.

The castle at Carrickfergus, dating
from the Norman invasion of Ireland, is
one of the best preserved medieval
structures in Ireland. There are,
however, remains of other ancient

castles, as Olderfleet, Cam's, Shane's, Glenarm, Garron
Tower, Red Bay, and Dunluce Castle, notable for its
dramatic location on a rocky outcrop.

The principal cairns are: one on Colin mountain, near
Lisburn; one on Slieve True, near Carrickfergus; and two
on Colinward. The cromlechs most worthy of notice are:
one near Cairngrainey, to the north-east of the old road
from Belfast to Templepatrick; the large cromlech at
Mount Druid, near Ballintoy; and one at the northern
extremity of Islandmagee. The mounts, forts and
entrenchments are very numerous.The natural rock
formations of Giant's Causeway on the Antrim coast are
now designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Antrim Town described as … 
the Jewel of the Lough

The Game Fair host town of Antrim and the Borough
of Antrim is set in rolling countryside located on the
north-east shores of the largest fresh water lake in the
British Isles, Lough Neagh. Its rich tapestry of attractions
and activities is just waiting to be explored. From
leisurely cruises on Lough Neagh to retail therapy at
Junction One International Outlet Centre and Castle
Mall, from the glorious Antrim Castle Gardens to
relaxation at The Spa at Antrim Forum, Antrim Borough
can cater for everyone!

Visitors have the opportunity  to take a guided tour of
Antrim Castle Gardens, one of the most unique and
historically intact gardens in the UK and throughout
Ireland exploring four centuries of garden heritage and
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County Antrim – host to
the Irish Game Fair and

Flavour Fine Food Festival

Motto: Per angusta ad augusta (Latin)
"Through Trial to Triumph

The beautiful gardens of Antrim Castle.





culture.  All of the buildings including Clotworthy
House, the original stables of the Castle, have been
restored and set around a beautifully landscaped
courtyard. In the all new visitor experience at the 400
year old Gardens, enjoy lunch at The Garden Coffee
Shop, browse the Visitor Gift Shop, stroll through the
Garden Exhibition Area detailing the history of the
Gardens and the story of the Massereene Family and
visit the light filled Oriel Gallery hosting a range of
stunning exhibitions. At every turn in the Gardens, you
will find features that will fascinate and intrigue you.
One such feature is the 400 year old statue of the
Massereene Hound that was commemorated at last
year’s fair by a fine painting by John R Moore. A limited
edition print has been taken from this painting and No1
was presented to the Council to hang with the hound
feature at Clotworthy House. 

While you are in the area, why not use the Antrim
Borough Heritage Guide to visit some of the many
notable buildings, churches and places of interest
including Antrim Round Tower which was built around
the 10th century and is one of the finest of its kind in
Ireland.  The oldest standing Courthouse in Ireland was
recently restored by the Council in Antrim town centre
and is now a venue for a wide range of cultural activities
and popular entertainment – stop by for a coffee or to
browse the visitors information centre and then continue
your heritage tour at Pogue’s Entry Historical Cottage,
the home of Alexander Irvine. Take a boat trip to Ram’s

Island and explore the largest island on Lough Neagh
and discover the round tower and ruins of a 19th century
summer house. 

For those who like to be ‘on the go’, some of the finest
sporting and leisure activities in Northern Ireland are on
offer in the Borough. At Antrim Forum, visitors can
enjoy high quality facilities including a state-of-the-art
Fitness Suite and Spa, Ten-Pin bowling and children’s
soft-play adventure area as well as swimming and ball
sports.  

Golfers of all handicaps from throughout the world
keep coming back to enjoy the Borough’s courses at
Allen Park, Hilton Templepatrick and Massereene Golf
Club. Dramatic challenges and delightful scenery make
each round memorable. And on the lighter side, there is
fun for all the family at Junction Jacks, a pirate themed
adventure golf course at Junction One. 

Where the waters of the Lough Neagh lap the shore
you’ll find the Lough Shore Park. The attractive
surroundings make it the perfect spot to while away a
few hours enjoying a picnic or feeding the ducks and
swans.  Following the shoreline of the Lough, travel to
World of Owls in Randalstown, Northern Ireland’s only
owl, bird of prey and exotic conservation education
centre or travel south to Clementsmount Fun Farm
where children can enjoy the petting barn, pony rides,
human hamster ball and jumping pillow!  

For some retail therapy you can visit Northern
Ireland’s largest international outlet centre, Junction
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Game Fair Director Albert
Titterington and the

Massereene Hound Display
at Clotworthy House



(Rates are subject to availability, terms and conditions apply)

Accommodation

Rooms from
£59.00

For further information or to make a reservation
Tel: 028 9445 7000
Email: reception.belfast@maldronhotels.com
www.maldronhotelbelfast.com

Enjoy a Warm Welcome at

McLarnon’s

The Ramble Inn
Traditional Pub • Restaurant • Banqueting

Suite • Live Music Venue

236 Lisnavenagh Road,

Ballymena/Antrim Dual Carriageway

Tel: (028) 9442 8888
www.mclarnonsrambleinn.com

Email: info@mclarnonsrambleinn.com

Catering for all Family Special Occasions
Serving food all day, every day



One, on the edge of Antrim town.  In the town itself,
Castle Mall offers many familiar high street brands while
the other towns and villages have a wide range of
independent retailers.

The standard of visitor accommodation in the
Borough is second to none. From four star hotels to
quality guesthouses and B&Bs, there’s something to suit
everyone’s budget. 

So come and visit soon. There really is something for
everyone in Antrim Borough… the Jewel of the Lough. 

For further information on accommodation including
camping and caravan park, attractions and activities in
Antrim Borough, please contact: Old Courthouse
Information Centre, Market Square, Antrim, T: 028 9442
8331, E: info@antrim.gov.uk W: www.antrim.gov.uk

Ballymena
Another great visitor experience can be had in

Ballymena and its Borough. Particularly attractive for
shopaholics, this is a town with a reputation as a first
rate retail centre, selling locally produced crafts,
ceramics and jewellery.

If you are keen on sport and leisure activities
Ballymena  aims to provide as much as possible to suit
everyone's taste.  For the more outdoor orientated there
are various options including horse-riding, golfing,
fishing, walking, karting  and not forgetting the indoor
facilities available.  All our rivers, namely the Bann,
Braid, Clough and Glenwherry have fine runs of fish.

The People's Park boasts a well-equipped children's
playground, tennis Courts, bowling green, toilets, lake
and picnic area.

There is even a St Patrick Connection..
One of the most historic sites within the Borough is

Slemish near Broughshane (1,437 feet in height).  Enjoy
the spectacular views across the borough when you
climb to the summit which will take approximately 1
hour. It was here that Ireland's Patron, Saint Patrick,
when he was captured was first brought to Ireland in the
5th Century.

Route 97 of the National Cycling Network (NCN 97 trail)
takes cyclists past an array of beautiful scenery including
the Ecos Country Park and Slemish and will eventually take
cyclists to the picturesque village of Glenarm.

The picturesque villages of the Borough are popular
with visitors for their magnificent floral displays,
Moravian and mining settlements and significant
historical interest such as the Moat at Harryville.  The
Marina, Cistercian Monastery and Forest at Portglenone
are interesting places to visit or have a picnic along with
a marina and forest at Portglenone.  Enjoy some
traditional music and craic at the Crosskeys Inn, near
Ahoghill every weekend - the oldest thatched pub in
Ireland- a popular watering hole for everyone. 

The Borough is a perfect holiday location offering
high quality accommodation, and a wide variety of pubs
and restaurants to suit every taste and budget.

The Braid also has a museum, arts centre, café,
conference facilities and with a full year’s programme of
festivals, Shows, classes and entertainment there is
something for everyone to enjoy.

Call and collect your free information pack or
telephone The Tourism Office  on 028 25635900 or visit
the website at www.gatewaytotheglens.com
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Slemish with its St Patrick’s connection



Accommodation and hospitality 
There are many excellent hotels in County Antrim

including the Maldron Hotel at Belfast International
Airport just 5 miles from the Game Fair at Shanes Castle.
Maldron Hotel Belfast is located in the heart of Northern
Ireland making it an excellent location for the explorers
among us.  Whether your visit is for business or pleasure
the warm friendly welcome you will receive from the
minute you step through the doors into the marbled
lobby will make you feel right at home. Belfast
International Airport is only a short 50 metre walk from
the hotel with no need  for airport transfers.  The 24 hour
Airport Express bus makes the journey into Belfast City
centre easy and convenient to enjoy some of the city’s
main attractions such as Titanic Belfast, Crumlin Road
Gaol, The Ulster Museum and Botanic Gardens are but a
few.

The Maldron Hotel Belfast boasts 104 bedrooms
which are contemporary in design and finished to a high
standard.  Complimentary Wi-Fi is available in all public
areas.

Good meals and great pubs
Shanes Castle, the venue for the fair is situated

midway between Randalstown and Antrim and there
are many good places to east in drink in both towns but
just up the road towards Ballymena is the famous
Ramble Inn a  hostelry frequented by the Game Fair
team and one that they can personally recommend for
great food and a convivial atmosphere. The Ramble Inn
is a country pub full of atmosphere, a restaurant serving
great food, and music to suit all tastes. The old coach
house on the Ballymena Line has something for
everyone and every occasion and is conveniently located
on the A26 just 2 miles from Antrim an Shanes Castle
and 6 miles from Ballymena.

The Ramble Inn dates back to the 16th century when
it was a coaching inn serving travellers on this, the main
road to the coast and the Antrim Glens.

Shanes Castle a most historic site for
the Irish Game Fair  

Visitors to the Irish Game Fair on the 29th & 30th June
will see a Living History Village sited in the ruins of the
old castle on the banks of Lough Neagh and which
features a timeline from when the Vikings came up the
Bann to the Georgian period.   I hope many will reflect
and appreciate that they are visiting an estate steeped in
history, legend and noble traditions. 

Mary Lowry in her ‘Story of Belfast’ gives a most
fascinating insight into the history of Shanes Castle and
the O’Neill family.  

In fact, ‘The Red Hand of Ulster’ one of the most
abiding legends and the start of the O’Neill’s connection

with Ulster was based on a race to claim Ulster by two
Vikings.  As Lowry states “In an ancient expedition for
the conquest of Ireland, the leader of it declared that
whoever of his followers first touched the shore should
possess the territory. One of them, the founder of the
race which supplied Ulster with kings for centuries,
coveting the reward and seeing that another boat was
likely to reach the land before him, seized an axe and
with it cut off his left hand, which he flung on shore, and
so was the first to touch it. Hence a red hand became the
armorial ensign of the province.”  The red hand is also
part of the O’Neill crest and the coat of arms of the
county of Antrim. 

Lowry goes on to state: 
“..... we have as a near neighbour one of the oldest

and most beautiful of them all. Shane's Castle,—or, as it
was once called, "Eden-duff-carrick,"—has been, since
the year 1345, the home of the O'Neills. The Royal house
of O'Neill traces its history back to the very beginning of
Ireland's story. They were kings of Ulster for one
thousand years. Like the branches of a great oak tree that
has its roots twined about the very heart of the earth
itself, it would be impossible to record a tithe of the
events connected with such a people as the O'Neills.

From Donegal to Belfast, all Ulster belonged to them,
and they were a terror in Ulster until Queen Elizabeth's
time. A clan that could muster 24,500 fighting men was
not likely to be easily subdued, and formed a power to
be reckoned with.” In fact Shane O’Neill visited Queen
Elizabeth the 1st and almost treated with her as an equal.
Interestingly there is a story that he presented her with
two Irish wolfhounds and so this may explain how the
Massereene Hound appeared at Antrim Castle just down
the road.  

Back to Lowry’s history : 
“In the year 1230, two sons divided into two separate

branches, and the younger settled at Lough Neagh, and
this castle was first called Eden-duff-carrick when he
built it in 1345. Shane MacBrien O'Neill changed the
name to Shane's Castle in the year 1722. He was buried
in the small graveyard adjoining, and his vault is still
preserved. There is an underground passage from the
Castle into the graveyard, and another leading to the
edge of the water. These underground passages are of
spacious and curious construction. One of them is a great
kitchen with a fireplace where immense quantities of
food could be prepared. There are stables for horses with
an entrance under the terrace, and the water of the
Lough came close up to the walls at one time. The most
important thing was a spring of good water. There is no
doubt that these passages were often used, and were
found extremely useful during the rough times of former
years. The terrace was built about the year 1800, and
twenty pieces of cannon dated 1790 are still there. A
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large addition to the castle was in course of erection
when it was irretrievably destroyed by fire in 1816,
which was caused by a rook's nest in the chimney taking
fire. The entire buildings were ruined, the fortified
esplanade, the cannon and a grand conservatory alone
being left.  The great library and some most valuable
paintings were lost, and the ruins left show that it must
have been a spacious and magnificent building.”

In fact legend has it that castle was destroyed by a
flaming Banshee which came across the lough.

“Shane O'Neill had a printing-press, an unusual
possession in those days, and he had also a chess board
formed of the bones of the men of Leinster who were
ancient enemies of the race.”

“Such a place as Shane's Castle is full of romance, and
when we gaze at the ivy-clad walls of the magnificent
ruins, or listen to the music of the river as it hastens to
the Lough, we can readily believe that the O'Neill
Banshee still appears wandering in the moonlight under
the shade of the ancient trees.

Many of the old families in Ireland are believed to
have one of these spirits attending them, but in none is
there more faith than in the O'Neill's Banshee. She comes
to forewarn death by melancholy wailings. "Maoveen"—
little Mab—is her name. Vallancy calls her the "angel of

death" or separation. Lady Morgan, more poetically,
names her "the white lady of sorrow." To doubt the
existence of "Maoveen" is never thought of, and indeed
all the surroundings favour the idea.

There is a head carved in stone on one of the walls of
the ruined Castle, and tradition says that, when it falls,
the race will be extinct. It is already loose and tottering,
but the race lives on and the head still holds its position.
There are few places that live in remembrance like
Shane's Castle, few places where superstition is so
easily stirred. If we wander under the shadow of the
spreading trees, or linger near the little graveyard with
its gloomy vault, or stand beside the crumbling walls of
the stately towers, we are awed by the thought of all
that has come and gone in O'Neill's history since the
day the bloody hand first touched the shore. It matters
not if we see it in all the green glory of summer
sunshine, or in the pale misty moonlight of a still
evening, there is no place that can be compared to it.
There is, and can be, but one Shane's Castle—it stands
alone in a beauty all its own.”

I trust visitors to the Game Fair will appreciate the
history and beauty of this ancient estate and we thank our
hosts Lord and Lady O’Neill and estate manager the Rt Hon.
Shane O’Neill for allowing us to share it with you all.
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Vikings and wolfhounds making a return to Shanes Castle at the Game Fair.



There’s an amazing prize for Best in Show
at the 26th All Ireland Terrier & Lurcher

Championships at Shanes Castle - a framed
portrait of the winning dog painted by none
other than lurcher racing legend John
Humphries.

John has won the Master McGrath at Shanes Castle,
Midland Game Fair, Chatsworth, Sandringham, the
Welsh Game Fair and with painting firmly a family
tradition it was inevitable that he would follow suit.

His work is sought after by discerning dog
enthusiasts around the UK and recently had a
commission to paint an American show champion
whippet and even had others from Bulgaria and
Sweden. As he says himself: “The racing scene has
been good for me over the years and now I’m

honoured to be able to put something back through my
art. And of course no better place to do this than at
Shanes Castle.”

Gemma fell in love with John’s work when she
spotted it and knew right way that he was the one to
paint her dogs Buddy and Stella. “ I was blown away
with the paintings and they were a present for my
husband Andrew. And boy was there a reaction! He
was literally shaking with emotion when he saw what
John had done and the way he had captured Buddy
and Stella on canvas.”

So if you would like to have the chance to ‘put your
dog in the picture’ all you have to do is come along to
Shanes and enter the  All Ireland Terrier, Whippet and
Lurcher Championship on  Sunday 30th June. Start
12.00 with pet show and 12.30 sharp for breed classes.
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Put your dog ‘in the
picture’ at Shanes Castle 

John with Former Miss UK Gemma Garrett and her dogs Buddy and Stella. 



“The decision to combine the Ballywalter
and Shanes Castle events into ‘one

Super Fair’ has really paid off with the event
planned for Shanes Castle on the 29th & 30th
June, our 52nd fair  looking like it is going to
be the best Irish game or country fair ever”
says Director Albert Titterington.

With more top quality stands, no less than three arenas
operating, an exciting range of international competitions with
prize funds unmatched in Ireland and arguably the best venue
in Ireland, all that’s needed now is the weather to show this
event off at its best.

The only fair with Flavour
While the fair has the strongest hunting, shooting, fishing

and gundog focus, there is much to interest all members of the
family with the largest Fine Food Festival ever seen at a game
or country fair in Ireland. Co-ordinated and promoted by
Flavour Fine Food magazine this highlight of the fair is
enhanced by cookery demonstrations by a number of chefs
including game & fish cookery specialist, the award winning
Emmett McCourt. 

No need for a Tardis - let Shanes‘ Living
History Village take you back in time 

As befitting the significant and turbulent history associated
with Shanes Castle – the birthplace of Kings of Ulster- a Living
History Village sited in the old ruined castle on the banks of
Lough Neagh  features a time line from the Vikings who sailed
up the Bann into Lough Neagh to the Georgian period. This

village is a mecca for ‘kids of all ages’ and this year features its 
own action packed arena giving real history lessons for the
whole family.

New this year - action in no less than three
arenas

This year’s action packed
main arena programme has a
rich mix of attractions but
uniquely this and a living history
arena 
will also be supported by a third
‘Country Sports in Action’ arena.
This is where many of the
performers from the main arena

will provide
more personal
‘coaching’ and
d i s c u s s i o n
interaction with the public. New for this year
in the main arena will be Ian Openshaw with
his fantastic display with 14 or more dogs.
Ian is the most successful gundog handler in
the world having made up 98 FT champions
( plus his wife Wendy has made up 10)
including in Springers, Cockers and
Labradors. He is regularly one of the stars of
the main arena programmes at the CLA and
Midland fairs  and it is appropriate that his
first visit with his arena act should be to
Ireland’s largest Game Fair!

Biggest and best fair for serious
international canine competition
but also  canine capers

In fact the canine section of the fair will be
the largest and most varied ever and
certainly the largest and most prestigious in
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Castle set to break all records



Irish Game Fair & Flavour Fine Food Festival

Featuring:
• Three action packed arena programmes with living history and country 

sports entertainment including falconry, historical re-enactments, horse 
& hounds, the Victorian Poacher, gundog displays, carriages and other 
attractions.

• A huge tented village of trade stands packed with bargains for everyone to
‘buy intoʼ the country lifestyle. Includes The Flavour Fine Food Festival with
game & fish cookery demonstrations, Irelandʼs largest outdoor Angling 
Show with the Salmon & Woodcock Pavilion with most of the campaigning
angling organisations, great range of tackle and boats, casting & fly tying
demos; crafts, country fashion, artists, antiques, cars & 4x4 vehicles, 
ferrets & falcons, guns, homes & gardens, dog trailers,pens & kennels and
stickmaking.

• A massive range of have a go activities for the whole family and top quality
clay pigeon, angling, gundog and terrier & lurcher competitions with superb
prize funds including a £2,000 dog trailer from KM Dog Trailers.

• All the main country sports, angling and conservation organisations plus 
a REAL Living History Village.

Admission: Adults £10; Families £25; Children over 5 £5
CAR PARKING & PROGRAMME FOC

Our partner fair The Irish Game & Country Fair at Birr Castle, Co Offaly,
takes place on the 31st August and the 1st September.

For further details:
T: 048 44839167/44615416    E: irishgamefair@btinternet.com    
www.irishgamefair.com and www.irishgameandcountryfair.com

SEE THE 2012 fairs on 
www.fieldsportschannel.tv and www.dogandcountry.tv

Ireland’s most exciting country lifestyle event for the family

29th & 30th June, Shanes Castle, Antrim
10.00am to 6.00pm

Irish

COUNTRY SPORTS
and COUNTRY LIFE

The fair is supported by 



Ireland with international team events for spaniels and
retrievers; international and all Ireland terrier and lurcher
championships, show and racing; dog shows; dog agility; an
information stand mounted by the Kennel Club from London,
the governing body for both show and working pedigree dogs;
displays by Ian Openshaw and also the CLA international
team; the displays of long netting and poaching with dogs by
Steven Mc Gonigal (the’Victorian Poacher’) and the inimitable
Keith Mathews, the ‘Dog Guru’ with his training classes for all
kinds of dogs. Add in prizes hugely in excess of anything
available in Ireland i.e c £1,000 the Master McGrath lurcher
racing final and a £2,000 dog trailer for the top gundog and you
can see why no other event in Ireland can match either the size
or variety of the canine section of the fair. 

Gundog Events (Director Joe Johnston)
Gundog Events Saturday 29th June 2013
The Feedwell Retriever Competitions organised by the
URGRC

A Golden Moment!
There are three events: An Unclassified Test; A Novice Test and
an Open Test. Entry Fee £5 (does not include admission to Fair)
Unclassified Test
1st Webber BBQ (worth £180 sponsored by Haldane Fisher)
plus £25 plus Tankard plus Bag of Feedwell  Dog Food
2nd £25 and a bag of Feedwell Dog Food
3rd £15 and a bag of Feedwell Dog Food
Rosettes to Fourth place 
Novice  
1st A Jack Murphy Coat, Tankard Plus £25 and a bag of
Feedwell Dog Food
2nd £25 and a bag of Feedwell Dog Food
3rd £15 and a bag of Feedwell Dog Food
Rosettes to Fourth place 
Open
1st A Jack Murphy Coat, Tankard Plus £25 and a bag of
Feedwell Dog Food
2nd £25 and a bag of Feedwell Dog Food
3rd £15 and a bag of Feedwell Dog Food
Rosettes to Fourth place 
SPECIAL PRIZE FOR TOP SCORING RETRIEVER
SATURDAY : A WEEKEND LET for up to FOUR
PEOPLE at the Landmark Trust’s Magherintemple

Dog Guru Keith Mathews and his training classes draws the crowds.
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Top Winning Dogs Thrive on

Dogs such as those owned by Alan Rountree:

These owners of top field trial, working test and show dogs all consider that by feeding
Feedwell products, they get the performance from their dogs that they require.

These are just some of the owners of all types of dogs who use Feedwell regularly and express
their satisfaction with well formulated products available at sensible prices.

Animal Foods Ltd.
The Old Mill, Annsborough, Castlewellan, Co. Down, BT31 9NH

Tel: (028) 4377 8765 Fax: (028) 4377 1420
Email: info@feedwell.com www.feedwell.com

Damian Newman

Laurence Hennessy

John Wilson

Feedwell makes Top Quality Products

and Supports your sport
Winston Kelly’s
Glenloch Tyler &
Carraigairt Adam

Tim Crothers

Alan C.M. Rountree casting Int FT Ch Waterford Edward of Tasco in the recent IK
Champonship. They finished 2nd adding to Alan's illustrious handling  record in
the championship - one that is unlikely to be equalled.

Finbar’s O’Sullivan’s IR.
FTCH Rommels Mystery



Gate Lodge, Ballycastle Co Antrim — Dog Friendly.
For Further details – Contact Joe Johnston (Gundog

Director)  – Telephone 028 8673 6432 or  Thomas Brady FT Sec
URGC– Telephone 07788 927 014

Saturday 29th June : International Springer Spaniel
Tests sponsored by RED MILLS

Northern Ireland  V Southern Ireland v England
International test – organised by Willie Thompson & Ken
Lindsay at 12.00noon. Winners take all prize of £100 Plus dog
food

Top Spaniel receives framed Spaniel print donated by
William Clarke (Country Picture)

The Red Mills Novice Spaniel Test (Start 9.30) and
Open Spaniel Test (Start 2.00pm) organised by the
Antrim & Down Springer Spaniel Club.
Novice :
1st Webber BBQ (worth £180 sponsored by Haldane Fisher)
plus £25 plus Tankard plus Red Mills Dog Food
2nd £25 
3rd £15
Open:
1st Duck Dri Coat plus £25 plus Tankard plus Redmills Dog
Food.
2nd £25
3rd £15 

Prize for the top scoring Spaniel - A weekend let for the
Landmark Trust’s - Triumphal Arch Gatelodge Colebrooke
Co Fermanagh - dog Friendly & Sleeps up to four. 

The top two spaniels from the Open test qualify for the:
KM TRAILERS/DUBARRY TOP GUNDOG  GAME FAIR
CHAMPION HANDLER CHALLENGE : The TWO TOP
Spaniels run off on Sunday against the two top retrievers.
The winner to win a £2,000 Gundog Trailer sponsored by KM
Dog Trailers the BEST OTHER BREED to the winner
receives a pair of DUBARRY BOOTS.  

For Further Details of the Spaniel Tests contact Danny
O’Neill 07713323299 Willie Thompson Tel: 028 90962441

Gundog Events Sunday 30th June  
Commentator : Peter Smith
The Feedwell International Gundog Team Test –
Ireland’s only REAL International Retriever Test
featuring teams from NI, ROI, Ulster Select and Wales 

Organised by the Mid Ulster Gundog Association (Contact
Joe Johnston on 028 8673 6432) or Robbie McGregor (028 2766
8867) starts at 09.30am 
Prize

Winner takes all prize of  £100 & bags of Feedwell Dog Food 
Top Retriever receives a framed print donated by William

Clarke (Country Picture)

Feedwell International Open Test 
Organised by the Mid Ulster Gundog Association starts at

1.45pm sharp entries in advance or taken on the ground.
Prizes:-
1st Watch value £250 sponsored by Gardiner Bros Jewellers

plus a bag of Feedwell Dog Food
2nd £30 plus bag of Feedwell Dog Food
3rd £20 plus a bag of Feedwell Dog Food
4th £15 plus a bag of Feedwell Dog Food
Rosettes to 4th place 
Entry Fee £5 (does not include admission to the Fair)
The top four dogs will also form the Northern Ireland team

to compete in North v South event at Birr on the 1st September.
The top two dogs also go through to the challenge competition
on Sunday afternoon  for top dog /Game Fair Champion
handler.

KM TRAILERS/DUBARRY TOP GUNDOG  GAME FAIR
CHAMPION HANDLER : The TWO TOP Spaniels run off
on Sunday against the two top retrievers. The winner to win
a £2,000 Gundog Trailer sponsored by KM Dog Trailers the
BEST OTHER BREED to the winner receives a pair of
DUBARRY BOOTS.
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Less serious competitions for gundog enthusiasts include
the Scurrry and the Dummy throwing competition organised
by Comber Wildfowlers Association.

IRELAND’s Most Prestigious Terrier & Lurcher
Events are staged at Shanes Castle (Director
Matt Lee) 
The 26th All Ireland Terrier & Lurcher Championships
staged at the Irish Game Fair, Shanes Castle on
Saturday 29th and Sunday 30th June  SPONSORED BY
Irish Countrysports and Country Life magazine,
Gardiner Bros Jewellers, Feedwell ,Barbour, Red Mills
Sarah Majury & Premier Event Catering. 

PLEASE NOTE: Only the Master McGrath Race is pre entry.
All other events are enter on the day in order that our All
Ireland Champions can be true champions of Ireland having
beaten ALL COMERS on the day. 

RACING SATURDAY 29th June starts 12.00noon  with
the RED MILLS Master Mc Grath Final to find the
fastest lurcher in the UK and Ireland

The winner receives £500, a Barbour Coat, a tankard, a
portrait of their dog by Sarah Majury , rosette and a bag of RED
MILLS. The runner up receives a watch sponsored by Gardiner
Bros (worth £250), a tankard, rosette and a bag of RED MILLS. 

The Over 23” All Ireland Elite Racing Championships –
Winner £30 plus bag of FEEDWELL and Trophy  Runner Up
£20 

The Under 23” All Ireland Elite Racing Championships–
Winner £30 plus bag of FEEDWELL and Trophy  Runner Up
£20 

The Under 21” All Ireland Elite  Racing Championships–
Winner £30 plus bag of FEEDWELL and Trophy  Runner Up
£20

The Over 23” All Ireland Lurcher Racing Championships –
Winner £30 plus bag of FEEDWELL and Trophy  Runner Up
£20

The Under 23” All Ireland Lurcher Racing Championships–
Winner £30 plus bag of FEEDWELL and Trophy  Runner Up
£20

The Under 21” All Ireland Lurcher Racing Championships–
Winner £30 plus bag of FEEDWELL and Trophy  Runner Up
£20

Whippet  21” and under All Ireland Racing Championships
Winner £30 plus bag of FEEDWELL and Trophy  Runner Up
£20

Whippet 23” and under All Ireland Racing Championships
Winner £30 plus bag of FEEDWELL and Trophy  Runner Up
£20

The aforementioned races are run under NILRC rules the
following races are special races sponsored by Directors Philip
Lawton and Albert Titterington.

The Directors Challenge
This is restricted to dogs that have not won a race at any

event in the UK or Ireland
There will be two sets of heats for dogs classified as follows:
1.Rough Coated Lurcher Any size  - Overall Winner £20 and

Tankard
2.Bull /cross Lurcher Any size – Overall  Winner £20 and

Tankard
Top 2 of each will run in four dog final Winner £50 and a bag

of FEEDWELL
The Terrier All Ireland Racing Championships– Winner £30

plus bag of FEEDWELL and Tankard  Runner Up £20
Note racing starts 12.00 noon Master Mc Grath Final

followed by All Ireland Championship Racing 

CHAMPION TERRIER, LURCHER & WHIPPET
SHOW Sunday 30th start 12.00 noon with pet show and
1.00 sharp for breed classes.

OVERALL SHOW CHAMPION Barbour Coat, Rosette and
Tankard. Runner Up : £25 plus Tankard.

CHAMPION TERRIER, LURCHER & WHIPPET Tankard
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'The Master McGrath' the top lurcher race in Ireland.



plus £50 & BAG OF FEEDWELL &  Rosette. Reserve: £25 and
BAG OF FEEDWELL & Rosette.

The Champion Lurcher and Terrier  qualify for the  Red
Mills Irish Countrysports and Country Life magazine Five
Nations International Lurcher Final at Birr Castle on the 1st
September  and also receives two tickets to the Birr Castle Fair
and a year’s subscription to Irish Countrysports and Country
Life magazine.. The Prize fund for the  Red Mills Irish
Countrysports and Country Life competition prestigious final
will be c  €1,000.

PUPPY CHAMPION: Tankard & £25

IRISH GAME FAIR SHOW CLASSIFICATION
Each Class Winner Receives a Bag of Feedwell Dog Food -

Rosettes to fourth place
Terrier Championship Show : Graham Brennan

Terrier Pups under 1 year, Terrier under 12”, Best Pair of
Terriers, AV Working Terrier, Jack Russell Type Dog or Bitch
over 1 year old, Lakeland Type Dog or Bitch over 1 year old,
Fell or Patterdale Dog or Bitch over 1 year old, Border Dog or
Bitch over 1 year old, Cross Bred Dog or Bitch over 1 year old,
Championship 1st placed terriers in classes 2,4,5,6,7,8,9. 
Lurcher Championships: Judge Tom Barry

Any Variety Lurcher Pup under 1 year old,
Whippet/Lurcher Dog or Bitch over 1 year old (NO PURE
BRED WHIPPETS) Best Pair of Lurchers, Any Variety Lamping
Lurcher, Smooth Lurcher over 23” over 1 year old, Rough
Lurcher over 23” over 1 year old, Rough or Smooth Lurcher
under 23” over 1,  Collie Lurcher over 1 year old, Terrier Bred
Lurcher over 1 year old,  Veteran Lurcher – Any Lurcher over
8 years of age,  Championship 1st placed Lurchers in classes
2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10.

Whippet Championship: Judge Tracy Gill
Whippet Puppy Dog under 1 year old, Whippet Puppy

Bitch under 1 year old,  Whippet Dog over 1year old,  Whippet
Bitch over 1 year old, Working Whippet Dog, Working
Whippet Bitch, Championship 1st from classes 3,4,5,6.

Family Dog Show:
Any Variety shown by a child under 12 years of age, Any

Variety shown by a Lady,  Any Variety shown by a Gent ,
Champion Handling Class from the above classes Receives  A
Bag of FEEDWELL, Trophy & Rosette.

The Great Game Fairs of Ireland have the top
prizes and at Shanes Castle and Birr Castle the
best clay pigeon layouts at any Irish Game or
Country Fair.

Game Fair Champion at Shanes Castle: Top Score
over the two days wins a voucher for Barbour Clothing
for the value of £250 from Smyths of Coleraine and a
watch worth £250 sponsored by Gardiner Brothers
Jewellers.

Top score each day wins a  Bettinsoli Shotgun sponsored by
Donal McCloy Guns Unlimited 

Class prizes Each Day At Shanes Castle
Class A/AA : 1st £50 : 2nd £30 : 3rd £20,
Class B/C: 1st £50 : 2nd £30 : 3rd £20,
Unclassified : £50: 2nd £30 : 3rd £20.

Special Prize for best unclassified over the two days of an
Indigo Ivy ladies Tweed Gilet worth nearly £200

Please Note: previous winners at Shanes Castle or Birr are
ineligible for the unclassified section.

The Clay Pigeon Shooting is organised by the Ballydugan
Clay Pigeon Club which runs UCPSA shoots throughout the
year in the beautiful Ballydugan Estate. They also offer
coaching and instruction throughout the year: For further
information contact Kenny Thomas on 07763859243

As can be seen elsewhere in the magazine Tommy Beattie
and Anglo Italian Arms ( Caesare Guerini) have teamed up to
offer a prize draw for a gun with a difference. Take the
opportunity to shoot 10 clays with a Caesar Guerini gun and
no matter what your score is go into a draw to win one. Visit
Tommy Beattie’s stand to enter this draw.
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All new range of Dog Trecker starting at £1195 Dog Cabins - Chew Proof & Maintenance Free -
Available in Black or White

2 back compartments @ 3ft x 2ft 
Plus one front area @4ft x 2ft

This will easily carry 4 Labs or 7 spaniels
in comfort. Basic Model Includes
*Stockboard Floored - *Panels - 

Thermo insulated Aluminium 
(powder coated both sides)

*6 Push open/push close locks 
*Lift up roof

Panels - Thermo insulated Aluminium
All cabins come as standard

*Stockboard Floor 
(ensures no splinters or pawing)

* Stainless Steel drainer (can hose out)
*Plygene Curtain Strips 

(extra as standard)
De Luxe - 48” x 32” x 30” High @ £295
Budget  - 36” x  24” x 24” High @ £195

Dog Pens & Runs - no job too big.
Keith is well experienced in catering for Estate Managers as well as individual dog lovers

All 50x50x3mm weld mesh. BVA Approved    Available in mesh or sheeted, optional roofing on site.



A world of angling  (Director Stevie Munn) 
One of the greatest areas of growth in the fair has been the

Angling Village with at its centre piece ‘The Salmon &
woodcock Pavilion’. This pavilion which was packed
continuously last year has been doubled in size to  include
most of the main campaigning and conservation fishing
organisations including FISSTA, Ulster Angling Federation;
NSN, Sixmilewater Trust plus APGAI Ireland etc, a range of
fishing hotels and fisheries;  artists and taxidermists and on the
fraternal shooting side the National Woodcock Association and
the 30,000 plus member  National Association of Regional
Game Councils ( NARGC) paying a fraternal visit north of the
border. This truly sporting pavilion is supported by Angling
competitions  (sponsored by Outdoor & Country Sports
Coleraine), displays and coaching  with World Ladies Casting
Champion Glenda Powell and other experts under the
Directorship of Stevie Munn and a good range of boat and
tackle stands making up what is undoubtedly Ireland’s largest
outdoor angling event.

Discover the Target, the Scout Shop NI
Championships  in Air Rifle Shooting & Archery
Shooting at Irish Game Fair and Flavour Fine
food Festival Shanes Castle, Antrim on the
29th & 30th June

The Championships open to scouts from 12 -16 years of age
and is organised by the Scout Shop NI in association with the
game fair organisers and the archery and air rifle clubs.  It is
sponsored by Discover Outdoors/Scout Shop NI, Countryside
Alliance Ireland, Glennoo fisheries,  and The Game Fair
organisers. 

Each person wishing to enter can pick up an entry card from
the Discover Outdoors - Scout Shop NI stand at the fair for
whichever championship they wish to enter – or both
competitions. This card will be taken to the competition area
run by the Loch Cuan Archery Club and/or The Strangford
Lough Wildfowlers Club (air Rifle Shooting). The competitor
will pay the club an entry fee of £2 to shoot (under supervision)
a target which will be scored. The score card will be returned to
the Discover Outdoors- Scout Shop NI stand. In the event of a
tie there will be a shoot off. 

The other part of the entry form is in the form of a ballot and
should be taken to the Countryside Alliance stand and put into

a draw – all entrants are eligible for this draw. The two winning
tickets will win a day trip fishing for four at the famous
Glennoo Fishery in Fivemiletown www.glennoo.com

The overall winners of each of the championships will win
a trophy  sponsored by Countryside Alliance Ireland ; a
Craghoppers lightweight waterproof sponsored by the Scout
Shop ;  a year’s subscription to Irish Countrysports and
Country Life and £20 for the highest score each day by ICS&CL
magazine; and the overall runners up will receive a trophy
sponsored by CAI and a rucksack sponsored by the Scout Shop
NI.

To encourage the widest participation possible in this
exciting new event tickets to the fair for Scouts and their
families,  are available at Discover Outdoors-Scout shop NI at
half the normal price i.e. Adult £5 and Family £15.00 Parking &
Programme FREE. 

And for those with a more mechanical interest we have a
good range of quality 4 x 4 vehicles on display; a display of
customised vehicles by the NI Landrover Club; a display of old
military vehicles including an armoured car, horses and
carriages of all types and even a ‘Back to the Future’ De Lorean
car and a Chitty Chitty Bang BANG!

When you add in our record numbers of trade stands set in
a massive tented village – most with at least one bargain that
will more than cover the cost of admission; the large range of
displays and have a go attractions; the masses of animals on
display including  a great GAME & GAME REARING
DISPLAY and other attractions at the GAMEKEEPERS’
MARQUEE, dogs, ferrets, rabbits, birds of prey, horse and
hounds, horses and carriages, and even spiders  and snakes,
there is everything you need to have an exciting family day out
in the glorious setting of the stately Shanes Castle.

We hope to see you there!
For further details of the competition and fair see

www.irishgamefair.com
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A crowded Angling Pavilion in 2012 - twice as large in 2013.

Where else can you see a 'Back to the Future' De lorean and
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang?
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Full details of this fair will be posted in online updates of the
Irish Countrysports and Country Life magazine in July and
August – see www.countrysportsandcountrylife.com for some
exciting news and offers.

The web site www.irishgameandcountryfair.com is being
fully updated soon.

This year we are delighted to be part of Failte’s Gathering
initiative and we have teamed up with the NARGC to offer
Irish people living in the UK or further afield an opportunity to
come back for a holiday and enjoy the very best of countryside

entertainment at what is undoubtedly the ROI’s largest and
‘foremost’ game or country fair see www.nargc.ie

As part of our commitment to the Gathering , in association
with local attractions we have put in place a range of exciting
activities to enjoy in the week leading up to the fair including
a real activity day on Friday 30th August. So why not take an
extra couple of days holiday and enjoy what the beautiful Birr,
Midlands and Shannon areas have to offer. For accommodation
details see  www.midirelandtourism.ie or visit their stand at
the Irish Game Fair at Shanes Castle. 

THEN IT IS ON TO THE SECOND OF  THE GREAT GAME FAIRS OF IRELAND – 
THE IRISH GAME and COUNTRY FAIR 

at Birr Castle on the 31st August and the 1st September 2013

and is proud to be
part of the

Gathering initiative

The Great Game Fairs 
of Ireland are 
supported by.



Out of all the Flavour 
team, I probably had the 
best craic at last year’s 

Festival as I like nothing more 
than meeting and chatting with 
people, especially if it’s about 
food… and boy did I find lots to 
talk about last time! From start to 
finish, the Flavour pavilion was 
buzzing with visitors sampling 
all the wonderful products our 
exhibitors had to offer, many of 
them highly acclaimed and multi 
award-winning, including quite 
a number with one, two or three 
Great Taste Awards gold stars.

As a magazine, Flavour is a 
celebration of local (Irish) food and 
drink, the people who produce 
it and those in the hospitality 
industry who serve it on their 
menus. Since its launch almost 
two years ago, Flavour has been 
avidly embraced by those who are 
interested in and care about where 
their food comes from and how it 
is produced.

They want to know the stories 
of the passionate people behind 
the scenes who grow the crops 
and tend and nurture their 
livestock in traditional ways that 
allow the animals to lead a much 
more natural life, which, as with 
wild game, results in much better 
tasting meat. They also want to 
learn about artisan food making, 
whether it’s cheese, chutneys, 
breads, cider, jams… the list could 
go on and on.

Cooking up a storm
That’s what you can read about 
in Flavour and at our Fine Food 
Festival, we bring it all to life 
through our exhibitors and our 
own cookery demonstrations 
using local food. Last year, we 
focused on celebrating Lough 
Neagh eels, one of our most iconic 
food products, yet one that we 
rarely see or eat here in Northern 
Ireland. 

Chefs Emmett McCourt and 
Sean Owens went head to head in 
the big eel cook-off, between them 
demonstrating seven different 
eel recipes that had the watching 
crowds enthralled, as they learned 
a bit about this most wonderful 

Flavour publishers and Fine Food Festival organisers, Emma Cowan (left) and Kathy Jensen with Albert Titterington of the Great 
Game Fairs of Ireland

The inaugural Flavour Fine Food Festival at Shanes Castle Game Fair last year 
proved a real hit with visitors and the 2013 event is looking set to be even better, 
as Flavour’s Kathy Jensen outlines. 

A Flavour of what’s to come
of totally natural local foods and 
how to cook it. Most had never 
tasted eel before and many were 
wary of doing so, but everyone 
was pleasantly surprised by how 
delicious eel is and the samples of 
each dish disappeared in a flash!

This year we are planning even 
more cookery demonstrations 
throughout the two days of the 
Game Fair. We haven’t quite 
finalised the chef line-up or all the 
dishes they will be cooking, but 
we can promise it will be exciting, 
mouth-watering and inspiring!

Foodie delights
Of course, visitors to the Flavour 
Fine Food Festival pavilion at 
Shanes Castle Game Fair will 
also have a chance to sample and 
buy some equally exciting and 
inspiring foods and drinks from 
our diverse mix of exhibitors. 
Some you will be familiar with 
from last year, including Bruces 
Hill Farm Shop who offer grass 
fed beef and lamb, plus free-range 
outdoor reared pork; Armagh 
Cider Company’s ciders and apple 
juices made from the fruit of their 

own orchards; Bella Jo’s delicious 
preserves and chutneys; and 
amazing Pukara Estate olive oils 
and balsamic vinegars from Jen’s 
Gourmet Foods.

However, we also have many 
wonderful new exhibitors to 
titillate the tastebuds too! For 
example, several members of the 
Oriel Food Group in Co. Louth 
will be there, including  Irish 
Dragons Den winners Aruna 
Sauces, Bia Blasta’s dressings, dips 
and marinades, Ferdia Fine Foods 
artisan chocolates and Bellingham 
Blue Cheese. Peter from 
Bellingham Blue is also a member 
of CAIS (The Association of Irish 
Farmhouse Cheesemakers) and 
he will be bringing along some of 
Ireland’s most renowned cheeses, 
such as Cashel Blue, Gubeen, 
Knockdrinna and Carrigaline to 
name but a few.

Best in the world
Then there’s the incredible Chase 
Distillery from Herefordshire, 
whose vodka was named ‘World’s 
Best’ by the San Francisco World 
spirit awards in 2010. Chase 

will have a mixologist on hand 
to demonstrate the fine art of 
cocktail making with their vodka 
and Williams Gin! Or maybe you 
fancy trying some craft beers from 
Carlow Brewing.

We also have Pieroth Ltd, who 
offer an exclusive selection of 
wines from around the world… or 
you could try making wine, beer 
or cider yourself by visiting the 
Get’erbrewed stand!

Glenisk Organic Yogurt will be 
there too, along with scrumptious 
gluten-free cakes from Diana’s 
Treats, hand-crafted cheddars 
from Old Irish Creamery, Irish 
Food Awards winner Tempted 
Cider, artisan breads, scones, 
traybakes and savouries from 
Amber Catering and Cakes, 
plus Cabrito goat meat from 
Broughgammon Farm.

This is just a brief ‘taste’ of 
what you can expect to find at the 
Flavour Fine Food Festival and, 
of course, if you visit the Flavour 
stand itself, you could enter our 
draw to win a stunning hamper 
packed full of flavoursome treats 
from our exhibitors. See you there!



You are cordially invited to

The Flavour Fine Food Festival
at the Irish Game Fair, Shanes Castle, Antrim

Saturday 29th & Sunday 30th June 2013

Menu
An Aperitif: Of entertainment as our chefs cook up a storm 

with the best of local produce

A Main Course: Of multi award-winning food and drink 
products from some of Ireland’s leading artisan producers

A Dessert full of Promise: Pick up a copy of Flavour and 
enter our draw to win a fabulous hamper of goodies

www.facebook.com/FlavourIreland     @kathyflavour
028 3833 2572 | kathy@jensenmedia.co.uk

Proud to support local, the Flavour Fine Food Festival menu features the best of quality food and drink, including: Amber 
Catering & Cakes; Armagh Cider Company; Aruna Sauces; Bella Jo Preserves; Bellingham Blue Cheese; Bia Blasta; 

Broughgammon Farm; Bruces Hill Farm Shop ; Carlow Brewing Company ; Chase Distillery; Creative Cheese Works; 
Diana’s Treats; DJ’s Juice and Cider; Ferdia Fine Foods; Get’erbrewed; Glenisk Organic Yogurt; Jen’s Gourmet Foods; Old 

Irish Creamery; Pieroth Ltd Fine Wines; Root and Branch Organic
Admission to the Game Fair is £10



Albert Titterington writes: when chatting
recently with Nigel Carville while I was

shooting at Drumbanagher Estate, he said
that when he read our magazine many years
ago, the first pages he turned to were the ones
featuring the gundog interview. He suggested
that the gundog coverage of the magazine
would be enhanced by ‘bringing it back.’  I
said that we were always willing to listen to
suggestions to improve the magazine and
suggested that I do the first interview with
him and then he would carry on with
interviews with top UK and Irish dog owners
– not just gundog owners but owners of other
sporting dogs including terriers and lurchers.
We are delighted that he not only agreed to do
this but he asked Red Mills to sponsor this
series of articles. In this issue Nigel
interviews Ian Openshaw from the famous
Rytex Kennels – who, if there was to be a

‘World Champion’ gundog handling title,
would have to be a serious contender.

Nigel Carville says that Ian has the reputation of
being a ‘blunt Yorkshireman’ who is not afraid to
give an honest opinion, but I found him extremely
modest about his own achievements.

Q:  Ian – can I take you right back to the start
and ask you what was your first dog and when
and how you acquired it?

A:  Mallowdale Jess my Dad bred it.
Q:  You have made up a huge number of

champions – can you think back to when you ran
in your first trial and tell us when it was, where it
was, with which dog and how did you get on?

A:  Mallowdale Jess, Winderwath Estate,
Cumbria at a trial organised by North West
Counties Field Trial Association.  Judges Dianna
Bovil and John Dent. I finished second.
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Ian and Wendy Openshaw                                                                                                             (photo by Paul Rawlings)

The Red Mills Interview
with Nigel Carville





Q: Where and when did you win your first trial
and with what Dog?

A: Mallowdale Smut at a trial at Spy Park,
Chittow, Wiltshire

Q: When did you make up your first Champion
and with what dog?

A: Ftch Raffle of Rytex 1985
Q: How many Champions have you made up

and in what breeds?
A: I have made up 98 FT Champions. Wendy my

wife and partner has made up 10. All Wendy’s have
been cockers, I have made up 30 Cockers, 57
Springer Spaniels and 11 Labradors. Cockers under
the Mallowdale Prefix and Springers under the
Rytex prefix. 

Q: Your best results?
A: I have won the Spaniel Championships 6

times; the Cocker Championship 3 times; the Irish
Chamionship once; and Wendy was second in the
Irish Spaniel Championships with a Cocker.

Q: You are better known for spaniels but you
also had quite an illustrious career in retrievers.
When did you purchase the first Labrador for
training and trialling, What was its breeding and
name?

A: 1983 Palgrave breeding from Eric Baldwin:
Palgrave Nicholas

Q: How many trials have you won?
A: Hundreds – I no longer keep count – I try to

average about 15 per year.
Q: How many Champions have you made up?

What are their names?
A: As I said earlier 98 – my Dad used to keep

records – I don’t just have full records to hand.
Q: Which of your dogs to date would you rate as

your best dog and why?
A: FT Ch. Rytex Rod who always gave his all.
Q: Which breeds have you trained and which

breeds do you prefer training?
A: I have trained virtually all the gundog breeds

including pointers setters, most breeds of retrievers
and spaniels.

Q: What is the best dog you have trained for
someone else?

A: That has to be FTCH Garendon Captain which
won the Retriever Championship but I have trained
many other dogs which took their titles and were
placed in championships for other people. 

Q:  Which breed do you prefer training and
why?

A: Spaniel – they are more fun and not at all
boring plus you can rough shoot as you are doing
it. 

Q: Do you prefer training dogs or bitches?
A: I love training ‘ any good one’ – sex is

immaterial.
Q: Throughout you career you must have met,

seen and been influenced by many handlers can I
ask you who of these handlers most influenced or
impressed you? 

A: I have been influenced by many people but
obviously John Halstead Snr stands out both for his
own track record and his willingness to give advice.
I don’t consider I know it all and I am very open to
using new techniques.

Q: Other than your own dogs which dogs
would you rate as some of the best you have seen
or judged?

A: FTCh Breeze of Drakeshead
Q: You are an A Panel judge what do you look

for when judging a dog? What do you dislike?
A: Something pleasing to the eye – style drive –

natural ability but yet under control.  I dislike a
high tail action in a lab.

Q: What changes have you seen over the years
in judging and running trials that (a) you think
are positive; and (b) more negative?

A: You see better trained dogs meaning that the
standard of competition is higher; and one negative
I feel is that there are too many people in the game
who do not shoot.

Q: How important is nutrition in conditioning
your dogs for trials?

A: Over the years I have come to the conclusion
that keeping a dog fit and in good condition is very
fundamental to getting the best out of it. Good
food, regular grooming, worming and taking anti
flea, mite etc steps is very important to us. Very! 

Q: What you look for in a dog and bitch that
you are going to breed?

A: I like to breed Champion to Champion. I look
for dogs that are keen to please and have given big
hearted performances. I also want to breed dogs
with a sound mouth.

Q: You must have had many highlights as a
trainer and handler as well as some
disappointments can you share with us (a) your
highlights; and (b) your biggest disappointments?

A: (a) Nowadays, I get as much pleasure from
watching clients win as I do from myself; and (b)
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not winning the Retriever Championship with
Swinbrook Twig. I took second when I genuinely
thought I had won it. 

Q: You have been mainly associated with
training spaniels what qualities do you look for in
your  own dogs? 

A: A big heart, keen to please, drive and style
Q: What is the best dog you have bred and that

has been trained & handled by someone else?
A: FT CH Rytex Riffs by Mr A Ladyman
Q: Why do you think spaniels are the dogs most

suited to your training methods
A: Because I like to shoot over them
Q: On what estates do you train on and what do

you like about them?
A: Many in North Yorkshire. I like wild game

estates particularly where there is grouse shooting,
rabbit and other wild game 

Q: What is your favourite Trial ground and
why?

A: I enjoy trialling most on any wild game estate
Q: What ambitions do you still want to fulfil in

gundogs?
A: To win lots more trials – I still enjoy competing

and winning.
Q: When not training, competing or breeding

what do you like to do?
A: I enjoy following Rugby League, I go marlin

fishing in Panama and I love rabbit and grouse
shooting.

Q: What role does Wendy play in your
business?

A: A massive role in the boarding and training
kennel and supporting me in everything I do.  

Q: Who is the better trainer, Wendy or you?
A: Wendy is the better trainer – I am probably the

better handler and competitor!
Q: Any other comments you would like to make

about your dogs, your training etc
A: Yes I would make the point that I have been

successful because of my hard work and focus but
also that I am always open to new ideas. A good
example is that I spent some time in Sacramento
with Gary Breitbarth, the winner of three US
National Championships to look at his rather
unique training methods. You can always learn
from someone else and if you want to keep being
successful you need to keep learning and
improving your techniques. 

STOP PRESS............STOP PRESS............
STOP PRESS

Ian Openshaw 
will be appearing at 

THE IRISH GAME FAIR 2013 
at Shanes Castle on 
29th and 30th June.

This is a major coup for the Game Fair at
Shanes Castle. Ian is simply a genius when it
come to training dogs. The rapport he establishes
with them has to be seen to be believed. No
matter whether its cockers, labradors or springers
they all fall under his ‘spell’ working with him as
well as for him. The bond between Ian and his
dogs is unmatched by anyone else I know of -
never mind his incredible training skills.

“With 98 Field Trail Champions to his credit
and countless winners his trial record speaks for
itself. When you think that 11 off these are
Labradors, not even Labrador specialists come
close. But the really good thing is that he is no
prima donna. Whether you give him a ring, or
visit his kennels, he’s only too happy to help you
with your dog training. Not only that but he has
opened doors to dog work at some of the most
prestigious estates in the UK to many enthusiasts
including myself,’ says Nigel Carville.

“But here’s the really good news. Ian will be at
Shanes to run workshops for field trial
enthusiasts and he’s really keen to see as many
people as possible coming along. 

“Sure to be a major attraction at Shanes this
year, Ian will be demonstrating his skills in the
Main Arena working with up to 18 dogs of all
ages from puppies to champions. It is exactly the
same demo which wowed the crowd at the CLA
fair and is not to be seen anywhere else in Ireland.
This is an opportunity not to be missed!”

So whether you’re a beginner or an expert, this
will be a rare opportunity to see the skills,
expertise and sheer entertainment of Ian
Openshaw, and his dogs. 

Ian Openshaw - 
Only At Shanes Castle 
on 29th and 30th June
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Plus Twos
‘Like the 
wolf on 

the fold’
It is not often that Plus Twos goes poetic, but I

was sitting in the estate office musing quietly
to myself over a little Lord Byron, which is not my
usual fodder but it was all about some warlike
crowd of Assyrians descending on some other
crowd of early middle eastern warriors ‘like the
wolf on the fold,’ and wasn’t any of that old
romantic guff. It was part of more of the treasures
of Woodless that Dixon had unearthed from the
dark recesses of the attics and I was having a little
gander through the pages so I couldn’t be accused
of lacking culture. It was a double blow when I
saw two taxis slide up the avenue, as one at a time
is always bad enough. The first one decanted
Esso’s father, that dodgy dealer in palm oil better
known as Hans Helmut Oberjaeger, who always
arrives following an escape from his latest
financial fiasco. What it could be this time was
anybody’s guess, but it would inevitably end up
with a midnight flit in the direction of Dublin or
Shannon airport, or to a boat off the west coast,
but at least he was travelling light with a small
case and his tatty briefcase. Even Esso dreads his
unannounced arrivals as he inevitably leads the
twins even further astray than usual. He also has
a habit of getting Tierney the groom to place bets
for him with disastrous results. As it happened,
Tierney was walking the two new cobs around to
the front of the house for the twins to take out
across the old estate and he frightened the
daylights out of two otherwise quiet mounts with
his shout of “Thank God, ‘tis himself, at last!” 

I didn’t even get a chance to make it out to the
yard to pretend to welcome him before the second
taxi swung in with a roof rack piled high with
plastic sacks and that could only mean one thing -

and it wasn’t a pleasant thought. It had to be
Cousin Alice, daughter of Aunt Irene’s sister
Georgina and an arch anti. Irene had forbidden her
the place when I inherited and it was just as well as
the last time I had heard from her she was
blockading an oil rig in some far foreign port and
ended up in the local chokey. Needless to say it cost
me money to save the family name, as I had to bribe
the constabulary to spirit her out before the press
ran riot. If she had struggled out of the taxi on her
own it would have been bad enough, but a strange
creature covered in a mixture of fur and hair
followed her with a rather battered guitar slung
across its back. Hell’s bells! Even Plus Twos doesn’t
deserve two such events on the same day?            

I left Oberjaeger in the tender care of his arch
accomplice, Tierney, and went to investigate Alice
and ‘friend’ who, as might be expected, didn’t have
the taxi fare and where had they travelled from? No
less a place than an airport literally hundreds of
miles away, which shouldn’t have surprised me as
Alice’s geography was never too sound.
Fortunately, Esso always seems to have a good
stash of cash in various currencies from whatever
source. Now despite the probable objections of the
good Rector, Esso told Dixon to find them a double
room which surprised me slightly as Esso has a
very strict rule about unmarried couples. What I
didn’t realise was that she was ‘in hopes’ as a
means of getting them off our hands!             

Normally, I dread even a phone call from that
blight Alice, as she rants and raves about whatever
her latest ‘cause célèbre’ is and that always involves
a manic hatred of anything to do with fieldsports or
normal country living. The last time she appeared
in Woodless, she arrived with a posse of hairy
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hoodlums armed with hooters, horns and spray
paint. Mick Dillon, the gamekeeper, had been the
local Garda Sergeant at the time and did a
magnificent job with the help of the local Lurcher
Club when they drove them knee deep into the
boggy reaches of the lake. Old Justice
MacDarraggle dealt with the case and handed out
substantial fines and had them put them on the
boat so they could collect the dole money instead of
living off the Irish state. Hopefully, Justice Delaney
would know how to deal with such rabble if we
had a reoccurrence.             

Well, there was nothing for it but to spring
afternoon tea and face the whole damn gang of
them and try to keep them away from the stock of
the Elixir. Oberjaeger planted himself right beside
the whiskey bottle but Esso had the tea, sandwiches
and fancies wheeled in before there was any need
to pop the cork. How she manages to get our
irascible cook, Mrs. Reilly, to come to heel without
a world war is beyond me - as are quite a few things
around Woodless. Alice decanted the hairy creature
on the ottoman and clung to it with a sickly
attachment that looked like trouble, while it
brushed some of the hair out of its face to reveal
several piercings including one through his upper
lip which must have come from some old horse
harness. Tierney had taken the twins in the general

direction of away which lessened the decibels
created by everyone nattering at once, only for
Dixon; we would never have discovered the
creature’s name. Dixon addressed him as ‘Sir’ in his
best sarcastic tone which elicited a protest from
somewhere amidst the matted hair that I assumed
was meant to be a beard In a rather effeminate voice
he squealed in a strong American accent” Hey man,
I ain’t no Sir - I’m from the States.” You could see he
was quite a ‘state’ all right but I could see that this
was her latest collector’s item in a long line of life’s
misfits, would be eco heroes and ne’er-do wells. He
certainly could eat as well as Alice could and she
was as scrawny as ever. Her sudden announcement
that they were married and with child certainly
grabbed the general attention and Dixon almost
tipped the tray of sandwiches into my lap and even
omitted a low gasp. Honestly, I have never seen
him so flummoxed while I tried to stammer some
sort of congratulatory mumblings and avoid
choking on my mouthful of Victoria sponge. Not
even Oberjaeger could top that for ‘startling’ or so I
thought!

A hiding place till the hue
and cry died down       

The last time he was amongst us he fled by sea
just ahead of the Gardai and a number of Interpol

Oberjaeger planted himself right
beside the whiskey bottle!



arrest warrants so what could he come up with this
time? Always the ultimate master of saccharine
sweetness, especially when dealing with a subject
where he needs a few bob or a hiding place till the
hue and cry died down. He certainly didn’t let
himself down as he actually managed to stop Alice
in full flight as she proved that she was pregnant
with a fine diatribe of baby-brain wittering. His
Afrikaner’s accent is somehow attractive even
when you know he’s feeding you a load of tosh but
this really took the biscuit. He opened the briefcase
and emptied it onto the floor with a gleeful leer
across his well tanned features. Out tumbled
hundreds of gold Kruger Rands which surprised
everyone but was probably another of his dodgy
schemes. Suddenly Dixon drew the curtains and
asked if they were real while he took one in his
hand and weighed it carefully while twisting it
around in the light. All we needed was an
unexpected visit from Supt. Farlow and we’d end
up doing twenty years apiece for Oberjaeger’s
latest scam! Dixon had scampered off to the kitchen
and arrived back with a set of scales, while sending
Esso off to her computer to ‘Google’ or something,
whatever that is. All this computer-speak is beyond
Plus Twos and, as Purdey would say, that won’t get
the cows milked! Well, according to Esso and Dixon
they were the real thing and we were rolling in it, as
Helmut said it was to be shared between Esso and
Plus Twos for all the strife he had caused over the
years as he had now finally found himself an
honest job: I was surprised he knew what one was. 

He had been ‘discovered’ by an American film
maker and had a contract to write gangster scripts
for ten movies and there would be few that would
be better that Helmut to do it. He had just called in
to see us all before he headed for California or some
such former colony where he could start his life
anew and the parting presents were parked in
Matty O’Connor’s Bar. Somehow he had smuggled
out a large portion of his hunting trophies from
Africa and they were now going to decorate the
walls of Woodless House as Aunt Irene always
hoped they would.              

Now that should have been enough for one day
but we hadn’t heard anything more from Alice and
her hairy companion. Then it happened-she wasn’t
just pregnant, she was very pregnant! Plus Twos is
never good on such matters and relies on Esso to
translate such things into some sort of
understandable fashion with references to dog
breeding or pheasant rearing and she never fails. It
appears that the hairy object was called Hal and

that they were expecting triplets so they had to
settle down and wanted the blessing of the senior
member of the FitzGerald Bourkes otherwise
known as Plus Twos, before they asked the Rev.
Adrian Mullet to tie the knot in Woodless Church.
Even after all the trouble she had caused at
numerous shoots, the angling competition and the
hunt I couldn’t refuse Cousin Alice, so I would just
have to grin and bear it.             

How was Mullet going to deal with a very
pregnant bride? How was Plus twos going to
persuade Tim Farlow to spread his already thin
resources of the Gardai to close off the roads so the
Woodless Harriers could escort her to the church?
And who was going to persuade the angling club
members to form a guard of honour after what she
did to their competition? Believe it or not she had
‘seen the light’ and was now a fully paid up
member of some hillbilly gun club of which Hal
was a founder member and, once married, was
returning to Texas where the gun laws had ‘some
sense’ as he put it. I even had an invitation to come
over and pot some turkeys and bring the twins if I
thought it would do them good. It seems that his
father owns a large number of profitable oil wells
and they weren’t on the scrounge for the wedding
breakfast.                                                                                    

Before I could think, Dixon had the Kruger
Rands stashed in one of the many attics that are
spread under the slates of the old pile, and
produced a list written in the distinctive hand of
dear Aunt Irene with a covering letter explain in
her usual forthright manner that Plus Twos should
pay attention and not waffle. I have never dared
disobey my dear aunt even from the other side of
the grave so I carefully read my way through a long
list of invitees, suitable hymns, courses for a
traditional Woodless wedding breakfast and all the
possible trimmings that even Alice could ask for.
Now, once it has been set in stone by the pen of
Aunt Irene there is rarely anything that dares go
wrong but, on this occasion, even Aunt Irene would
be baffled - and not just by the conversion of the
blight Alice to the ways of the countrysports’
enthusiast.             

If I’d thought Mullet would be difficult about
blooming brides or Farlow about road closures, I
was fooling myself. As usual!

Plus Twos,
Woodless House,

Woodless Bog,    
Co. Westmeath.
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FTW:
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Hips: Single Digit

Elbows: 0-0

CPRA/CNM: Clear

Contact
07710 877 899

DRUMNASCAMP
COCKERS

CONTACT BRIAN: - 07977 253124
WWW.DRUMBANAGHERSHOOT.CO.UK

PUPS FOR SALE
DOGS AT STUD

PARTLY TRAINED DOGS 
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A.A.MONTEITH & SONS 

Registered Firearms Dealers 

A.A.Monteith & Sons,  Urbalshinny Sporting Lodge, 15a Urbalshinny Road, Beragh, Omagh, Co.Tryone, 
BT79 0TP, Northern Ireland  

 Telephone & Fax: 02880758395    Mobile: 07850260731     www.aamonteith.co.uk  Email: sales@aamonteith.co.uk 

A.A.Monteith & Sons are a Leading Supplier in Ireland of New &  
S/H Firearms, Ammunition , Accessories & CCI Clay Pigeons 

 

New DTL layout available for practise at our on site  
shooting ground “Urbalshinny Sporting Lodge” 

 

Practise Evenings Every  
Thursday & Friday From 1pm to 9pm 
Or By Appointment Monday-Friday  

 
 



Raymond McMaster: “What poignant
memories this great little bird has given

me. Of first beginnings as a bare legged boy
way back in 1945 playing the part of a spaniel
to my father and uncle on boxing day, beating
through the rhododendrons of a neglected
avenue that once led to the ‘Big House’ and
later in that awful winter of ’47 seeing them
actually in the farmyard and along the
roadsides in search of food when all the
landscape was locked in ice and snow and
only the highest hedges were visible. Then
later, when at university pursuing it within
the Belfast city boundary on Carnmoney
Hill, when grouse crowed above Bellevue
Zoo and wigeon abounded on the mud
flats of Belfast Lough.

Throughout the years, my respect for the little
brown bird has grown. Their tremendous migration
flights from their breeding grounds in northern
Europe, often entailing great losses due to adverse
winds when ships crews have reported acres of
woodcock floating dead in the sea, the splendid dog-
work it initiates and the great sport it provides springing
unexpectedly from the hazels with that magic rattle of
wings that sets the pulse racing or, gliding silently from
the heather. I hope I have treated it well over the years
shooting modest bags and only what can be eaten.
Surely the pursuit of this game little bird with good dogs
and the company of a trusted friend epitomises the true
spirit of shooting where sound limbs and a love of the
countryside combine to enhance the day. During my
long and fortunate shooting life many memories have
been stored to enjoy when finally the gun must be put
aside. Some of the marvellous retrieves made by the
dogs stand out as does the occasion when my
companion achieved the rare experience of shooting two
rising woodcock with a single shot.

And every year this amazing bird returns to our
shores forced ever westward by the ongoing destruction
of its environment as the thick hedges of yesteryear are
cleared away and wet lands reclaimed. Today I live in
Donegal but my fears for the woodcock are growing.
There can be some argument for the clearance of good
land as an increasing population demands more food
but not for the clearance of unproductive land that forms
the rapidly shrinking environment of the woodcock.
Last summer, we witnessed here the reeking smoke

across the countryside of great funeral pyres of whins
following the grubbing out of this valuable cover of
gorse in response to an EU edict that allowed such
cleared land to be classified as arable. Now, instead of
the blooming yellow whin with its beautiful aromatic
fragrance we see only bare rock from which the first
rains wash away what little soil remains now that its
protective cover has gone. 

Once a fine area for woodcock but now decimated.

A sheep farmer in the Glens of Antrim was being
interviewed on the news last week following the loss of
great numbers of sheep in the snow. He remarked sadly
that in former times his sheep sought the shelter of the
whins but this year 'Brussels paid me to stub them all out
and most of the Sheep were found dead on the bare rock
under the snow where they had vainly sought the shelter
of the whins.'

I am at a total loss to understand how a governing
body supposedly dedicated to the protection of the
environment can institute such folly destroying vast
areas that were once the sanctuary of wintering birds
and the nesting sites of summer residents. We learn not
from history. In my lifetime I have experienced the
demise of the wild partridge due to the use of
insecticides and changed farming practices and of the
grouse due to over stocking of sheep on the hill in
response to EU grants systems. Is the woodcock to be
next? For it is besieged today on many sides: not only is
its environment being destroyed, it is now being
exploited for monetary gain. Here in Donegal and
elsewhere unemployment is high and the woodcock is
being mercilessly shot and sold to game dealers and
shameful boasts are being made of bags in excess of 20
birds per day. Nor does its persecution end with the
daylight for, as with the deer, the woodcock is lamped at
night on its feeding grounds and this year for the first
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From Raymond McMaster and Larry Taaffe

Woodcock - something must be done
Raymond McMaster says habitat damage is sheer folly and the sale of woodcock should be

banned - Larry Taaffe of the National Woodcock Association of Ireland supports this proposition



time in my lifetime, hunting with very experienced dogs,
I have found a marked decrease in woodcock numbers.

And so I call upon those bodies responsible for the
preservation of our sport that have political clout to use
it in outlawing the sale of the woodcock. This is a
migratory bird; it cannot be artificially replaced and if it
is to continue to visit our shores in numbers then swift
action is required. So, NARGC and CAI and other
representative bodies stand up and be counted before it
is too late and this fabulous little bird goes the way of the

quail, the partridge and the grouse. 
The sale of woodcock should be banned in the British

Isles and Ireland before the next shooting season. It only
requires an order from the home secretary in Britain and
from the relevant minister in both Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland.

Take heed of the words of the late King George quoted
on the front of the Shooting Times: The wildlife of today
is not ours to dispose of as we please. We have it in trust.
We must account for it to those who come after.”

Larry Taaffe, The National Woodcock
Association of Ireland says regulation
is necessary and imminent if there is 
to be a sustainable survival

Larry Taaffe: Having read the correspondence from
Raymond McMaster I feel a sense of the inevitable, the
woodcock, our woodcock, the woodcock of Europe, the
Eurasian woodcock Scolopax Rusticola is heading for a
disaster.

Raymond is one of many concerned, but few vocal,
hunting men, who have seen, in a very short time
increasing hunting pressure heaped upon the woodcock.
He quotes the words of King George, which suggests
WE are responsible for what comes after us; who are the
‘we’ in this case?

‘We’ can’t be the statutory bodies who have the
responsibility for the protection of our wildlife under the
Wildlife Act 1976 amended 2000, because they have, or
apparently have, no interest in persuing breaches of the
Wildlife Act. I am aware of several situations where
Wildlife Rangers have been in situ when the Wildlife Act
has been breached and, in one instance, where a Wildlife
Ranger, or to give them their full title Conservation
Ranger, and witnesses were present when a group of
French Shooting Tourists and their Irish Shooting Guide
were flighting woodcock and some of the French
Shooters were actually standing on a public road. No
action was taken in this regard, and this Irish Tourist
Shooting Guide continues to this day to flight woodcock
six evenings of each week during the shooting season
with his French Tourists clients.

Woodcock flighting is illegal on two counts: the first and
most obvious is that it is totally unsporting and secondly
and more importantly, severe damage to the long term
sustainability of woodcock in that particular environment.

It is scientifically proven that woodcock are site-
faithful, to their breeding grounds and to their wintering
grounds, therefore if woodcock in a particular woodland
are removed or reduced to a minimum during their
wintering months as a result of overshooting such as
‘flighting’ then it does not take a mathematician to work
out the results for that woodland area for the coming
years and indeed the long term future of the woodcock
in that area. 

The following is the extract from the Wildlife Act
related to flighting:

WILDLIFE ACT, 1976 No. 39/1976: CHAPTER IV.
Restrictions to protect wildlife

Section 37 Hunting by night restricted.
37.—(1) Not withstanding anything contained in this

Act apart from this section but subject to section 42, a
person shall not hunt— ( a ) a woodcock at any time

between sunset and sunrise.
Therefore it is illegal to shoot woodcock

flighting to or from their feeding grounds.
Native and migratory woodcock are

active together during the winter months
and this over shooting will also have a
devastating effect on our native stock of
woodcock. To confirm the presence of native
woodcock, we at the National Woodcock
Association Of Ireland have documented
sightings of woodcock in 22 counties at
breeding times, during the months of May to
August.

Another question arises in relation to out
of state shooters, how do the Tourist shooters
bring the woodcock they shoot back to their
countries of origin, as it is illegal to export
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uncertified carcasses, is it in their suitcases
for example. Only game meat with the
necessary certification may be exported
and then only to a certified game handling
establishment in the country to which it is
being exported.

Within the Wildlife Act 1976 amended
2000, there is a provision to regulate and
register Tourist shooting guides and their
activities, it is called Section 36. Section 36 has never
been signed into law by a minister with responsibility for
that section of his portfolio. Despite repeated attempts
by many concerned parties, including the NARGC, the
National Parks and Wildlife Service have resisted the
signing of this section of the act despite the fact that they
are the statutory body with responsibility for the
implementation for the Wildlife Act. Why?

It should be pointed out that not all Tourist shooting
Guides act in a similar manner, there is a registered
Association of Irish shooting guides. The Association of
Tour Shoot Operators act in a sustainable responsible
manner towards our Wildlife, and they operate on a
strict code of ethics. But there are many who care little or
nothing for woodcock or in fact any of our wildlife as has
been documented by the demise of our national wild
deer herd due to illegal poaching both during daylight
hours and in the dark of night using lamping equipment.

There are a number of considerations to be taken on
board when trying to understand the change in attitude
by Irish hunters to their quarry, there are those who hunt
as an occasional pastime, and those who hunt as an all
consuming passion. But a different dimension has
entered the hunting arena in the past number of years
and unfortunately the fact that money is now the driving
force behind much of the  legal and illegal hunting
pressure on our game species. 

Instead of shooting only what is consumable for
yourself and your friends there are now ‘game dealers’
who are prepared to take and pay handsomely for any
quantities of wild and migratory game.  Woodcock are
bought at between €5 and €7 in the feather and venison
varies in price but up to €3 a kilo in the skin. So there is
a huge incentive to kill as much of wild game as possible
during their hunting season.

Some time ago I had a reason to contact a registered
game dealer as I was doing a little research on the
number of woodcock that passed through his premises
during a season. He very kindly gave me access to his
cold rooms and there were in excess of 2000 frozen
woodcock in the feather therein.

I enquired as to where he had sourced the woodcock
and he informed me from and I quote: “From ordinary
gun club lads from the west of Ireland.” So we cannot
totally blame the tourist shooters, as they are only

shooting where their Irish guides are
taking them, the concept of Euros for
woodcock has turned the heads of the
ordinary shooter also. The evidence is
there, it can’t be disputed, we are killing
our sport.

We as individuals and as groups must
now begin to speak in somewhat more
than a whisper about this, let Raymond be

the catalyst, save your sport, save your heritage, save the
woodcock. It is time, as Raymond has pointed out, that
migratory species of game are removed as a saleable
food item. Lobby your local TD, lobby your local gun
club committee, contact the NARGC head office at 0906
453623, contact Countryside Alliance Ireland at
016903610 or their N.I office at 00442892639911 and
express your concerns.

But above all, phone the National Parks and Wildlife
Service and complain bitterly about the exploitation of
our wildlife. Their phone number is 01-888 3242. It is not
a big deal to implement Section 36 of the 1976 Wildlife
Act amended 2000 or to introduce  prohibition for the
sale as food of any migratory bird; it only requires the
issue of a Statutory Instrument by the relevant authority,
which in this case is the National Parks and Wildlife
Service.

I see no short term answer to the abuse of our wildlife,
the bodies with responsibility for the Wildlife Act are in
the main civil servants, with little understanding of the
slaughter of our fauna on the ground and I believe that
don’t really care either.

On a more positive note the National Woodcock
Association of Ireland is ten years old this year, to mark
this stage in our development we are hosting the AGM
of the Federation of European Woodcock Association in
June this year. On June 15th Saturday, we are holding a
seminal /open day for all woodcock enthusiasts. Papers
on woodcock activities across Europe will be presented
by members of different European woodcock hunting
Associations and scientific groups, and classes to enable
age profiling of woodcock wings will take place. Also
there will be a number of different groups with
woodcock connections there; each will have a stand to
develop their particular niche in the market.

The Venue is the Hilton Hotel, Northern Cross,
Malahide Road, Dublin. Access is easy, from the M1 take
the N32 to Malahide at the M50 interchange and from
the M50 follow the directions to the N32 at the M1
interchange. Everybody with an interest in wildlife is
welcome but of course those with an interest in
woodcock in particular. There will be a small admission
fee but this will include a raffle for some nice prizes. 

For more information please visit
www.woodcockireland.com
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BrackenHill
Pheasantries

Cranford, Letterkenny,
Donegal, Ireland

Tel: 00 353 749163011
www.brackenhillpheasantries.ie

We provide:
Healthy well feathered stock 

prized for its 
holding and flying ability.

Guaranteed to be 
disease and infection free 

on delivery

Raised to be hardy and well suited 
to our weather conditions

Pheasant – Mallard – Red Leg Partridges
FREE DELIVERY

Bracken Hill Shoot
Bookings being taken for quality driven pheasant, 

duck and partridge shooting

Find us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/brackenhillpheasantries.shoot



The Sporting Whippet Club NI Sunday
21st April 13

Had a brilliant day Sunday 21st April at the Sporting
Whippet Club NI first show of the year. This venue was
first class, and  all credit goes to Victor Mc Donald  the
Owner of Dunsilly for that. Although it was a little on
the cold side, the sun shone all day, except for a few light
showers. Whippet men and women, their families and
dogs were there in large numbers, all just glad to see the
summer on the horizon, and the show season started.
Grading started at 12.00 noon, and there, the Sporting
Whippet Club NI show season began.

(L-R) Reserve Best In Show Kirsty Fyffe with Ollie and Best In
Show Tracy Gill with Renoir. 

Results
Children’s Handling - Alannah Harpur with Misty;

2nd Danielle Ritchie Smith with Jody; 3rd Jamie Doherty
handling Juke

Best In Show - Tracy Gill with Renoir
Reserve Best In Show - Kirsty Fyffe with Ollie
Members Class - Carole Hill 

Racing Results
Grade ‘A’ - Lush (Charlene Rafferty); Reserve - Blue

(Michael Quinn); 3rd - Mango (John Shaw); 4th - Ringo
(Davy Boyd)

Grade ‘B’ - Dillon (Davy Boyd) Reserve - Viper
(Charlene Rafferty); 3rd - Rio (Patsy McCoy); 4th -
Peaches (Paul Reynolds)

Grade ‘C’ - Juke (Mark Doherty); Reserve - Chieftan
(Paul Reynolds); 3rd - Berry (Roy Hill); 4th - Micky
Quinn (Buster)

Puppy Racing - Bolt (Graham Fyffe); Reserve - Briar
(Roy Hill); 3rd - Blaze (Chontelle McMeekin); 4th - Rea
Wilson (Lola) 

Best In Show - Tracy Gill with Renoir; Reserve Best In
Show - Kirsty Fyffe with Ollie

Two worthy winners and 2 beautiful Whippets, 
A big word of thanks to Chairperson Janet Duke and

her hard working committee for a lovely family day out
for everyone  last Sunday at Dunsilly,  and also a very
sporting day out. Bluebell was there again this year
clicking away with her camera. Thank you for that
Deidre, Some lovely photographs up on the Sporting
Whippet form. 

NILRC/Field of Dreams Charity Dog Show
Up bright and early Sunday morning, dogs and trailer

loaded up, Sat Nav switched on, and soon we
discovered the road before us was leading to The Field of
Dreams Schooling Track at Gulladuff, Maghera.  Along
the way we Joined up with Mickey and Michael Quinn,
had our breakfast at the BallyRobin on the Airport Road
on the way and  arrived at the venue at 10.00 am. This is
an established family run business, owned and run by
the Hurley family. The race track is top class and has
progressed from strength to strength over the past few
years. This was the venue for the NILRC’s first annual
Dog Show of the year, and was held with kind
permission of the Hurley Family. All monies collected at
this show will be donated to the Children’s Baby Unit at
Antrim Hospital.

Glen Doherty’s Diesel was Overall Show Champion and
Davy Best’s Harley was Reserve Champion.

The NILRC show and race day was a real family day
out, very evident with the large number of children who
took part in the children’s handling class. 
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As the racing started, the cheering began from the
sidelines and with a packed audience the excitement did
not stop to the last race romped home. What a race track
- pure gold! Had to be seen to be appreciated. All dogs
finished safe and sound with not an injury in sight. The
showing followed after the racing. Here are the 

Racing Results
Whippet under 21” - Gavin Wright  with Bolt
Whippet under 23” - Mickey Quinn with Blue
Lurcher under 21” - Janet Duke with Sally
Lurcher under 23” - Alex Hagans with Gypsy
Elite under 23” - Steven Dumigan with Dash
Lurcher  over 23” - Michelle Rafferty with Zena
Elite over 23” - Michelle Rafferty with Zeus
Bull Cross - Mickey Quinn with Lady
Greyhound - Willie Berry with Vic
Showing Results - Children’s Handling Class - Kathy

Archer with Tinker
Ladies Handling Class - Leanne Hawthorne with

Sasha
Gent’s Handling Class - Clayton Hastings with Jake 
Whippet Pairs 1 Tracy Gill with Flash and Ash; 2 John

Mc Stay with Patch and Riley
Veteran Whippet - John McStay with Silver
Overall Champion Whippet - Davy Best with Harley;

Reserve  Davy Best with Penny

Terriers
Overall Terrier - Paul Reid with Gypsy; Reserve: John

Heslip with George
Lurchers

Overall Lurcher - Glen Doherty with Diesel; Reserve:
Fiona Devlin with Diva

Greyhound Class - 1 Leanne Barry with Jack; 2 Tom
Barry with Will

Champion Pup -  Leanne Hawthorne with Patch;
Reserve Champion Paul Reynolds with Ben

Overall Show Champion and best in show -  Glen
Doherty with Diesel; Reserve - Davy Best with Harley

A big congratulations to Glen and Davy and also
congratulations to all the rest of the worthy winners. A
very special thanks to the Judges, Tom Barry/Lee
Archer/Ian Greer/Margaret McStay/ Davy Best, and
Master of Ceremonies, Nigel Greer. They say behind
every great man is a great women. Well this was very
true on Sunday. Many thanks Arlene Richardson, and
children, Heather Greer and family and last but not least,
Leanne Barry and family for all your help, hard work,
and organisational skills.

I always leave the best to last. Words cannot express
how grateful the NILRC is to the Field of Dreams
Schooling Track for allowing the club to run their show
at the  magnificent venue. As secretary of the NILRC, I

want to extend our thanks on behalf of the club to the
owners of the track Mr Joe Hurley Senior, and   Karen
Woolner, and Joe Hurley Junior, for their generosity and
kindness towards the NILRC and the Charity it was run
for.  I would also like to thank the NILRC club for the
beautiful gift they presented me with on Sunday. There
was no need for it, but it was so much appreciated. I do
this job as a labour of love. You are a great bunch of men
and women to work with, and long may it continue.

The Children’s Baby Unit receiving the cheque for £1, 515.

The Children’s Baby Unit at Antrim Hospital received
a cheque for £1,515 from the show. A big thank you to all
of you,  and give a thought  to how many sick little
children this money will help in some small way. I look
forward to meeting up with you all at the rest of the
shows during the year.

Dessie Mackin’s Second Dog Show 
of the Year

I had a very relaxing day at Dessie Mackin’s  second
Dog Show of the year which took place on Saturday 4th
May 13 at Gilford, Co Down. Although the crowd could
have been bigger, the craic and the banter was good with
like minded people, all there with their families and
friends. The weather was kind for a change, and
brought  the Canine world  and their  young folk  out for
a day of fun and frolics   at Dessie’s Dog Show and
Raceday.

Many congratulations to Davy Best on winning
Champion Whippet at the show and Reserve went to the
Mighty Quinn, Mickey Quinn from Lurgan. Janet Duke
has not stopped smiling since Dessie’s Show. Her
beautiful Parson Jack Russell George (Georgeous
George) was judged Champion Terrier. Janet went home
one very happy lady, and opened part of Georges
winnings, a big bottle of Merlot, and a couple more
along with it, and a good night was had by all. A big
congratulations Janet and well done. George is a real
winner. Champion Puppy went to Graham Fyffe, what a
great win Graham. 

Little Jodie Moore was the apple of her Dad’s eye
Stewartie Moore, when she won the Strong Dog
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Champion with her dog. What a win and what a lovely
wee girl. Jodie will be one of our sportswomen of the
future, long after we old folk have passed on, and will
continue to make her dad Stewartie and Mum proud of
her. Congratulations Jodie and well done.

Cheers of the day for Jason Lavery who won the
Champion Lurcher, and Best in Show, with his beautiful
lurcher Rusty. Saturday was my first time to meet Jason
and his mates, and it was very evident by the smile on
Jason’s face how happy he was with his winnings.

Racing Results
Whippet Final - Michael Quinn with Blue
Under 23”- Fiona Devlin with Diva
Over 23” - Michael Quinn with Mocharra Elite
Fiona Devlin with Shogan
Bull Cross - Mickey Quinn with Lady
Overall Best in Show went to Jason Lavery with Rusty.

A big congratulations to Jason and to all the worthy
winners listed above. Hope I have left nobody out. And
finally, may I take this opportunity to thank the judges
for a hard day’s work. This was made even more
difficult for them, when the Whippet judge did not turn
up, and the Lurcher judge had to judge both breeds. Also

to Graham Fyffe who operated the lure at the last
minute, and Terri McVitty   who assisted Graham and
Dessie on the starting  line. A job well done Graham and
Terri with such short notice.Many thanks to all. Janet
Duke was the designated photographer on the day, and
didn’t she  do a great job. Look forward Janet to seeing
the photographs  up shortly. Dessie, many thanks for a
lovely day out, and for all the hard work you put into
organising your shows. Hope to meet up with you again
shortly at upcoming shows. Really enjoyed the day.
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Mackin’s show winner  -  Jason Lavery with Rusty.

Mourne Show 2013

Overall Show Champion Sean Higgens with Ryder. Reserve David Best
with Harley.

Digging Competition Winners Paddy Gilmore and Shane
Larkin (Defending Champions) with Irene Titterington of
sponsors Irish Country Sports and Country Life.

Competitors in the Digging Competition.





When some shooters hear the expression
‘The pick up,’ immediately they assume

that is the job of the beaters and their dogs.
While this may apply to certain high priced
driven shoots, not all of us can afford this
type of service. The majority of shooters who
I know have never even been to a driven
shoot. Most are the average shotgun-owning
member of a game association who spends
his or her season walking and working their
dog each weekend in the hope of a shot at a
pheasant which his membership has paid for.
As well pheasant, they might do a bit of
pigeon shooting. In a previous article I told
about the fun a friend and I had last winter
shooting pigeons with air rifles. Last year,
there were a lot of woodpigeons in the fields
on the East Coast of Ireland. I suspect that
many moved across the Irish Sea late last year
when the UK was hit by an early cold spell.
Indeed this early cold spell lasted a long time. 

My friend Damian knows many of the farmers in our
area, which is great as we are often asked to do a bit of
pest control. One local farmer was hit very badly by
pigeons last winter and asked if we would spend a few
days trying to discourage them from eating his crop. Our
first visit quickly showed why he was at his wits end.
Despite hawk-shaped kites and bangers his field of
broccoli appeared blue with pigeons feeding on the
plants. The skies all around were full of large flocks
waiting their turn on the crop.Nearby fields had flocks in
them waiting their turn also. Damian spent several early
mornings concealed in his hide with decoys and flappers

set up in front of him and duly killed a great number of
these ravenous birds. I was the lucky recipient of many
of these as one person can only eat so many. I have no
concerns about preparing dozens of birds as I have many
friends who just love pigeon met and find it hard to get.
On several days, bags of two hundred birds were taken
from this one field yet this did not seem to make an
impression on the numbers of pigeons flocking in to
devour the poor farmers crop. It seems the only effect
this constant shooting was having on the pigeons was
that they became even more wary than at first, making
for longer shots at smaller groups of birds. Any
movement or flashes of exposed skin made them decide
the other end of the field might be a safer place to eat.

Pigeon shooting is really a job for a shotgun but
numbers can be bagged with an air rifle if you get in the
right place, which we have found if is well concealed in
range of a ‘sitty’ tree. The pigeons, having filled their
crop, will usually find a tree to sit in while they start
digesting their first meal of the day. Following a spell in
the tree they will often fill up again before they go to
roost. They may even feed three times a day if they can.
I tried several times to get myself into a good position to
bag some of these birds but Damian’s shotgun approach
was the most effective method without doubt. The
farmer had put the word out and at times they could be
three hides set up around the field, all getting their share
of shots as the birds flew from one group of decoys to
another. There were pigeon magnets, flappers, wobblers,
full body and shell decoys all in use and all working to
some degree but the pigeons still came. By the end of
February the crop consisted of the stumps of the broccoli
plants with few little in the way of leaves or actual
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THE FULL SET UP

The Stealth 'Camo' Netting is the most
advanced 2-ply net on the market. The
Stealth 'Camo' Netting breaks down to

1sq ft and only weighs 1.5lbs. Size: 
5m x 1.5m (16ft x 4ft 11in).  £29.99

STEALTH ‘CAMO’ NET

Pack of 10 cradles for dead birds. Powder
coated in green so you don’t loose them.

£18.00

CRADLES

A large carry all bag. New and improved.
49” high very strong and robust.

Waterproof. £18.00

PIGEON SHOOTER
DECOYING BAG

Great for getting extra movement into
your pattern. Clip pigeon wings out then
looks as if its landing into your pattern.

£4.95

PIGEON ANGEL / GLIDER

This is one of the lightest rotarys on the
market. It only weighs 4½lbs with
adjustable arms for easy carrying.
Adjustable cradles. Complete with

battery. Decoys sold seperately.  £69.00

PIGEON ROTARY
MACHINE

Sold in pairs, our economy range of Air
Pigeons are ideal for rotarys and

bouncers. £25.00

ECONOMY AIR PIGEON

Unique fully waterproof case. Speed from
stop to full. You are in control. £19.95

ROTARY SPEED
CONTROLLER 

Lightweight aluminium lofting poles made
from in 6x5ft sections. Locking together

male/female joints, the poles will not
separate when putting up or taking down
decoys. Finished in matt green. £44.95

LOFTING POLES

Rotary with battery also 2 delux flying
pigeons flock coated so no shine decoys

will also fit on bouncer/floaters. 
£95.00 Including VAT

DELUXE PACKAGE
ROTARY

1 Lightweight rotary machine with
battery, 1 stealth net, 1 decoy

bag, 1 set of 4 hide poles. £140

Power drive Hide Poles featuring unique
twist system to securely grip the pole at

required height. (44 to 76 inches). £35.00

HIDE POLES

Large game bag that can be used for
many other things. Complete with the net

on front so your game cools down
quickly. Size 19”x15”. £30.00

GAME BAG

For 12 volt or 6 volt. It’s a slow trickle
charge so you won’t over-charge and

damage your batteries. £14.00

BATTERY CHARGER

After years of extensive market research
and product development the FUD has

become the  best possible decoying
solution by delivering the basics.

£25.00

FUD FOLDING PIGEON
BOX OF 6

Inc Battery 
And 2 Flying

Pigeons!

TEL: +44 (0)1405 862539 ORDER LINE 01405 862539
The Pigeon Shooter 6 Main Street, Gowdall, East Yorkshire DN14 0AE United Kingdom

WWW.THEPIGEONSHOOTER.COM

Available in
sizes 3,4,5 

and 6 metre.
Call for 
prices

THIS MONTHS
SPECIAL OFFER!

DELUXE SPIN SEAT
Extra strong reinforced tubing. Weight activate

camou spin seat. Folds for easy storage. 
Integrated kit bag holds up to 100 cartridges. £35.00

PIGEON FLAPPERTELESCOPIC BOUNCER

Best used at the back of your decoy
pattern to simulate a bird gliding down.

Designed to take either a dead bird decoy
or in-flight decoys. Flexible fibre glass

internal shaft.  £12.00

This flapper comes
complete with battery
and will last up to 8

hours.This is our latest
model. Also with timer. 

£65



broccoli. The odd drill of cauliflower suffered the same
fate and the crop was lost to pigeons. Until you actually
see this type of destruction it is hard to believe it.
Woodpigeons are a serious agricultural pest.

Nearly every nook and cranny had
been used by shooters

Anyway, as I am sure you all know only too well it
was a wet winter. At times in this field between the drills
were positive rivulets with streams joining up to form
small rivers at the downstream headlands. The soil
turned to slippery mud, then had the consistency of
ankle deep contact adhesive as it dried out, trying to
grab your boot at every step. I’m sure many shooters
made that fateful step which meant you put your sock in
the mud this year. A couple of times as I strolled around
the field I noticed where someone had set up a hide, it
was not hard to see these spots for a number of reasons.
Nearly every nook in the ditches had at some time been
used to secrete a shooter. Unfortunately there were more
obvious signs than flattened vegetation: some, in fact
many of these positions were littered with dozens of
empty cartridge cases. In several cases they were of
various colours, but how much trouble is it for shooters
to pick up their rubbish after a days shooting. This was
not so much of a problem before plastic cases became the
norm.  Paper cases got damp and so did the powder in
them and they also swelled as they got damp, but they
were organic and eventually rotted away. No doubt
about it, plastic cases were a great leap forward in
shooting, but plastic has brought its own problems.
Types of plastic take many years to degrade or rot.
Speaking to Damian about this he asked me why we
don’t see old cartridge cases every time we go out in the
fields if they have been in use for nearly fifty years. In
time the brass rusts and does rot away, the plastic
becomes brittle and breaks up eventually but that does
not mean it has gone away.

In recent years we are learning more and more about
the harmful effects of plastics in the oceans. Plastics
continue to break down until they become what is
referred to as micro plastics, This is unrecognisable as
what it started out as, but remains in the ecosystem,
These tiny pieces of plastic can be nanometers in size,
and invisible to the naked eye. They hang around for a

long time. A big problem, which is now being detected,
is that these micro-plastics have been found in the
muscle tissue of fish and shellfish so it is entering our
own foodchain. I have no idea what is going to happen
in the longterm about this or how it is going to affect us,
but I don’t think it will be good. 

Remember too that for every plastic cartridge case,
there may also be a plastic wad which was fired at the
birds, pushing the shot ahead of it. I’m sure there are
good ballistic reasons why the old cork wad was
changed to plastic, but its more plastic going into our
fields, and it is not so obvious. These are usually clear
plastic so do not stand out, but I still spotted several in a
short walk around the field. When the farmer ploughs
his field in preparation for his next crop these will
literally disappear underground and without the effect
of sunlight these will take longer to break up. In this field
alone at times there were several hundred shots fired
each day for periods over the winter. That all adds up. 

Shooters can do something: it only takes a few
minutes to pick up your spent cases after a day shooting.
We must all do whatever we can to safeguard our sport
against those who are only looking for fresh sticks to
beat fieldsports with. Several days Damian came to my
house with his game bag, sometimes a large sack, full of
dead pigeons, glad that they would be used. His bag was
full of birds and empty cases. I took the birds and the
cases went into the bin. I know this is not a deliberate
thing with shooters but I ask that we all need to have a
bit more thought about the environment we shoot in.
Let’s try to leave the place as close to how we find it
when we are finished. It’s common sense really that
sometimes seems not so common with some people.

All around was evidence of crop damage done by pigeons.

At times the ground was blue with pigeon.
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DUBLINS LARGEST GUN SHOP

LARGE NUMBER OF SECOND-HAND RIFLES+SHOTGUNS AMMUNITION
INCLUDES ALL MAJOR BRANDS! CLEANING GEAR, CLOTHING, WELLIES + BOOTS 

10A The Crescent, Monkstown, Co. Dublin
Ph: 01-2808988 Fax: 01 2300544

Email:crescentsports@eircom.net
See our New Website:www.crescentsports.ie

NEW SHOTGUNS
AYA No.2 ROUND ACTION 20g...................................................................€4500
FAUSTI SL STYLE 12g DT..............................................................................€1590
SILMA M80 SPORTER .....................................................................................€995
BERETTA 686 Game 12g ..............................................................................€1795
LUMAR SCIROCCO O/U 20g...........................................................................€590
WEBLEY&SCOTT 12g SPORTER .....................................................................€890
WEBLEY&SCOTT 12G GAME .........................................................................€845
NEW RIFLES
WEATHERDY VANGUARD Synthetic.243......................................................€795
WEATHERBY VANGUARD Wood.308 ...........................................................€895
STEYR PRO-HUNTER.243 .............................................................................€1075
STEYR PRO-HUNTER.223+RINGS+T8 MOD .................................................€1290
CZ DELUXE 550 .30-06 ...................................................................................€975
REMINGTON 700 SLESS 25-06 .......................................................................€975
TIKKA T3 TACTICAL.223 ..............................................................................€1750
RUGER NO.1 450/400 ...................................................................................€1750



Ihave heard two very different reasons for
the increase in the number of dogs

disappearing in different parts of Ireland –
one that will disturb decent people and the
other a perfect example of do-gooders not
minding their own business. A dog warden in
Antrim and a concerned dog lover in Derry
said that dogs of all shapes and sizes were
being stolen for the purpose of blooding
fighting dogs. I hope the second report is not
right and I get angry when I hear of people
taking home dogs they mistakenly think have
been abandoned. I’ll deal with this one in this
article.

Just before Christmas I lost a small black terrier which
I valued highly.  She could have gone to the blood lust
battalions. But I tend to think she was taken away by
someone who thought he or she was doing the right
thing. Let me say straight away that it’s never right to
take a dog belonging to someone else unless there is
absolute proof that it has been abandoned. Best to take

the advice given to Little Bo Peep and allow the dog to
make its own way home wagging its tail behind it. Every
good fox terrier I have had has been much too friendly
for its own safety. An example of that occurred a few
weeks ago when I was out walking a new terrier on
Cushendun beach. I had gone a mere 100 yards when I
noticed Belle was no longer with me. I searched about
and checked that she had not joined other dogs on the
beach. When I went back to where I had let her out of my
car I saw her sitting in another car with two old dears
who obviously had no intention of stealing her.

I explained to them that I had lost the black terrier a
few weeks earlier and could not find her no matter how
hard I tried. I checked every fox or rabbit hole in
Craigagh Wood near Cushendun where I had last seen
her, but there was neither sight nor sign of her. A couple
of weeks earlier she had put a vixen out of a hole in the
Wood. But I had left the gun at home and vixen beat a
hasty retreat.

Dogs have great memories and I thought Paddy had
gone back to that same hole. But she wasn’t there. A
neighbour, Johnny White, told me he had seen Belle, my
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By Dan Kinney

A Missing Dog - 
But Is It Theft?

My new terrier
Belle II.



other terrier, coming back into the wood from near the
chapel. That was the only clue I had. My belief is that
Paddy had followed a fox down towards the village and
had been picked up by some well meaning person, I
tried all the usual outlets but no one had see or heard of
Paddy. Could I say that if anyone rightly or wrongly,
picks up a dog belonging to someone else they should
tell the police or dog warden. That was clearly not done
by whoever has Paddy.

No sound of barking
Belle, the best terrier I ever had was lost in Taylor’s

Wood near Ballycastle more than 20 years ago. She was
closing on a big dog fox that had been fired at and
probably wounded. Belle went to ground after it and
was killed in a fall of coarse sand. I was working in
Belfast at the time and I spent all my Christmas holidays
checking every hole in Taylor’s Wood, but there was no
sound of her barking or making the sort of sound a dog
makes when stuck and unable to get out. Belle was the
daughter of the late Frank Healy’s magnificent terrier,
Midge and for days after I had gone back to work Frank
and his neighbour, the late John Hyndman, searched for
her time and again but in vain.

Now for a story which had a happier ending: I was
hunting with Frank and his team at Killagan just off the
Ballymena – Ballycastle Road one Saturday. You will
never find the place for a huge mound full of fox earths
and badger setts has been levelled since then. That day

as far as I can recall we shot five foxes which Midge and
my first terrier, Jackie, had bolted form the mound but
when Midge indicated that all foxes had been accounted
for, there was no sign of Jackie.  We waited up at the road
above until dark, but still no sign of Jackie. As any
huntsman will know once a dog stops hunting and its
masters have gone away it will go back to the spot where
it got out of the car.

I went back the following day but could hear or see
nothing to indicate where Jackie was stuck. And no
wonder for those holes were probably more than 20 feet
deep in places. I called at the house where we had
parked the car the day before and told the woman of the
house what had happened. I do not remember her name
but she was visibly upset by the thought of Jackie been
entombed in the holes in the mound. Both men have
long gone to their happy hunting grounds but I have to
say that they never missed a day without driving the 20
odd miles to Killagan in search of Jackie. I spent the next
weekend looking for her but digging of any sort was out
of the question. The golden rule is you don’t dig until
you know exactly where the missing dog is.

The following weekend I called up to Frank’s house
near Cushendall and got the surprise of my life when I
saw Jackie curled up by the fireside. Eleven days and
nights after she had gone to ground, Frank and John
called to the old lady’s house near Killagan and found
Jackie sitting on her lap after a good meal.

To finish, I find it hard to believe that anyone would
feed a living dog of any size
to fighting dogs. I prefer
instead to believe that
Paddy has gone to a good
home and is perfectly happy
there.
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Possibly too friendly for
her own good.



At least once a year I ask Northern Ireland
auctioneer James Armstrong who keeps

an eagle eye on the sales scene for his
opinion, not only on the year past but for the
months ahead. James who heads up the
family run business which was established
over ten years ago and is based in the
beautiful Clandeboye Estate says: “A year ago
I recall predicting a modest upturn for fiscal
year 2012/13 and on a UK wide basis, I will
claim to have been optimistic. However, on a
Northern Ireland regional basis my
assessment would be that we hope to get to
continued stabilisation soon. During the last
boom period, Northern Ireland as a region
grew at pace and in some areas outperformed
the rest of the world, driven by easy credit
both from the Irish Banks and the UK banks
wishing to increase their Irish presence,
together with significant cross-border capital
inflows. The mirror image has been the case
for the last five years, with UK banks pulling
back from the wider Irish market, and the
Irish Banks significantly retracting their
lending base.”

James now fears we are entering which he terms as a
two speed UK again: “London, the South and South East
are showing some gains, with the midlands also on the
back of a flourishing manufacturing performance driven
by a weak Sterling pound, yet the other regions are

lagging behind significantly, with Northern Ireland
being, yet again, the problem under-performer.” As an
auctioneer he found last year a busy one and he believes
the coming months will be similar: “There remains
significant quantities of distressed assets in the
marketplace, and failing companies, while this has
reduced slightly year on year, they remain at historically

high levels. Northern Ireland
has seen a number of high
profile failures, notably in the
construction and retail sector,
with the wider effects of these
have yet to be fully felt.
Residential property he feels is
at least beginning to move again
and is likely to increase in the
months ahead: “Commercial
property remains subdued, with
plenty of supply in the market
place, and a general lack of
demand other than buyers at
distressed prices. The continued
trending towards online
shopping impacts directly on
the retail trade, and indirectly on
the regional warehousing and
distribution sector.
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Art and Antiques

Derek Clarke, Connemara family (sold by Adams)

Louis le Brocquy, Garlanded Goat (sold by Adams)



QUIRKIER ITEMS
James says quirkier asset classes, such as fine art

antiques and fine wine have shown mixed returns in
recent months: “Anything Chinese is being driven to
historic highs, while the wider antique market remains
subdued. Similarly significant demand increases from
Asia have resulted in double digit inflation year on year
for fine wine, and this trend looks set to continue. Fine
art prices are treading water, but who knows, our Asian
friends may in time develop a love of our art as well as
our wine. Then again my prediction of a steadily

improving 2013/14, needs a
cautionary note attached. 

“Provided the Government
doesn’t forget there are
regions such as Northern
Ireland recovering slower and
from a deeper recessionary
trough than ‘Middle England’
when they set their macro-
economic policies; provided
we do not see a major
inflationary spike; provided
the Eurozone remains cobbled
together; provided we
maintain sterling broadly at its
current levels attracting our
cross border shoppers, I feel
the next 12 months will be an
improvement on the last 12
months, but I predict my
auctioneers gavel will remain
busy, with the cash buyer
having the upper hand. After
all, cash is king!”

ADAMS DUBLIN SALE
Dublin based ADAMS had a fine turnout for its March

Irish art sale, where a Louis Le Brocquy, ‘Garlanded
Goat,’ a colour inverted Aubusson tapestry went under
the hammer at €47,000.

An extremely interesting painting by Derek Clarke
‘Connemara family,’ an oil on canvas sold at €38,000.
Painted in 1946, it depicted a Connemara family, the
McDonoughs, and no less than five of the eight children
featured are still alive. Derek Clarke, a British artist is
still working in Edinburgh and is in his 101st year. He

created the painting when he
visited Galway some 67 years
ago. A member of the
extended McDonough family
in the United States made a
telephone bid in an attempt to
secure the painting but was
unsuccessful. It well exceeded
its high estimate of €15,000
and was bought apparently by
an unnamed overseas bidder.

A fine John Luke, ‘The
bathers’ which featured on the
cover of ADAMS catalogue
went at €31,000 followed by a
John Doherty oil sold at
€26,000, while a Frank
McKelvey oil made €22,000
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John Luke, The Bathers Oil (sold by Adams)

John Doherty,  Loitering at McCarthy’s Garage (sold by Adams)



and a second Le Brocquy went at €16,500. Among other
high prices lots to come under the gavel were: James
Humbert Craig, €15,000; William Conor, €15,000; Daniel
O’Neill, €14,500; Basil Blackshaw, €11,000.

WHYTE’S AND ELVIS
WHYTE’S produced a winner when they staged

Ireland’s first international pop and rock memorabilia
auction in the Minerva Suite at the Royal Dublin Society,
Ballsbridge in March.

Spanning 60 years of international and Irish pop and
rock ‘n’ roll, the 200 lot sale included items from the
Beatles, Buddy Holly, Van Morrison and U2.

Of course the star lot was an original acetate record of
‘That’s all right’ recorded by the King himself, Elvis
Presley, for Sun records in Memphis and it carried a
commendable €70,000.

Ian Whyte, of the auction house got the bidding off to
a good start at €44,000 but bidders on-line and in the sale
room soon produced a sales fever. The much acclaimed
record was sold for €65,000 to an anonymous bidder on
line.

A rare poster for a cancelled Nirvana concert in
Dublin went at €1,300 which was five times its estimate.
The fact the concert was to have taken place on the day
the body of the band’s singer, Kurt Cobain was found at
his Seattle home probably had a bearing on it.

ROSS’S
Northern Ireland premier auction house ROSS’S in

Belfast had a successful March sale which saw a Dan
O’Neill, portrait of a girl going for £4,200 while a Ross
Wilson mixed media made £2,800 and a Markey
Robinson, also
mixed media
selling at £2,700.
Glens artist Charles
M c A u l e y ’ s
‘Bagging turf’
realised £2,500
while ‘The antique
shop’ from the
hand of Gladys
Maccabe went at
£2,300.

Among other
lots were: Graham
Knuttel, £2300; James Humbert Craig, £2,250 Neil
Shawcross, £2,100; Colin Watson, £2,000; Kenneth Webb,
£1700; Colin Davidson, £1,700; William Conor, £1,580;
Maurice C Wilks £1,550; Basil Blackshaw, £1,300, George
Gillespie £1,300; George Collie, £1,200; Angelina Raspel
£1,120; George Callaghan, £1,100.
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Louis Le Brocquy, Boy with Flowers (sold by Adams)

Elvis Presley’s unique acetate record
‘That’s All Right Mama’ 

(sold by Whyte’s)

The poster for the cancelled Nirvana concert in Dublin (sold
by Whyte’s)





FACE Representatives from 22 countries
gathered in Ireland for the 2013 FACE

Members’ Meeting during the country’s EU
Presidency, from 20-24 March, with an action-
packed agenda, high-level Irish Ministerial
support and a broad range of stakeholders
present. The FACE Members’ Meeting takes
place once a year - the focus being on policy
implementation and enhancing exchanges
between FACE Members. 

Hosted by FACE-Ireland and FACE Vice-President,
Des Crofton (Director of the Irish National Association of
Regional Game Councils - NARGC), the two day
meeting covered a range of topics impacting on hunting
in Europe, provided valuable insights into hunting and
the collaborative conservation projects in action in
Ireland, and included an excursion to some of Ireland’s
wildest places. The international FACE Delegations were
joined by a significant Irish Delegation of the various
hunting and conservation groups in Ireland and were
welcomed by FACE-Ireland Chairman, Oliver Russell
who provided an inspiring start to the session. 

The first day covered the FACE Open Board Meeting,
where FACE Delegates discussed the key themes from
the 2013 FACE Work Plan which encompasses over 100
dossiers relevant to European hunters. Key focus areas
included the developments and implementation
regarding the FACE Nature Directives Working Group,
this Group having been set up a year ago at the 2012
Members’ Meeting in Athens to identify aspects and
interpretation for which sustainable hunting should be
better enabled to play its role for nature conservation.
This included a thorough and engaging overview of the
status of large carnivores across Europe based on the
rigourous work undertaken on this dossier by FACE and
its Members was delivered in an interactive video. This
provides a solid foundation for FACE’s ongoing focus in
this area, in line with the EU dialogue on large
carnivores. Detailed updates were equally provided on
the highly complex context of lead in ammunition, as
well as FACE’s key progress with The FACE Biodiversity
Manifesto, where FACE has collated some 80 case
studies relating to the Mediterranean Members alone.
The focus of The FACE Biodiversity Manifesto in the
Mediterranean has been enabled thanks to additional
support from the MAVA Foundation. 

Two in-depth sessions were also built into the two day
programme. The first explored personal hunting
insurances across Europe which included a detailed
presentation of the NARGC Compensation Fund of
Ireland by its Administrator, Chris Gavican. This is
clearly one of the most successful hunter-owned
insurance schemes in Europe and its success has been
due in no small measure to the dedication and work of
Mr.Gavican. The second in-depth session focused on
communications and a collective assessment of the
socio-cultural place of hunters and hunting in Europe.

HUNTING IN IRELAND: A MODEL OF
PARTNERSHIP FOR PIONEERING
CONSERVATION

The second day opened with an inspiring keynote
from Ireland’s Minister for Arts, Heritage and The
Gaeltacht, Mr. Jimmy Deenihan TD, whose Department
covers hunting in Ireland. Minister Deenihan’s address
outlined the collaborative work of the NARGC and
hunters in Ireland for conservation in the country. He
detailed the successful conservation of two iconic game
birds: the Irish Red Grouse through the Boleybrack
Mountain Habitat Management Project and the Irish
Grey Partridge in partnership with the Irish Grey
Partridge Conservation Trust. The latter is a major
conservation success story and pioneers some of the
most successful captive breeding techniques of Grey
Partridge anywhere in the world. In the words of the
Minister, the project “pulled the Grey Partridge back
from the brink of extinction and is very much the jewel
in the crown of Irish conservation.”

Minister Deenihan also spoke about the excellent
work of Irish hunters in helping to combat invasive alien
species, one of the key threats against biodiversity as
outlined by the EU, and in particular a special scheme
for the management of the extremely damaging North
American Mink and Grey Squirrel. Minister Deenihan
covered the positive actions of Irish hunters such as wild
animal health monitoring, their consultation in the
upcoming national Report to the European Commission
for Article 12 of the Birds Directive, their proactivity in
the phasing out of lead shot in wetlands and their
support in tackling illegal killing. The Minister noted
that “when illegal hunting occurs it offends everyone,
especially the law-abiding hunters who often feel
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1. Minister Deenihan with Gilbert de Turkheim, President FACE Europe.

2. L-R:   FACE President, Irene Titterington, Vice President Des Crofton
and Albert Titterington.

3. L-R: Kieran Buckley - NPWS, Sean Doris - Chairman, NARGC, Dr. Barry
O’Donoghue – NPWS,  Dr. Barry McMahon - UCD , Dr. Sinead Cummins -
Birdwatch Ireland, Dr. David Scallan - NARGC, John Carslake - NARGC
Boleybrack Project.

4. Ireland’s Minister for Arts, Heritage and The Gaeltacht, Mr. Jimmy
Deenihan TD addressing the FACE members.

5. L-R: Donal O’Mahony – FSAI, Arto pur Monen – Vice President Finnish
Hunters Association, Mrs. Pur Monen, Mrs. Kontro, Mr. Lauri Kontro –
President Finnish Hunters Association.

6. L-R: Christopher Graffius – Director of Communications BASC and Dr.
Yves le Cocq – Senior Policy Advisor FACE.

7. L-R: Oliver Russell – Chairman FACE Ireland, Trine Bergholtz –
International Consultant, Danish Hunters’ Association, Henrik Frost
Rasmussen – Vice President,  Danish Hunters’ Association.
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1. L-R: Chris Gavican - NARGC, John Carslake –
Boleybrack Gamekeeper, Margaret Cox –
NARGC, Susan Devereux, Derek Smith.

2. L-R: Paula Malone - NARGC, Simon Devereux
- NARGC, Paddy McCartney – NARGC.

3. L-R: Angus Midleton – CEO FACE, Oliver
Russell – Chairman FACE Ireland, Gilbert de
Turkheim – President FACE Europe, Jimmy
Deenihan T.D. – Minister for Arts, Heritage &
the Gaeltacht, Des Crofton – National Director,
NARGC, Sean Doris – Chairman, NARGC.

4. Minister Deenihan receiving a copy of the
wildlife book “Passion” by Eugene Reichter
from President de Turkheim.

5. L-R: Dr. Manuel Esperrago – FACE Legal
Expert and Mr. Cy Griffin – FACE Biodiversity
Manager.

6. L-R: Sean Doris – Chairman NARGC, Jimmy
Deenihan T.D. Minister for Arts, Heritage & the
Gaeltacht, Gilbert de Turkheim – President FACE
Europe and Oliver Russell – Chairman FACE
Ireland.
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1. Italy – Giovanna Bana.

2. France – Yves Butel, President de FDC 
de la Somme.

3. Anders Grahn, Sweden, President, Björn
Spr ngare – President, Swedish Hunters Association.

4. Czech Republic L-R: Associate Professor Josef
Feureisel and Dr. Jaroslav Kostecka.

5. L-R: Philip Lawton ICSCL Magazine, Marilise
Saghabini  FACE Communications Director, Angus
Midleton, CEO/Secretary General FACE and Des
Crofton, National Director NARGC.

6. Austria: L-R Mag Freydis Burgstaller-
Gradenegger, Dr. Peter Lebersorger, Mag. Karl
Sirowatka.

7. Willie Ireland (WDAI), Damien Hannigan (WDAI)
and Frank Rowan (IDS)

8. Mr. Karl Sirowatka, Austria, Gilbert de Turkheim,
President FACE, Mrs. Borchert, Mr. Jochen Borchert
Honorary President German Hunters Federation.
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aggrieved that the illegal activity reflects badly on
hunting generally in the public eye.  But I and my
colleagues know that illegal hunting is repugnant to all
responsible hunting associations and is not at all a
reflection of traditional hunting practices.”

Finally the Minister drew attention to the biggest
challenges to hunting and conservation as loss of
biodiversity and public awareness of the contribution
which sustainable hunting makes to address that loss.
He noted that Irish hunters contribute some €110 million
annually to the Irish economy, and actively contribute to
the maintenance and creation of wetlands, wildlife
research, the planting of trees and crops for wildlife, bird
breeding programmes, management of sanctuaries,
targeted conservation projects etc. - all works funded by
hunters. Minister Deenihan closed by expressing his
genuine delight “with the level of cooperation and
genuine partnership which I and my officials enjoy with
the Irish hunting community; and I wish to express my
gratitude to all the hunters who are members of FACE-
Ireland and to my own officials for this productive
collaboration for the benefit of biodiversity.”  

This expansive and evidence-based positivity inspired
the delegates from across Europe, and was underpinned
by a comprehensive presentation on Hunting in Ireland
delivered by FACE Vice-President, Des Crofton, Director
of the NARGC, detailing the participation levels and
various disciplines of hunting in Ireland. The country
has a very strong hunting tradition, with a club in
virtually every town and village. Vice-President Crofton
outlined the existing regulations under the respective
Firearms and Wildlife Acts before giving the participants
a real insight into hunter education, research undertaken
by hunters, habitat management, partnership work as
well as the economic, political, gastronomic and social
aspects of this integral Irish activity. The closeness of the
partnerships at work in Ireland were evident as Dr.
David Scallan, NARGC Public Relations Officer, Dr.
Sinéad Cummins, BirdWatch Ireland Species Policy
Officer and John Carslake, Gamekeeper at Boleybrack
Mountain Habitat Management Project gave a trio of
perspectives in a joint presentation on the country’s
leading Red Grouse conservation project.

ENHANCING THE FUTURE OF
EUROPEAN HUNTING

FACE-Ireland Chairman, Oliver Russell and NARGC
Chairman, Sean Doris, along with the strong NARGC
Team and various FACE-Ireland Member Represen-
tatives and of course FACE Vice-President, Des Crofton
exchanged with the FACE Member Delegations from
across Europe, as well as the FACE Team from Brussels.
They shared experiences not only through the meetings
but during a Drinks Reception courtesy of the NARGC,

Official Dinner and stunning excursion day. These
informal moments, accompanied by music and genial
Irish hospitality genuinely enhanced the connections
between the European hunters gathered, as well as
providing an exceptional insight into Irish hunting and
conservation: its culture, its strengths, its diversity. 

The final day provided the international FACE
Delegations with a tour of some of Ireland’s richest
natural sites: the beautiful Burren National Park and the
special Ailwee Caves culminating at the very edge of
Europe with a visit to the spectacular Cliffs of Moher on
the West coast. Before returning to Dublin and their
respective countries, the FACE Members were treated to
a game feast of locally-sourced venison, pigeon and
pheasant at the Abbeyleix Manor Hotel, home of
Ireland’s St. Hubert’s Day Celebrations. Officially
welcomed by Councillor John King on behalf of the
Laois Municipality, the guests arrived to find the famous
Laois Hunt horses and hounds awaiting them along
with David Lalor, Master of the Laois Hunt and Joe
Hosey, Chairman of the Laois Regional Game Council. A
fine taxidermy and fly-tying display intrigued the
guests, who were each gifted with intricately made fly-
ties to add to their many excellent presents received
during the meeting in Dublin and including a rigorous
guide to the Safe Handling of Game Meat, produced by
the NARGC. 

Once returned to Dublin, NARGC Chairman, Sean
Doris addressed all the guests with many thanks and
wishes to meet again – a sentiment no doubt echoed by
all, taking with them some Irish inspiration as they
returned home. Irish hunters face challenges on various
fronts, just as hunters across Europe do. Their strength in
positivity, partnerships and proficiency has enabled
them to build a community that is built on these core
foundations and provides inspiration for other European
countries. 

FACE-IRELAND MEMBERS
National Association of Regional Game Councils
(NARGC)
Irish Masters of Foxhounds Association (IMFHA)
Irish Coursing Club (ICC)
Ward Union Hunt Club (WUHC)
Irish Wild Deer Association (IWDA)
Irish Masters Harriers Association (IMHA)
Irish Foot Harriers Association (IFHA)
Irish Masters of Beagles Association (IMBA)
Irish Masters of Minkhounds Association (IMMA)
Irish Game Protection Association (IGPA)
Irish Deer Society (IDS)
Countryside Alliance Ireland (CAI)
The Federation of Irish Salmon and Seatrout Anglers
(FISSTA) 
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Brockna
Game Farm &

Hatchery
For Sale

Adult Pheasants September - October

Pheasant - Poults & Day Olds 

Mallard - Poults & Day Olds 

Red Leg Partridge Poults

Collattin Shoot

Top Quality Driven Duck and Partridge 

September – February

Excellent Driven Pheasant

November – February

Contact
Ciaran: 087 1241889

ciarandowling8@hotmail.com

Fiach: 087 6394098

Courtlough Shooting Grounds
Courtlough
Balbriggan
Co. Dublin
Tel: +353 1 841 3096
Fax: + 353 1 841 5462
Email: info@courtlough.ie
Web: www.courtlough.ie

p  Shooting Lessons  p Group Packages  
p  Corporate Shooting Events p  Trout Fishing
p  Gun Room & Shop p  Cafe & Bar

Courtlough Shooting Grounds 
was established in 1996 by former Irish Olympian Richard Flynn and his son William 
also an International grade shooter and Irish team member.

Since its formation in 1996 Courtlough has expanded to become Ireland’s premier, 
shooting ground, offering disciplines such as Down the line, Olympic Trap, Automatic Ball 
Trap, Skeet, Sporting, Fitasc and Compak shooting. All shooting are fully covered in away 
from the elements of the weather, which makes us an ideal venue all year round.

We pride ourselves in providing all facilities, disciplines and tuition for the Novice shooter 
right the way through to the International shooter.

We see ourselves as leading Event providers in the following fields Corporate events, 
Teambuilding days, Social club outings, Stag/Hen parties and Family days out. We can 
cater groups or individuals from 1-200 in size. We are located approximately 25 minutes 
from Dublin City Centre and 10 minutes from Dublin Airport just 2 minutes off exit 5 on 
the M1 motorway.

All our staff members hold professional qualifications awarded by the CPSA & NRA.

COURTLOUGH
S H O O T I N G  G R O U N D S
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Online
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Saskia Oud is originally from Holland but
now lives in Belgium and hunts across

Europe. She is a lifelong worker of terriers,
with a kennel that has become very well
respected at home and abroad. Her kennel is
noted for determination, grit and sagacity as
well as its steadiness and sense and is held in
so much regard it is invited to some of
Germany and Belgium’s most prestigious
boar and red deer drives where they have
become renowned for making good sport for
guns. But working over ground is only one
part of it as I discovered when I spoke to her.

I first met Saskia while working on my first book, ‘The
Seasons End’ and at the time I only found out a little part
of a much larger story. Her interest in terriers began in
her childhood when she started catching musk rats
along the rivers in Holland, all the way to Belgium, with
her working terrier kennel ‘Luctor Et Emergo’ which
translates as ‘I struggle and emerge.’  

(Please be aware that in the interview Saskia is referring to
the badger as legal quarry in her country. It is important to
note that badgers are legally protected in Northern Ireland
being listed on Schedule 5, 6 and 7 of the Wildlife (NI) Order
1985 as amended (and elsewhere by relevant legislation). It an
offence to intentionally or recklessly kill, injure, take or possess
a badger or attempt to do so, damage, destroy or obstruct
access to any structure or place which a badger uses for shelter
or protection; damage or destroy anything which conceals or
protects any such structure; disturb a badger while it is
occupying a structure or place which it uses for shelter or
protection. It is also an offence to be in possession of anything
capable of being used for committing the relevant offence, e.g.
acting suspiciously around a badger sett with a shovel or
spade: Editor)

It would be fair to say you have been working terriers
most of your life, how did you begin?

Saskia: As a young girl, after school I either went
fishing, or to a farm. My first dog was a poodle, my
second a terrier, probably a mix Border/Irish. I came to
appreciate the terrier when she caught rats at the farm
and during my fishing trips and once the farm dog that

had bitten
chunks out of
the poodle,
tried the
same with
the terrier.
The terrier,
usually quiet
and innoc-
uous, was all
over the
much bigger dog and pursued him to his kennel. I was
flabbergasted. Just then, the musk rats turned up and in
the beginning, if you brought those you had caught, to
the town hall, you got 7 guilders a piece. While my
weekly pocket money was just 5 guilders. The terrier
made me rich, at least in my idea, and encouraged me to
hunt the rats.

Tell us anything about the first terriers you owned and
what you worked them to.

Saskia: My first terrier was a cross, a red rough coated
female. She stayed with me until she died of old age. I
worked her to rats. My second was a tricolour small
Russell/whippet type terrier from the dog pound, she
was fast, agile and clever, and caught rabbits, ducks and
rats. I had moved to a wooded area by then and here,
there were foxes. It was only logical that I wanted, and
got, terriers to catch the foxes with. First, a (Parson)
Russell type, then a German hunt terrier.

Soon, I co-operated with the hunters in catching the
foxes. But I sort of poached my first foxes, knowing
nothing about hunting rules or laws. I just thought that
foxes were harmful, and so, like with the rats, one could
catch them if one could find them. I never killed them in
the beginning: I let my two terriers retrieve the fox from
the earth, took it from them, admired it, and let it go again.
I didn’t know how to despatch them since I had (and
wanted) no gun. The sport was in finding, catching and
holding a fox with the terriers. They didn’t really kill the
fox, but retrieved it together, and then I took them off it.
Later, my little white Fell terrier developed into a very
game animal.
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Steven McGonigal interviews

Dutch Terrier
Enthusiast
Saskia Oud

Saskia Oud is a life-long terrier enthusiast.



Divil died dead game at the age of 11, he stayed with
his last fox until death. With my two German hunt
terriers I went to expensive stud dogs in Germany, but
Divil mated Tabasco twice, as he always broke loose and
got to her when she was in heat, and he and Tabasco got
the best descendants, better than the pure bred ones.
Here’s to hybrid vigour. All the dogs I have now come
from Divil, Tabasco and my other German terrier Dixie,
although other dogs and lines were added later.

Is it correct you added British working terrier blood
into your own lines after becoming unsatisfied with
the pedigree and show bred terriers you were keeping?

Saskia: The German hunt terrier originally comes
from an inbred line of hunting fox terriers, probably
more or less of the sort they call Parson Russell today,
crossed with black and tan terriers from England. These
were the original Welsh terriers and/or working
Fell/Lakeland terriers. Since the German terrier has a
closed stud book for over 80 years now and is suffering
heavily from inbreeding, all I did was to breed some
good, proven individuals back to the old British working
lines where they come from. In my bloodline are 4

German hunt terriers, and further, Divil the white Fell
terrier, a dog imported to Holland which worked foxes
till she dropped, and she came from Wales and looked
like a Fell/Bedlington cross. And a black rough coated
Fell/working Lakeland dog called Barney from Adrian
Simpson, a dog with Patterdale blood and from the lines
of Nick Stevens. He was imported to Belgium and ended
up with Alain, a man who worked with terriers for many
years. I was dissatisfied with the Russells here, because
they lacked nose, courage and orientation, and were not
steady of character. I was dissatisfied with the pure
German terrier because it had a lot of inbreeding and
character issues. Both these breeds were usually too big
for fox earths. Eventually, I gave up all my papers and
official FCI (European Kennel Club) membership, since I
couldn’t find the working dogs I needed within their
breeds.

Did you find that adding this blood improved your
stock?

Saskia: Yes, it improved my stock, and since I liberated
myself from every show circus and official pedigree
thing, from now on I can keep my bloodline ‘open’ to
any improvement from any good worker, since I don’t
have to obey to the rules of breed clubs and closed stud
books and the breeding of silly show stuff which can’t
work, or is so inbred that they have hereditary problems.
Of course, I had to give in the commerce: since my dogs
are not pure bred any more, they are not worth any
money, they are not ‘a breed’ they don’t belong to any
club; it is just for hunting, and for the honour that other
hunters want my dogs. And I only breed for myself.

Did it come from any particular strain or simply
working blood?

SO: I just bred to those I could get my hands on, those
that were working with other terrier people over here,
people who work their dogs seriously and hard like I do.
And those that I liked for character and size and coat,
and working ability. I never went to England to get me a
good working terrier, I have no connections there,
although I used to go to Ireland a lot in the past, this was
for the music, not yet for the dogs. It would certainly be
different now, and I would like to get in contact with
serious people breeding and working terriers in England
and Ireland.

I feel that in Britain, there are a lot of show terriers,
and even ‘working’ show terriers, but a hard core of real
terrier men still keep the good sort, because Britain and
Ireland are the traditional terrier stronghold and will
hopefully remain the genetic source. On the continent,
working terriers are more and more in use now in
hunting circles, especially to wild pigs, where they stand
out in performance above all other dog breeds.
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The inimitable Semtex ready for the off.

Chili 



What do you look for in your stock and have you found
it in the bloodlines and breeding you have now?

I am rather satisfied now with what I have. I have
different dogs for different jobs. I have selected hard, and
kept the useful ones. This is a lasting process that you
have to repeat with every individual and every
generation. What I look for is an intelligent dog. A terrier
which is friendly to people, but will not go with
strangers just like that. At hunting days, they return to
me, or to the place where my car was. A terrier which
does not fight with other dogs.

They must have good orientation and after the first
year, seldom or not get lost at big game hunts. They must
know how to return to me. I want a steady terrier, not a
nervous yapper. The best are always the quiet ones that
can sleep with my cats. They must have a good size for
their work, (for sand earths, terriers are often too big)
and a good coat, a double coat with thick under coat,
either broken or smooth, but with a hard top layer. No
single short, woolly or thin coat. I have seen Patterdales
and soft coated Russells topple over from cold shock in
an Ardennes winter hunt. That’s where the old type of
Fell terrier come in well. I don’t really mind terriers that
need some grooming or coat stripping if they work well.

I like it if a dog is an early starter. I have bred that into
my line, and now, my dogs go to wild boar in the pack
from 4 months of age, the same year they are born, and
the good ones quickly start hunting above ground, being
taught by the old experienced dogs.

Every one must be loud on warm lines, baying at
boars and underground quarry, and not work in silence.
I have some that hunt short and some that hunt wide
and independently, but I like it when they are obedient
by nature and come on call, without the use of electric
collars. So, I like it when my terriers bond with me.
When they are in kennels, I don’t want to know they are
there. I kennel them up in big runs in couples, and they
must behave quiet when not hunting. The best are those
that survive all the seasons. We have over 60 hunting
days a year, all to difficult quarry. Terriers which survive
the seasons, get the foxes out and the pigs, and are able
to work, and not get damaged too much or too often, are
clever and useful. As for physics, I don’t want dogs with

long backs, or short or worse,
crooked legs. They cannot do the
work they have to do with me. Both
above and below ground, a dog
must have stamina and be flexible,
you have to be able to fold it double,
it needs good moving shoulders and
not be overly muscular or stocky,
and certainly not with a barrel
shaped chest. My ideal is an elastic
dog with steel trap jaws in a sledge

hammer head.

Your terrier Chili was a star in your kennels until you
lost her, please tell us a little more.

Saskia: Chili was my all time favourite. She had an
iron wire coat, the right size, the right courage, was very
intelligent, very early to start working, she could do the
whole spectrum and ‘new’ game like raccoon, she
retrieved naturally like her grandmother Chilli 1, and
she could do tricks. Like if I sat down in a hunting cabin,
she would look for a beer crate, take a (glass) bottle out
of the crate, and bring it to me without dropping it. She
was the daughter of my very best and most versatile
Semtex, and Bikkel. Both were first generation
outcrosses of German terrier to British working terrier.

Do you have terriers for different quarry or do you
work them all to everything?

Saskia: I work them pretty much under and above
ground. I demand that they are at least useful to fox. I
don’t want stayers, as I work for Guns and they are eager
to shoot and want a quick bolt. All of them must also be
useful to wild boar, since most hunting is at these
animals.  It happens sometimes that many of my terriers
or even my whole pack run into a badger sett during a
drive hunt, and I can call them all out, knowing they will
not push on, or fight with each other, and will come out
on call, or to change position, or just to see if I am still
there. The advantage of them knowing the badger, and
their intelligence, will keep them from too much harm.
So that, if I have them all out, they can continue hunting
the boars, since none is too badly hurt or too tired. 

I even had one that I was picker-up with, at a posh
pheasant shoot, and the next day she was running pigs,
and the next, doing an earth to fox. Another reason why
I want my dogs to work both above and below, is that I
can keep them busy much longer, and they don’t have to
sit in kennels and feel bored. The badger is from 1st of
August until November, the pigs start in August as well
in the maize fields, and pig hunting goes on well into the
fox season, which lasts until 1st of March. Besides, I
always have a specially trained blood tracking terrier
with me, to find wounded game.
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Semtex tracked this deer after it had been shot.



Are any of Chili’s offspring showing signs of aspiring
to her?

Saskia: Chili is the mother of my only male and stud
dog, Wasabi. He is all-round, obedient, with a good voice
on the line, a fantastic character (people friendly, steady,
and no problems with any other dogs, even males) and
has himself sired many good hunting offspring.

I know you have had many memorable hunts, do any
stand out in particular?

Saskia: There are many special memories of extra good
hunts. When your dogs can prove themselves after finding
a big sounder of boars in a maize field or thick covert. It is
also a compliment when hunters trust me so much that
they invite me with the dogs, and no other packs, and
when we know the terrain of that particular hunt and
game is abundant, you see the dogs in front of you finding
and flushing the one after the other boar as if they were
pheasants, and they return quickly for the next one, and
the pigs and stags come out everywhere and you hear
much shooting around you. And the best of all is when all
dogs return safely and unharmed again, as if what they
had achieved, was just a day’ s routine work. Also, some
long and/or difficult searches for shot wounded pigs
come to my mind, and then after a long walk, the dog
finds it alive, avoids its attacks, and holds or bays it
effectively, and it can be shot or caught with the knife.

I could enjoy the work of Semtex immensely, how she

threw out one pig after another, alone or together with
other dogs, and they always ran out in a straight line,
pursued by her, sending her war cries after them. The
last two years of her life, she seemed to specialise in the
biggest tuskers, those which other dogs would prefer not
to find, and certainly would rather not work. Only the
last eight months of her life, she got hit three times, due
to her poor eyesight. In the last three months of her
career, she presented the guns with 15 tuskers, always
getting them out of the drive and past the guns, and
returning within 10 or 15 minutes. She was old then,
with a grey face and worn, and hardly any eye sight, and
still going strong, until she met her last tusker, a huge
one, (from the footprints in the snow, we estimated him
between 150 and 200 kilo)  in an impenetrable blackthorn
field, where I could not come to assist her. The boar came
after her and the other dogs to destroy them, and slashed
three terriers, one by one.She returned from that one, the
first one ever that she could not handle and gave up on.
She was gored, but never uttered a sigh or lament, and
stayed very calm, and I took her to the vet, together with
2 other dogs that this boar had attacked. Just before
surgery it became clear that Semtex was mortally
wounded, every internal organ had been penetrated,
and she could not be saved. Her colleague Mouse, a
terrier which usually avoided every contact, also had to
be put to sleep due to severe damage from this boar. The
losing of Semtex, or any other good dog, is a feeling of
deep grief, and these painful losses I never forget, and
they are carved in my mind even more than the
successful days. It is a dear price to be paid for those
many good days.  Having to miss your soul mate and the
tyke you have learned to rely on for 200%.

Though leaving its owner in distress, for a game
terrier, there is no better way to end life than in the
harness. And the best dogs always seem to go that way.
Soldiers don’t die in bed.

What are your plans for future breeding?
Saskia: I have had working terriers of several breeds

and crosses for over 40 years now, and breed them for 30
years. I am satisfied about the progress in my breeding,
after all I made the dogs exactly as I wanted them. Of
course, I still have one now and then which doesn’t make
the grade. When I’ m sure they will never do so, I throw
them out. I select, every individual and every generation
has to prove itself. But I give them at least two seasons to
develop, and in those seasons, they get many practical
hunting days, where they can learn from the old veterans
in the pack, and their own experiences. I give them a
good basic socialisation, enough attention, care and
training, and a lot of patience. I keep in mind about each
dog: am I satisfied and does it deserve to keep its place,
or could there be a better and more useful dog in that
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same place? My greatest satisfaction and honour is that
many hunters and trackers want or have my dogs.

Now I am almost starting from scratch to breed a
whole new generation, since in three years, I lost most of
the cornerstones of my pack: my matriarch Semtex, and
her three good daughters Devil, Coffee and Chili 2. But
given the time, place and money I think ‘I’ll be back next
season,’ and I still completed last season with the
leftovers, which were yet able to give the Guns their
boars, foxes and even badgers.

I can give some advice to other breeders, to produce
quality dogs. It is logical, but often neglected: before you
breed, you must know exactly what you want (and
tolerate) and what you don’t want. This goes for every
detail. If you cannot keep it all in your head, write it
down. It is a pitfall to do any concessions. Knowing a
certain line for several generations, and also other lines,
is a huge advantage. With this, of course I don’t mean the
looks, but the working style and character. After all, you
can’t see a dog’s working quality from the outside.

Only breed to proven dogs - no working tests and so
on, and certainly not show, this is fooling yourself; I
mean dogs which are thoroughly proven in usefulness at
practical hunting days. Only breed to healthy, sound
dogs. A lifetime of hard work, even if they love their job,
will take as much out of them as it puts in. Not only
contact with the game, but all weather, all terrain, and as
long as the day or days take, year in year out, fox after
fox after fox after badger after scores of boars. Don’t
inbreed! You can see from the example of closed stud
books and purebred pedigree dogs what that leads to.
Inbreeding weakens your line, undermines it’s health
and vigour, gives hereditary ailments, and turns your
dogs into caricatures and freaks. Don’t breed to dogs
which are unstable or have a nervous, unreliable or even
aggressive temperament; this is very persistent in the
offspring. Be very critical to and about your own dogs:
perfection does not exist. See other people’s terriers
work, so you can compare them to yours, and you’re
standard. Never hesitate to use someone else’s good,
proven dog, or buy someone else’s fine female, if you
think it can add something beneficial to your line.Never
believe you have arrived and you cannot improve. If you
think so, you fail to see something. Use your common

sense and no fantasy and fables.
Learn your genetics and keep up to
date with the latest knowledge and
developments in science. Stay real as
in what you want, and don’t ignore
or try to change the traits and inborn
tendencies of your animals. Like
buying a working terrier and then
demanding and believing it will

never go to earth because in your idea it has to only run
pigs. Any dog will do naturally what it is bred to do. I
have seen each and every one of my dogs go to ground
at one time or another during a drive hunt.

Breeding is not a matter of producing quantity, and
then picking out, but careful planning for the best. If you
don’ t want to keep a pup out of your breeding, then ask
yourself if you’ re not only increasing the already existing
problem of dog overpopulation. Forget about money: for
these dogs there is a very small market, and you will
have to be prepared to keep puppies and dogs which are
hard to place. Working terriers are mostly not suitable as
everybody’s house pets, but demand a lot of
responsibility, and some consistent training. It is only for
honour, and your dedication to, and admiration for the
real working terrier, that you spend your time with them.

Official pedigree papers, I flushed them down the loo,
but the dogs improved after that, so there must be
something very wrong with the official system. It does
no harm to do some serious and independent thinking,
instead of running with the flock. Try to breed to keep or
improve your quality. If you can’t cull, don’t breed! You
have to cull your surplus, the weak, those with defects,
the poor doers even if there is no visible defect, those
that don’t make the grade and those that quit, and only
keep the strong and functional workers.

A good breeder is the person who, no matter how
many good and experienced dogs he/she may lose in a
season, always comes back with equally good or even
better dogs. Rremember, the best terrier is not the most
courageous, nor the most enduring or hardest, but the
one which best fulfils the expectations of those it works
for, and is best adapted to the circumstances and way of
hunting it is used for. Terriers come in sorts. A terrier
which is the all time wonder in one place and for one
man, may be a pain in the butt in another place and with
another person. Keep terriers physically and mentally
strong, versatile and adaptable, and with their
distinguishing admirable working passion, and they will
always remain.

Saskia, thank you for giving us an insight into your
terriers and their work and good luck for the future.
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Relaxing after a hard day’s work.



THE GREAT 
OUTDOORS

128 BROUGHSHANE STREET, BALLYMENA
Tel 028 2564 7187

info@thegreat-outdoors.co.uk
• FISHING TACKLE

• ARCHERY
• OUTDOOR CLOTHING
• CAMPING EQUIPMENT

• SKI CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES
• KAYAKS AND CANOES
• AIRSOFT PRODUCTS

• WETSUITS
• RENTAL SERVICE

• KNIVES, BINOCULARS, MULTI TOOLS
• EQUIPMENT RENTAL SERVICE

• CLOTHING CLEANING AND REPROOFING

CASTLEDILLON

  Quality driven Mallard

 Spectacular drives

 Parties of 8 guns

 Bags can be tailored to suit

 Back-to-back days available

 Individual guns
occasionally available

 Accomodation and necessary 
licenses catered for (if required)

CONTACT: O7779714856 or 07714201578



Atrip to Co Louth to see the Louth
Foxhounds’ meet at Darver Castle saw no

improvement in the weather or the going.
Huntsman Alan Reilly had on a 13½ couple
mixed pack and professional whipper-in
Cathal Tuite was joined by amateurs Oisin
Duffy and Chris Rogers while joint masters
Dr Ralph Hoey and Gerry Boylan had a thirty
strong mounted field under their control.

One of the most popular car followers was Charlie
(seven months) the infant son of joint master Joe Callan,
himself hors de combat but, he tells me, well on the way
to a full recovery. I was fortunate to be driven by the
appropriately named David Fox who kept me up with the
action which just proves that it takes one to know one!

Alan Reilly, now in his second season hunting these
hounds, first drew McGuinness’s Bog, just off the main
N2 Road, but it was blank. Happily, a move to Mickey
McDonnell’s brought more luck with a fox going afoot
and taking hounds right across McDonnell’s, then
through David Redmond’s at Corderry and into
Lawless’. Hounds pushed this fox through renowned

Connemara pony breeder Padear Boyle’s and Mary
Keeran’s then onto the side of Tom McGuinness’s before
going back through Corderry. Though hounds were
pushing their fox hard he did not seem, on the three
occasions when seen by your correspondent, to be in any
hurry and hound music was intermittent but strong
when it was audible.

This hunt crossed the Link Road at Louth Village and
moved on to Knockbridge where our pilot eventually
went to ground. Alan Reilly then made several draws
around Knockbridge and back as far as the meet but they
all proved blank in what now appeared to be very poor
scenting conditions.

Among the hounds on show were some second
season hounds by two Hurworth stallion hounds,
Prussia 04 and Rustic 07. Alan Reilly is now getting his
own breeding programme set in train and has some
varied blood to use. At times during the day so well has
he got them hunting together that a handkerchief would
have covered them. On our return to Darver Castle the
hotel staff produced an excellent, warm plate of stew
which we all thought was thoroughly deserved!
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With Tom Fulton

Hunting Roundup

‘Ready for action’ - Huntsman Alan Reilly with the Louth Foxhounds at Darver.



Ballymacad Foxhounds
The following Tuesday was a day with only light rain

but enduring, heavy going as I visited the Ballymacad
Foxhounds at Crosskeys, Co Cavan. Huntsman Kevin
Donohue, the fourth member and third generation of his
family to hunt these hounds, had canvassed the area and
knew the whereabouts of both foxes and large expanses
of water, so he knew where to find the former and avoid
the latter.

He had on a fourteen couple mixed pack and was
assisted by Bobby Kellet, Maurice Quinn and Darren
Hawden while field master Liz Brogan led a thirty strong
mounted field. The youth element is a feature of this
Hunt but either I am getting old or a number of riders
definitely looked as if they should have been in school!

The first draw, at Brian Cobey’s quarry, off the Cavan
to Ballyjamesduff Road, proved blank and gave the first
indication that scent might prove to be a problem. Hugh
McSherry’s land then yielded a fox which gave a fast,
circular hunt across McSherry’s, through Heyslip’s Bog
and the Ring Fort before returning to McSherry’s where
scent seemingly evaporated.

A draw right around Graddan Lake proved blank
then hounds put a second fox afoot at Crosserlough
Plantation but a sharp, ten minute hunt saw this fox go
to ground in the Plantation. Thomas Maguire’s land also
proved blank but at Sheridan’s Plantation another fox
went afoot and also gave a short, sharp hunt before
going to ground in the Plantation.

A series of draws around Crosserlough townland

proved blank and, reluctantly, Kevin Donohue blew for
home in late afternoon to end a day on which hounds
and hunt staff were universally complimented on their
strenuous efforts to provide good sport. 

North Down Hunt
The Montgomery family has lived at Greyabbey for

over four hundred years and have always welcomed
country sports people to the estate throughout that time
and the current incumbents, Bill Montgomery and his
wife Daphne, keenly continue that happy tradition.

The North Down Hunt, of which Bill was master from
1963 to 1988, were warmly welcomed on a mild and,
even more surprisingly, rain free Saturday halfway
through February. After a stirrup cup and some hot
snacks Raymond Mitchell MFH thanked our hosts on
everyone’s behalf and we moved to the first draw.
Huntsman Tom Haddock, with a 17 ½ couple mixed
pack and Mr Charles McPoland whipping-in, led an 18
strong mounted field behind the house with joint
masters Raymond Mitchell and Miss Lesley Webb to the
fore in a well mounted field.

As the Montgomerys invited me to join them in their
Land Rover I was able to get a first hand account of life
on the estate. The weather damage was plain to see with
Daphne pointing out to me that last year’s potato crop
was still in the ground, unable to be picked and just
rotting away. I think it made everyone appreciate how
fortunate we are to be allowed on land in such
conditions.
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Huntsman Tom
Haddock with the
North Down
Foxhounds raising a
stirrup cup at
Greyabbey while
Bill Montgomery
casts an eye over
the hounds.



With such deep going some falls were only to be
expected but, happily, none caused anything more than
mud stains, curses and unsympathetic wise cracks.

The going having taken its toll, only a few stalwarts
remained when the proverbial late fox went afoot
outside the quarry which lies within the estate. Having
left the comfort of the whins this fox ran strongly, with
hounds pushing him hard, for a full forty minutes
around the area of the quarry. This fast, circular hunt
ended with the fox going back into the trees near the
quarry, in still good light, when scent seemingly
evaporated. 

Sunnyland Beagles at Tullygarvin
My first Beagle meet of the season was at Lady

Clarke’s farm at Tullygarvin, between Saintfield and
Ballygowan, when she hosted the Sunnyland Beagles.
Pat Deasy and his wife Sheila were the first people I saw
on my arrival, on a break from their home in Co Cork.
Pat is one of the best known figures in Irish beagling
having been master of the Curragh Foot Beagles from
1997 – 2006. They had been due to attend a bee keepers
seminar but, due to unforeseen circumstance, were
unable to do so and were visiting their good friends at
the Sunnyland instead.

Joint master and huntsman John Shaw-Brown had on
a ten couple bitch pack and he was one of three joint
masters with David Rodgers whipping-in and Michael
Watt one of some thirty followers. Also whipping-in
were Robert McIvor and Alexander Watt who completed
the officials on view as we moved out of the very well
preserved yard of this former cooperative farm. 

A walk along Ballyknockan Road to Springmount
Road, Tullygarvin, saw our huntsman draw steadily
around the lake towards Ballygowan. At this stage we
were informed that the North Down Foxhounds were
hunting nearby, at Beechmount Road Carryduff, where
they were enjoying good scent which was not, alas, the
case with the Beagles.

We were reflecting on our poor scenting day when a
hare rose and made off at speed but hounds could make
nothing of it, as it ran around the outskirts of
Ballygowan Village. John Shaw-Brown drew steadily
back towards the meet with only very intermittent
hound music being heard. Unfortunately, this series of
draws came to nothing and he was forced to admit
defeat and blow for home. Everyone and I do mean
everyone, was then invited back to Lady Clarke’s home
for an excellent reception at which the poor scenting day
was put in perspective.

Galway Blazers enjoy late season dry
weather.

The Galway Blazers’ meet at Kiltullagh was held on

the fourteenth consecutive dry day which saw some
improvement in ground conditions but not, apparently,
in scent on this last day of February.

Huntsman Tom Dempsey had on a 17½ couple pack
of mainly dog-hounds and was assisted by whipper-in
Jason O’Donnell while Kevin Dempsey was field master
to a seventy-five strong mounted field, which included
joint masters Dr Rose Dempsey, Mike McDonagh, David
McCarthy and Vincent Shields.

Paul Hurley has his own way of watching the Galway
Blazers at Keltullagh.

Senior joint master Michael Dempsey was mobile and
gave John Savage, who was driving me, a good lead
while another car follower was Don O’Donnell, father of
whipper-in Jason O’Donnell and a very knowledgeable
hunting man.

A hack away from Ward’s pub, a long standing place
of welcome to the Blazers, saw the first crossing of the
M6 motorway, which has so bisected their country.

Tom Dempsey drew Paul Hurley’s land but it was
blank. Paul, a local fencing contractor, likes to see what
is going on during a day’s hunting, so much that he has
perfected the art of standing on his saddle to do so! We
went past the ruins at Carraroe where these hounds were
first kennelled in 1839, by the Hunt’s first master Mr
John Denis. Hounds put their first fox afoot at Glynn’s
farm but the huntsman opined that this was an injured
fox as it went to ground after a short, sharp hunt.

At Kevin Hannon’s Old Castle property another fox
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went afoot and crossed the road to run towards
Kilconierin, being joyously hollored away by The Lady
Hemphill who was among the car followers. This fox
ran, pushed hard by hounds, into The Dunsandle Wood,
ran right through the Wood towards The Glebe and was
lost in poor scenting conditions.

Tom Dempsey then drew towards Craughwell and
put another fox afoot on Tom Burke’s land beside the
Dunkellin River. He ran into Joan Hardiman’s land and
went to ground in a dump, one of many in this area of
reclaimed land. This hunt had featured more hard riding
with the field being given an excellent lead by field
master Kevin Dempsey, on his good chestnut horse.

A draw of Bill Bourn’s land proved blank so they
moved on from her land but things were no better at
Barry McGlynn’s or Mick Rafferty’s.

Matters moved towards Moyode Castle and Tom
Dempsey drew Gerry Harte’s where another fox went
afoot. Hounds, again, pushed their fox hard in
intermittent good voice and, after another fast hunt, this
fox went to ground at the river bank. A hack to
Garracloon, where Tom Dempsey and his wife Mairead
run an excellent B&B at Craig Country House, saw a
series of draws which produced another fox. This
customer gave a fast, circular hunt which ended when he
went to ground.

Tom Dempsey then blew for home at 5.15pm, in still
good light, whereupon we were all invited to Holly
Park, the home of joint master Mike McDonagh for an
excellent reception and post mortem. 

The Taras
This season has seen an added ability demanded of

Irish hunters. To the need to gallop, jump and stay a
horse must now be able to aquaplane, so wet has the
going been across every Hunt country. The Ballivor, Co
Meath, meet of the Tara Harriers at the Village Inn, was
no exception and the hardy field of twenty included two

joint masters, David Wilkinson and Henry Corbally,
while a third Henry Smith, who hunts hounds, was
assisted by kennel huntsman and first whipper-in Sabine
Dowdall and by Catherine Rothwell. Most impressively
senior joint master George Briscoe, in office since 1942
and now in his ninety second year, was there glass in
hand to see everyone off.

The Taras hunt only bitches and Sabine Dowdall had
brought forward 12½ couple of fit looking, active
hounds for the days sport. David Wilkinson informed
me that he is stepping down at the end of this season but
he was able to introduce me to his successor, Imelda
O’Donnell who has hunted throughout Ireland and
holds the distinction of being the first lady member of
the committee of the Ward Union Staghounds.

A hack from the village to Ballivor River as far as The
Glack, an old Mass Rock and a relic from the Penal Days,
provided the first draw. Here hounds put up a hare and
hunted her from the Mass Rock as far as Declan
Cunningham’s farm at Derryconnor where she was lost.
However, a second hare then rose and was hunted right
to Ballivor Bog where a fox walked past everyone and
entered the Bog in a most unconcerned way. This hare
also having been lost Henry Smith drew from
Derryconnor as far as PJ Cunningham’s at Clondalee but
it was all blank and the heavy going was making its
mark on everyone. A hack as far as Bertie Cunningham’s
saw a third hare rise which, like the first two, gave a half
hour hunt right around the area before being lost on the
road.

The Cunningham brothers are all very supportive of
hunting as you can imagine is the case with anyone who
allows Hunts to cross their land in such conditions.
Hounds drew on as far as Killyon Manor but this series
of draws proved blank so home was blown in mid
afternoon to bring a cold wet day to an end. How
welcome the soup and sandwiches provided by the
McLaughlins at their Village Inn proved!
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My first day out cub hunting was the first Saturday of
last September and at 6am I found myself walking across
a large bog surrounded by the lovely, undulating
landscape near the village of Cloughjordan in North
Tipperary. I’d arrived on my own and after driving
down a narrow unsurfaced lane way I came to a dead
end. Parking my car I looked across the bog and about
300 metres distant could see six people standing near
each other looking into a woodland. I walked over to

them and recognised faces which I hadn’t seen in six
months since the end of the previous hunting season.
Soon other experiences which had been going through a
six months hiatus came my way: first, the sound of
hounds speaking; then the sight of the hounds; and then
the sound of the huntsman’s horn (by the way, if anyone
reading this knows of a good, easy to blow hunting horn
on the market please let me know)!

Shortly afterwards, I was scrambling down and up
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From Derek Fanning

A Great Season On Foot
And In The Saddle

Regular contributor Derek Fanning recounts a few tales from his
2012/13 Fox hunting and Beagling Season.

The season for many of us begins with cub hunting in September. Quite a few don’t
bother with this, waiting until the season proper starts off at the end of October. Cub

hunting involves very early starts and numbers out are usually few. It’s tough rousing
yourself from your warm bed at 5.30 in the morning, leaving the sleeping forms of your
wife and cat behind. Your instinct, your desire, is to stay in that cosy place and not
venture out into the cold and the dark. But there are rewards for the effort, one of which
is walking through the dawn landscape. Pockets of mist linger in the valleys and the
dawn chorus seems to express hope and contentment. Your eyes may be bleary but there
is peace in your soul. The recessionary world may be depressing and negative, but here
in these dawn hunting fields there is something eternal and positive. This feeling of
something eternal, something peaceful, is a gift and the wise thing is to appreciate the
feeling, the wise thing is to enjoy the gift. Once we start thinking logically the feeling
disappears, the sense of peace and happiness flies away. It is foolish to let peace and
happiness fly away.

A joint meet for charity was held by the West Wicklow and East Down Foxhounds, in Manor Kilbride.



steep banks, going deep into mud and bog, being de-
capped by briars, running through woodland and across
fields, and generally having a really good time!About
halfway through the morning another first took place,
the sight of the hunted fox. This was a fine, healthy
looking animal who was found by the hounds in a
closely planted wood of young Sitka spruce. The fox
rushed swiftly past us, a blur of rapid red, only a few feet
from where we stood and the hounds were but a couple
of feet behind him. The chase went on for several
minutes by the end of which time we were perspiring
and had accrued more mud on our Barbour and tweed
jackets. The scent was lost and Reynard made his
getaway never to be found again. We drew other areas
but encountered blanks. After three hours out we’d
experienced sufficient and headed for home dreaming of
a fry with rashers, sausages, eggs, beans, tomatoes,
mushrooms, scallions and coffee!
Yummacious. 

Several weeks later and butterflies
were fluttering in the stomach as the
mounted hunting season began once
more; but once the first couple of
palette-jumps were out of the way I
relaxed, felt more comfortable and
considerably better. There were two
fallers at the first couple of palettes, a
young lad on a feisty, bucking horse
and a woman on a horse which
stumbled on landing. She lay dazed
and winded on the ground for a few
minutes until she was able to
remount again. About 30 people
were situated near a bank-jump
willing us on including one woman

who was shouting very
loudly! We leapt over a multi-
tyre obstacle and then found
ourselves on a lane way
inundated with rainwater.
This lane is always dry but in
the previous week a
considerable amount of rain
had fallen. Things calmed
down now and for a while we
stood in the lane way
chatting, sometimes admiring
the pleasant countryside in
this area near Ballingarry,
North Tipperary.

Two foxes were
flushed out

The scent was not good for
this opening meet and by three o’clock we had flushed
out nothing. Finally, at a huge deciduous wood-covert
the hounds began to speak but this petered out after a
few minutes. We blew the hounds away and moved on.
(This huge covert was accessed by a jump with a very
short run-up which often led to a horse uncomfortably
bunny-hopping over the obstacle.) At a small grove in
the midst of a large stubble field two foxes were flushed
out but the hounds lost the scent after just a couple of
fields. We jumped two hedges and then headed home as
it was 4.30.

The following Sunday I was out with the Ormonds
and I took a wrong turn on the way to the meet, which
led to me driving down a narrow road which was
deteriorating in quality. I attempted to reverse the
horsebox around a corner, which is a really hard thing to
do, and wasn’t having much luck. As fortune would
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The Radley College Beagles hunting at Ryefield, Co. Cavan by kind invitation of the
Ballymacad Foxhounds.                                       (Photo: Philip Donnelly, Chairman HAI.)

The Balgarretts, Co Cestmeath.                                           (Photo: Nick Lambert)



have it the huntsman with his hounds emerged from a
nearby farmer’s yard and the farmer allowed me park in
his yard: problem solved! And it saved me from having
to remove the horse from the box, uncoupling the box,
and pushing it manually back around the corner so I
could drive back the way I came! This hunt near Birr was
a short day (about three and a half hours) and there were
25 riders, but we did a lot of jumping and the horses
were fatigued after it. We drew coverts near a fine old
house called Ivy Hall and the hounds briefly found but
lost Reynard in a field of ten feet high grass. The
huntsman said the problem wasn’t with the scent but
with the lack of foxes. Nonetheless, we had a very
enjoyable day. Near Ivy Hall the fieldmaster took us on
a skite through a woodland where I fell off jumping a
very soft drain. One of those who saw the fall said I
narrowly missed the thick trunk of a tree when I fell.
Shortly after, we jumped another quite wide drain but
with a considerably firmer landing, and my horse
managed it fine. Later in the day we rode through a

grove beside the Cloughjordan - Birr
road and in this wood jumped a
number of enjoyable, brush fences.
Shortly afterwards our fieldmaster
brought us on another detour over a
couple of big drains and one horse
jumped to the right instead of straight
which resulted in a fall. My horse was
next and refused to jump. It was a big
drain, there was no need to jump it and
I didn’t force the issue.  We entered an
enormous bog which produced a blank
in scenting terms. Riding away from
this bog we cleared a fine fence which
was maybe four feet in height, perhaps

more. It certainly felt like a big jump.
Shortly afterwards we dismounted our horses so we

could get through a tight gap at a gate. One of the horses,
however, became excited and went through quickly,
knocking the rider’s hand against the gate-pillar, which
cut his hand through his tough gloves.

Sunday the 9th of December I joined the Balgarrett
Beagles for a day’s outing near Mullingar. Twenty others
turned out including a number of children - there’s a
nice family atmosphere at the Balgarrett meets; a
sociable vibe.  The huntsman Kieran Lambert told me
that the hunting hadn’t been great because the number
of hares was down. That all changed on the day I joined
them because during a cold, scenic meet beside Lough
Ennell, we saw three hares and 11 couple of beagles
hunted non-stop for two hours. (Jonathan Swift spent
some time in a house beside Ennell and while rowing on
the lake it is said he first conceived the concept of
Lilliput.) As we hunted for a couple of kilometres along
much of the length of the lake we saw three rowing boats

out on Ennell. It was a dry but very
cold day (about 4 degrees Celsius) and
we were enchanted by the sun
illuminating some arable fields on the
other side of the lake. Most of last
year’s regulars were out for the day
including a few people in their early
80s and late 70s. On the way back one
of the beagles became sick and was
unable to keep up. One of the whips
lifted it up and carried it affectionately
back to the trailer.

As always, as we were following the
beagles making their wonderful music,
we crossed innumerable wire fences,
often a thumbstick is very useful and
prevents one from receiving shocks
from the electrified wire. This was
cattle country therefore much of the
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Grouse Lodge with the Balgarrets.                                  (Photo Nick Lambert)

Beagles hunting.                              (Photo by Philip Donnelly, Chairman HAI)



ground was rooted up, which sometimes meant that
jogging wasn’t possible, only walking. At one stage a
female member of the hunt went deeply into the mud
and became stuck; a gallant young gentleman helped her
emerge from the quagmire.

Phil Donnelly, the Chairman of the Hunting
Association of Ireland, was also out and we reminisced
about the many days of marvellous hunting we enjoyed
over the years with the Curragh Foot Beagles in Kildare.
Sadly, that great pack was disbanded a couple of years
ago. At the end of the day we were very kindly offered
tea and sandwiches from someone’s boot but
unfortunately I couldn’t linger.

The meet was by the
Royal Canal

On the 23rd of December the
Balgarretts met at a contemporary
house beside the Royal Canal in
the village of Ballynacarrigy
several miles west of Mullingar.
Ballynacarrigy is an attractive
village with a few pleasant-looking
pubs. There was a turnout of 25
people for this meet which is a
very good turnout for a beagling
day. Once again there were
septuagenarians and
octogenarians among our number,
providing inspiration to us all. As
so often with the Balgarretts, the
hospitality was exemplary with the

lady of the house providing
us with canapés,
sandwiches, soup, coffee,
mineral drinks, hot port.
There was time for a couple
of hot ports and then we set
off, crossing the canal via a
lock bridge (a typically
handsome construction)
and drew at a very large
area of tall grass which
looked ideal for hares and
other creatures. We didn’t
find here but we spotted a
hare on a slope above the
grassy area and Kieran
brought the hounds to that
spot - they opened up and
they hardly stopped
speaking for the rest of the
afternoon. 

I enjoyed many more
days hunting during the 2012/13 season with the
Ormonds and Balgarretts and I would happily write
much more describing the experiences and the thrills
and spills. Unfortunately, however, a lack of space means
I can’t do that but I do have enough space remaining to
say two things. Firstly, that while in this article I have
made reference on a number of occasions to a lack of
scent, this shouldn’t prejudice the reader regarding the
standard of the season, because there were lots of times
when the scenting conditions were very good and foxes
were found aplenty. Indeed, foxes are abounding in the
Irish countryside. In recent years we have been told that
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The children’s meet was a great success.                  (Photo: Philip Donnelly, Chairman HAI)

The Riverstown Foot Beagles, who celebrated 125 years in 2012 and continue to
hunt around Glanmire in Co. Cork.
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The Old Berkeley Beagles hunting at Glanworth by the River Funcheon. 

A presentation was made to Des Walsh and Morgan Cahalan, who retired from the
Ormond Hunt committee after many years of service.

Gordon Goulding, Fieldmaster with the Ormonds, jumping a gate.     Pic: Anne Ryan.

the hare numbers are down in
Ireland but there was little
evidence of that when I was out
beagling; of the many days I was
out the hounds always found a
hare.

The second and final thing I
wish to say is to pay tribute to
two hardworking stalwarts of
the Ormond Foxhounds who
retired from the committee after
many years service. Des Walsh
and Morgan Cahalan (from
Roscrea and Ballingarry
respectively) were given
presentations outside the
popular Glue Pot pub in
Ballingarry just before the final
hunt of the season on the 2nd of
March last. Des was Treasurer for
26 years and Morgan was
Secretary for 31 years. Des
recalled that he and Morgan
replaced Buddy Cahalan after he
retired 26 years ago and he
praised the present incumbents,
Niall Fay (Treasurer) and Jessica
Cahalan (Secretary), who, he
said, are doing a fine job.
‘Whatever small contribution I
made as Treasurer to the Hunt,’
said Des, ‘was dwarfed by the
amount of pleasure, support,
friendship and camaraderie
which I experienced over the
years due to being a member of
the Hunt.’ Chairman of the Hunt,
John Kenny, made the
presentations. Ormond Hunt
members and friends warmly
applauded the two retirees
before the riders and hounds
moved off for the final hunt of its
season. Mr Kenny thanked Denis
O’Sullivan, huntsman, for ‘a
marvellous season and a pack of
hounds to be proud of.’ He also
thanked all the committee
members and ‘members who
have put in so much work
throughout the season.’
(Photographs courtesy of Derek
Fanning and Nick Miller and
Phi;ip Donnelly, Chairman HAI))



One of the reasons I enjoy my visits to
Ireland so much is that there is a very

different attitude towards field sports than
exists in England. In Ireland, an interest in
these sports seems to permeate society from
top to bottom. I suspect the reasons for this
may be complex, not least because many of the
people there are only a couple of generations
from living off the land and its associated
ways, of which hunting and shooting are two.
The realities of the rural way of life are much
closer in Ireland, if only now for some in
memory. In England, although the pro-
hunting and anti-ban lobby
would try to have us believe
otherwise, the truth is that
hunting is quite a posh thing to
do. Anybody who doubts this
should conduct a quick survey of
an English hunt meet and
compare income and
background of those wearing
pink and riding a horse, to those
scrabbling around in the mud
and trailing behind on foot. I
suppose legging it across a
muddy field after a chap on a
galloping horse does represent
social inclusivity of sorts - they
are both in the same field and
after the same notional fox - but
it also reveals rather a lot about
the pecking order of the English
class system.

I personally have no desire to ban fox
hunting, though it is not something of
which I choose to partake. It does rather
depress me though that the chap
panting along behind like a fat old
labrador does ‘seem to know his place.’
But then I always was a bit chippy. In
England, this class division in sports of
field and stream extends into fly
fishing. Unlike in Ireland, people who
fly fish are often seen by their coarse
cousins as being a bit posh, and those
who make the switch, particularly to
rivers, as having ideas above their
station. I offer no evidence as to why
river fly fishing is perceived as being

somehow posher than reservoir fly fishing, indeed I
have none. I have just noticed by observation, call it
anecdotal if you will,  that I find more oiks on bank and
boat of the reservoir than by the side of a stream. And it
takes one to know one. While in many ways in England
field sports can accentuate the social divides, they can
also, paradoxically, heal them.

The other day a heavy rain had settled into a steady
drizzle and I decided to cross the lane and walk the river
bank where the daffodils were flowering. My river is
little fished and so I was surprised to see someone up to
his knees and creeping up-stream. I then recognised him
as a man I had first met a few evenings before, at a

nearby river. We got talking then, as fly
fishers do, and I suggested he try this
water. I was pleased to see that he had
taken me up on my recommendation.
He was best described as being a neat
man, late forties or early fifties, not too
tall, not too short, with a perfectly
proportioned body which was not too
heavy, just - well - neat. He was tackling
up when I first met him, in the car park,
beside a smug Mercedes.

Now, with him in the river and
talking, I see that he has a beautifully
balanced split cane rod (can I hold it
please sir?) teamed with one of the
more exclusive Hardy reels, I think it
was a Perfection, but I wouldn’t risk
giving him the satisfaction of being
seen to look too closely. Across his back
was casually slung a beautiful, hand-
carved walnut scoop net, the deep
warmth of the polished wood set off to
perfection by his cold, closely clipped,
grey hair. Despite ‘harsh’ hair he had a
keen sense of his own friendliness.
When he grinned (which he did often)
he grinned suddenly. It was as though
his mouth flickered between two
flashcards - one thin-lipped and closed,
the other as open as a letterbox.
Through the letterbox could be seen
teeth as white, as even and as flawless
as the keys on a piano, formed more by
the hand of his orthodontist than that of
his maker. And he wanted to show me
these teeth, framed into that benign
growl, at every opportunity. Oh - and
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From Andrew Griffiths

Fishing the great divide 

The beautifully balanced split
cane rod,



did I mention he’d only recently started fly fishing and
couldn’t cast for toffee?

Everything screamed out that I shouldn’t like this
man. But - and here’s the thing - I did. And the reason
why was simple; he had that boundless enthusiasm of
the late adopter. You can always tell people who have
discovered fly fishing later in life because they walk
around with the biggest, daftest grins on their faces, like
they have discovered just the hugest secret in the whole
wide world. And so they have, or so they think, or
maybe that was just me.

Five minutes in the company of this man convinced
me that he absolutely loved fly fishing, and all its
associated paraphernalia. He just couldn’t do it very
well yet. We spent over an hour together in the end. I
showed him some of my best spots on the river and he
showed me some of his too fat flies he’d tied on hooks
two sizes too big. I have some at the back of a drawer just
like them. But I could tell he loved his fly tying too. I just
didn’t want to know which brand of vice he used. He
didn’t catch anything, he blanked, zilch, nothing,
diddly-squat. For which there were two explanations.
First, he had way too much slack in the line - a huge bow
from an inept side cast in tight corners, he would never
detect a take on a nymph even had he been lucky
enough to get one. Which was unlikely, because second,
and I hadn’t the heart to tell him this, but there was a bit
too much colour in the water and the river was still
rising from the earlier heavy rain, and you never catch in

this river when it is on its way up. In the end, after an
hour or so in each other’s company, we shook hands
warmly and swapped flies. I gave him four of my
patterns to cover the midge hatch, he gave me four
rather promising grayling bugs. Then he went off to his
reality, and me back to mine, the divide having served to
heal. The whole experience took me back to my first fly
fishing outing, to sitting on that great slab of a rock in the
middle of the small stream, fueled by that heady mix of
late adopter gush. My rod was a second hand six weight
seven foot broom handle, that had cost me twenty quid,
the reel came in at a shade under a fiver, and a four
weight flyline so stiff you could have wired a plug with
it. (I know - the six weight seven foot rod and four
weight line thing - someone had seen me coming.)

Then that magical moment when the cast came back
and a small but perfectly formed wild brown trout had
attached itself to my Pheasant Tail Nymph. Whoosh, the
gush went up like kerosene, and a lifetime passion was
ignited. The memory made me smile, as it always does.
It is one I keep and bring out when I need a warm. But
today, there was an extra thought there, a corrupting
one, one I tried to suppress but couldn’t quite as I
watched this man slide out of his top of the range
Goretex waders and into his gleaming Mercedes. It was
a thought that produced an extra frisson of
schadenfreude, if that isn’t too much of a linguistic
mash-up: ‘Well, at least I didn’t blank.’ I turned, grinned
a big toothy grin to myself and headed home.
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That great slab of a rock was in the middle of the small stream.



Newport House
Co. Mayo

00 353 (0) 98 41222
info@newporthouse.ie      www.newporthouse.ie

Private Salmon and Sea Trout fishing (fly only) on
the Newport River (8 miles – both banks) and Lough
Beltra.

This historic Georgian House situated in parkland
and overlooking the Newport River offers elegance
and comfort, a cuisine based on fresh produce and a
comprehensive wine cellar.

Home, Field & Stream
Enniskillen

One of Ireland’s Leading Department Stores 

Please visit our new online store: 

www.hfs-online.com
18 - 20 Church Street,

Enniskillen,
Co.Fermanagh

BT74 7EJ
0044 (0) 2866 322114

contact@hfs-online.com

These are some 
of the many 
brands we stock:

Receive 10% off your next order online 
 www.hfs-online.com

Please enter discount code:  538da846
on the payment checkout screen
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Secretary/PRO:  NOEL CARR, Teelin Road, Carrick, Co. Donegal.  Tel/Fax 074 9730300.   email: dgl1@indigo.ie

FISSTA WELCOMES NASCO CONFERENCE
DELEGATES TO IRELAND  

The wild Atlantic salmon is highly prized by those of us who
fish for it, and by the general public who have cherished it as part
of our heritage for centuries. It is indeed invaluable to scientists
especially, as an indicator of healthy aquatic environments and
because of its almost unbelievable oceanic migrations. Every year
we welcome the king  of fish to our shores and this year we also
welcome the administrative wing set up thirty years ago by the
concerned governments who meet annually to take stock of the
health of the species and review the practices. NASCO is the
intergovernmental organisation devoted to conserving this
precious resource and where the salmon’s life-cycle, its many
values, and the measures being taken internationally to conserve
it are reviewed annually.  It is indeed a great honour for Ireland
to host the 30th North Atlantic Salmon Conservation meeting in
Drogheda from 4th - 7th June on the banks of the Boyne.  

Delegates can see for themselves some fine Irish rivers. 

Only Governments are members of NASCO, which has six
Parties: Canada, Denmark (in respect of the Faroe Islands and
Greenland), the European Union, Norway, the Russian
Federation and the United States of America. FISSTA takes full
part in NASCO as it also has 35 accredited non-governmental
organisations who mark their respective government’s
stewardship of the salmon. Needless to say, FISSTA will be in
attendance as founding NGO at the first NASCO engaging fully

as one of the oldest NGO’s on behalf of Irish salmon and anglers.
FISSTA welcome all to the Westcourt Hotel in Drogheda and
wish all a pleasant stay and a most productive meeting for 2013.

FISSTA SAY A BIG THANKS TO ALL ANGLERS AT
CASTLEBAR RALLY 

The campaign continues against the threat of sealice from the
fish farm plan and after over 12 months of heavy lobbying, the
date of Saturday 27th April 2013 will stand out as the day
Castlebar saw the anglers of the island of Ireland both north and
south shout STOP to fish farming outside the office of An
Taoiseach Enda Kenny. The papers and TV reported a much
smaller turnout than the 2,500 in Galway last month but as this
was called as a County Mayo rally - the message was loud and
clear from all that attended. 

Castlebar  -   A section of the crowd at Castlebar.
It was the twelfth protest event staged by FISSTA since the

announcement of the ten mega fish farm plan last year. Many of
the placards which featured in Galway on 2nd March were to be
seen proclaiming ‘Ireland against salmon cages or Save Moy
Salmon’ with many of the names of FISSTA angling clubs and
protest groups, as they marched through Castlebar under the
kind stewardship of An Gardai Siochana.

They came from all over the country to the rally.
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The rally outside the constituency office of An Taoiseach Enda
Kenny TD, was organised by FISSTA MAYO Branch in
opposition to Bord Iascaigh Mhara plans for a 7million fish
capacity salmon farm to be located on a 456 hectare site in
Galway Bay about a mile from Inis Oírr.

Addressing the rally FISSTA President Josephine Egan said
the proposed farm of 15,000 tons could destroy MAYO’s
migrating salmon smolts from Ireland the UK and Europe: The
Government had a duty to “give salmon smolts safe passage
through Irish waters,” she added.

Getting the message across. 

SEALICE FROM FARM WILL DAMAGE EU SALMON
MIGRATING TO NORTH ATLANTIC 

The gathering was also addressed by FISSTA’s Galway
Regional member, Brian Curran of the Federation and PRO of
Gaway Bay Against Salmon Cages who said sea cages will cause
a wipeout for all wild fish: He said: “Now they want to put a
toxic cloud containing seven million caged salmon with all
waste, chemicals and lice, in the Atlantic and 15,000 wild salmon
which come through these waters.” 

“Today they came from the four corners of Ireland and were
supported with messages from FISSTA international angling
colleagues from France, Norway, UK, Germany and many other
EU countries.   Overall, it was a momentous day in our long
history of salmon conservation and I thank FISSTA Mayo  and
Galway Bay Against Salmon Cages and to everyone for making
the rally such a success” said FISSTA Chairman Paul Lawton. 

SILENCING OF IFI IS NOT HELPFUL
Many heated debates have taken place over the past year since

Minister for Agriculture, Food and Marine Simon Coveney
announced his ten mega salmon farm plan to be rolled out along
our west coast starting with 70 cages producing over 15,000 tons
off Inis Oirr in Galway Bay. 

Since last October, Inland Fisheries Ireland and the promoters
BIM have been ‘at loggerheads’ as described by the Galway
press, as to the merits of locating such a monstrosity that will
damage our wild fish and marine ecosystem. The massive march
taking over 2,500 on to the streets of Galway seems to have
shocked BIM as their interview on the six of clock news on 2nd
March confirmed. The international reaction to the project has

been very surprising, as many of the politicians found out on
their St. Patrick’s Day trips abroad.  The Chairman of the North
Atlantic Salmon Fund came to town to support our angling
tourism industry as we gear up the campaign to convince the
Government that we are not accepting the creation of jobs in
aquaculture at the expense of our wild fish.    

The BIM claims that Ireland can become global player in
seafood sector is not disputed by FISSTA and as an island nation
surrounded by rich seafood resources, there has always been a
unique opportunity for Ireland to address the global demand for
healthy seafood of the highest quality such as our shellfish, crab
and wild fish. Marketing farmed with our unique high priced
wild produce is a dangerous strategy which will eventually
damage our brand and hard earned excellent image.  

Last year alone, Irish seafood exports grew by 18% to nearly
€500m, an impressive performance compared to other Irish food
exports. Minister Coveney’s sees the big challenge for the Irish
seafood sector, and indeed the entire food industry, is how to
respond to a world population set to grow to 8bn by 2025. But it
should not be at the expense of our tourism product which
employs 123,000 and was valued at €5.3billion in 2009. While
angling accounts for a significant share of this revenue, there is no
doubt that scenery and a clean environment also are huge factors
underpinning this very valuable industry to the west of Ireland. 

While the Coveney plan needs more raw material to increase
jobs, he can achieve this in a number of ways without the
development of new salmon farms alone. Product development
research can identify new non quota species to land at our almost
ghost fishing ports for processing. Such work is already bearing
fruit with new species such as boarfish, and by attracting foreign
landings into our processing plants. Last year, Irish processors
managed to attract over 80,000 tonnes, or 25% of total production
from foreign vessels. This wild fish, genuinely organic food can
be increased if the management of BIM concentrated on their
brief instead of becoming fish farm site facilitators to multi
national companies who have more loyalty and obligations  to
the Oslo stock exchange than the Irish Government who grants
their licenses.  

It is difficult to understand why the Minister continues to
pursue certain aspects of  the previous government’s Food
Harvest 2020 that targets a vision for a scaled sector with a
turnover in excess of €1bn, and with five or six companies with
revenues greater than €50m each, in the main shellfish, farmed
salmon, pelagic, and whitefish categories which gives very little
encouragement to the small entrepreneur which is the backbone
of our sustainable angling tourism industry. 

NEW CANADIAN TECHNOLOGY TO BRING
SALMON CAGES ASHORE? 

So how can both salmon farms and angling tourism avoid the
collision that our Government has created as a result of a lack of
joined up thinking? Only through investment in innovation and
cutting edge technology by bringing the salmon cages ashore.
Only then will sealice infestation and disease to wild salmon and
seatrout be eliminated.

After many years of resistance and destruction a Canadian
Parliamentary task force supports the development and
expansion of closed containment salmon farming and explore
transitioning the aquaculture industry away from ocean-based
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net pens.  A high-tech, environmentally friendly land-based
industry could be a significant economic driver in rural and first
nations communities, according to the report of the Standing
Committee on Fisheries and Oceans. Like IFA Aquaculture in
Ireland the Canadian salmon farming industry members resist
any developments that changes their present ‘pollute to
produce’ open marine salmon pens. The committee heard
extensive testimony about the environmental impacts of ocean-
based net-pen aquaculture, including sea lice infestation, viral
disease, pesticide use and fish waste pollution and their impact
on wild salmon stocks. Commercial-scale systems for rearing
Atlantic salmon to maturity are still in their infancy, but four
such facilities are either under construction or just starting
production, one in each of Chile, Denmark and the eastern U.S.,
and the K’udas Project on northern Vancouver Island.

The K’udas Project is funded through a combination of
government and philanthropic contributions from the
charitable foundation Tides Canada, government innovation
fund Sustainable Development and Technology Canada
(SDTC), the ’Namgis First Nation and  The first cohort of
Atlantic salmon will take 12 to 15 months to grow to maturity,
roughly half the time required in net-pens. But closed
containment systems can achieve higher growth rates, more
efficient use of feed and protection from disease and bad
weather, reducing business risk. The report clearly
acknowledges the potential of closed containment to reduce
environmental impacts, business risk and improve socio-
economic outcomes. The report claims that experimental closed
containment systems produce Atlantic salmon with superior
flavour and texture that will fetch a higher price in the
marketplace, according to research done by local seafood
wholesaler Albion Fisheries.

The report recommends:
• The federal government establish a university-based centre

for excellence to maintain Canada’s technological advantage in
the industry and expand use of such systems.

• The government encourage economic growth through the
development of aquaculture operations, including closed
containment technologies.

The government encourage public and private financial
support to develop and commercialise closed containment
technologies or other innovative aquaculture technologies.

SLOWFOOD CLARIFY THEIR FOOD POLICY ON
FARMED SALMON AND SEATROUT FOR FISSTA

One of the great environmental movements over the years
has been the Slow Food movement founded in 1989 by Italian,
Carlo Petrini, who has been a true friend to the wild Atlantic
salmon. Slow Food helps communities around the world regain
control of their local food system supporting small-scale
farmers and artisan producers in order to eat better, protect the
environment and maintain cultural diversity. Today, they have
over 100,000 members in 132 countries.  In Ireland, Slow Food
helped FISSTA campaign for the end of the unsustainable
overfishing practice by drift netting in 2004 and have always
held them in very high respect. In the recent times, FISSTA
noted the number good food festivals being staged all over the

island featuring the fine local foods produced by artisan
entrepreneurs which promote both the area and the products
often linking up with a literary or cultural theme. One such
festival was held in early May in Ballymaloe Co Cork under the
guidance of celebrity chef, Darina Allen, who is also Slow Food
Ireland leader. However, their policy on intensive farmed
salmon cages needed a review arising out of the BIM
application and Environmental Impact Statement for a new
massive unsustainable fish farm in Galway Bay as the name of
Slow Food was used to apparently support the application.
FISSTA objected to the apparent misuse of such a credible food
brand and enquired why this was done but received no
explanation at that time.  Our FISSTA Cork angling members
saw the Litfest weekend event as a good opportunity to express
our concern with the policy of Slowfood’s acceptance of farmed
salmon and especially, as the damage of sealice to our wild
migrating salmon smolts is now confirmed by all. 

While there was no wish to delay or impede anybody
entering the festival event, FISSTA informed Slow Food’s
Darina Allen of the plan of our Cork members to visit and stage
a short protest outside the entrance on the Shangarry public
road at a time when most of the attendance would be entering
the festival. This set off a number of exchanges which
culminated in Darina Allen of Slowfood clarifying matters in a
statement the following day that gave FISSTA the following
written assurances from Slowfood that BIM have unreservedly
accepted suggested corrections to the EIS reference and have
also agreed to edit the EIS publication as soon as possible.
Slowfood assured FISSTA they will ‘follow up with the member
in question Ms Birgitta Hedin-Curtin of Burren Smokehouse to
get further clarification.’

Slowfood also admitted that the reference to Slowfood we
referred to in the EIS was made by BIM without  permission
from Burren Smokehouse (albeit current information that was
on their promotionals) and does not represent her views or the
view of Slow Food Ireland. We were also assured that all steps
have been undertaken by her to correct the communication.
Sadly, the published reference in the EIS is already with the
Minister for Agriculture, Food and Marine Simon Coveney TD
for the past 7 months and may already have been deliberated on
with a view to granting a license for a 15,000 ton salmon caged
farm in Galway Bay. In view of the fact that Slowfood agreed to
review their policy of acceptance or indeed granting
membership to farmed salmon processors, FISSTA decided to
cancel their planned public awareness protest outside
Ballymaloe during the LitFest weekend. It was agreed by
FISSTA to give Slowfood the opportunity to respond to our
complaint. The implications for wild food will be irreparable
should BIM proceed with this fast food intensive salmon farm
project in Galway Bay. Sadly, the published reference in the EIS
is already with the Minister for AG, Food and Marine Simon
Coveney TD for the past 7 months and may already have been
deliberated on with a view to granting a license for a 15,000 ton
salmon caged farm in Galway Bay.  In view of the fact that
Slowfood have agreed to review their policy of acceptance or
indeed granting membership to farmed salmon processors,
FISSTA  decided to cancel their planned public awareness
protest outside Ballymaloe. 
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Fairhill House Hotel
Clonbur • Connemara • Co Galway

Fairhill House Hotel 
Clonbur • Connemara • Co Galway

00 353 (0) 94 954 6176
www.fairhillhouse.com            info@fairhillhouse.com

Duck Fly
(March & April)

May Fly
(May & June)

Grasshopper
(July & August)

Daddy Longlegs
(July & August)

LOUGH MASK 1 MILE LOUGH CORRIB 1.5 MILES

BAR RESTAURANT, FISHERMEN WELCOME FOR OVER 60 YEARS
BOATS, GHILLIES, LUNCHES, DRYING ROOM

OPEN FIRES, LIVE MUSIC, GOOD FOOD & GREAT ATMOSPHERE
100,000 ACRES OF FREE FISHING FOR THE BEST FISH IN EUROPE

• Excellent deals • Check our website for full details
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Make mine a Bass!

From Mark.H.V.Corps, Angling Advisor, Inland Fisheries Ireland

Even though it was late October, these looked like
near perfect fishing conditions.  The sky was clear,

unusual for last year and I enjoyed the feeling of the
sun’s warmth on my back. What a cracking day, not a
cloud to be seen and the sea almost flat. The only
negatives were a slight colour to the water caused by the
previous few days swell and an annoying breeze that
kept changing its mind as to the direction it would
travel. Oh and of course, we were probably a month too
late to fly fish for bass.

Mike and I had decided to drop into Cobh to try to catch a late season bass,
taking advantage of the fact we had been working in Tralee and this was sort
of on our way home. As this area of coast was new to both of us, we booked
an angling guide, something to always be recommended. Our guide Ritchie
Ryan said that if we insisted on sticking with the fly we ‘might’ be lucky.
However he predicted that Pat O’Shea who was also going to fish with us
and use lures would catch! Being dyed in the wool ‘fluff - chuckers’ we
accepted that by sticking with the fly we were not making things easy for
ourselves.                                                                                                           

Early morning and we followed Pat and Ritchie around a maze of small
country roads heading generally in the direction of Ballycotton. It did cross
our minds that we were being given the run around to make sure we would
not be able to find the sites again by ourselves. To our first mark, Mike and
Ritchie started fishing.  Apparently they were covering a gully and if they
hooked up here it would be a good fish (the word specimen was mentioned)!
Pat and I were to try our luck a few hundred meters away. Our site should
produce us fish in and around the 5 lb. bracket! My fly was landing some 35m
out from the rocks whilst Pat’s lure splashed down some 10m further. We
were also fishing over a gully that would apparently hold fish for the next
hour or so of the rising tide. We both slowly worked our lures back through
the hot spot toward the kelp whilst waiting for the ‘hit.’ As I again wound the
fly up and sent it on its seek and destroy mission to the far side of the gully,
Pat’s rod bent over. For the second time in half a dozen casts he was attached
to a bass. It was another good fish of just over 5 lb. - the predictions of size of

Mike & Ritchie picking flies.

We had a good assortment to choose from.
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fish we would contact and the fact he would ‘wipe my face’
were coming true. We visited a number of other marks during
the day. Changing marks to take advantage of the different
states of the tide, but neither Mike nor I could tease a fish to
come out and play. To rub salt into the wounds we even saw
small shoals of bass going past that completely ignored
everything we threw at them. This was obviously not a day for
the fly, it would not work. If you want to catch fish a good rule
of thumb is to always take the advice of your guide. We had
not and so paid the price.  

A much sought after target species
Bass, or if you prefer Dicentrarchus labrax, have for years

been a much sought after target species by anglers. Bass are
seen by many anglers as another ‘game’ fish. Beautiful, silver,
hydrodynamic fish, they are renowned for their fighting
qualities, good eating and the fact they can be caught by a
variety of angling methods. A species of rugged, wild
environments they have a fascinating life cycle and a capacity
to enrapture anglers. A member of the Moronidae family (the
name ‘Dicentrarchus’ derives from the presence of its two
dorsal fins). The first dorsal fin comprises of 8 – 9 strong
slender spines, the second a spine with 12 – 13 branched rays.
Scales are moderately small and present on most of the head as
well as all of the body, 66 - 74 on the lateral line. The operculum
is serrated with forward facing spines as many anglers have
discovered when handling them. Growing to over 1 m they can
attain weights in excess of 20 lb. The Irish record (17 lb. 3 oz)
was caught in 2000 by Emmet Naughton from Doughmore
strand (the Irish specimen weight is 10 lb.). Bass are found all
around Europe, from southern Norway to the Western Sahara,
throughout both the Mediterranean and Black Sea. Around
Ireland they are at the northern extreme of their distribution,
exhibiting characteristics of fish found at the extremes. They

grow slowly, grow large and compared to their warm water
cousins reach sexual maturity late. For example in warmer seas
they live to 6 or 7 but around Ireland they can reach 30 + years.
Sexual maturity is governed by size, for females it is about 42
cm (achieved in 6 / 7 years).                                                                            

As primarily ocean-going fish, they show surprising
toleration to environmental extremes. Able to enter fresh water,
they tolerate variations in temperature (from 4 to 30 °C) and
salinities from 3‰ (river water) to 40‰ (35‰ is full strength
sea water). In early winter fish along the coast of Norway, to
Denmark, Northern France and the UK move towards over-
wintering grounds in the western approaches where they
group in large concentrations (it is believed Irish fish join these
too). This migration gives consistent temperatures in deep
waters, essential for female eggs to form and males to reach
breeding condition. This migration is an integral part of the
bass life cycle in the north of their range. March / April sees the
return migration. Bass spawn a number of times in open water
in May, dependent on water temperatures. Eggs are pelagic
and spawning success is dependent on weather / wave
conditions – rough conditions dramatically reducing spawning
success. Even in perfect conditions egg mortality is high. Bass
have a high fecundity, on average 200,000 eggs per kg. 

Bass use estuaries as nursery areas. By July the young fish
(‘O’ group) first appear in estuaries and start feeding
voraciously. They are opportunistic feeders, initially feeding on
shrimps and molluscs, taking in crustaceans and fish
(including other bass) as they grow. They have a catholic diet
but once focused on a particular food tend to stick with it.

As schooling fish, some believe they remain in age / size
dependant shoals throughout their lives. School size reducing
over time due to individual mortality. So the advice here is if
you catch a large bass, fish on their may be others around. 

To survive their first winter bass need to reach a minimum
size of 9 cm. The reason for this is that they cease feeding below

Mike made an early cast - if he hooked up it would be a
good one.

Pat with one of his bass.
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8 °C, surviving only on fat reserves. If under 9 cm they are
unlikely to have sufficient reserves to survive. As such
mortality increases the longer the temperature remains below
8 °C. With a prolonged cold snap the whole year group can be
lost. Most juveniles spend 3 to 4 years in estuaries before
moving to the open sea. Even though immature, a 24 cm sized
fish is deemed by many as ‘pan sized.’ Due to this there is
exploitation pressure particularly as commercially farmed fish
are of this size. If caught at this size they are cropped before
having a chance to reproduce. 

It is generally accepted that bass should be protected as a
recreational resource and income generator for tourism.
Protecting legislation has included:

The Bass (Conservation of Stocks) Order S.I. No. 230 of 1990
- minimum overall size limit of 40 cm. Prohibiting commercial
fishing for bass, the taking of bass using nets is prohibited and
Irish fishing boats must not have bass on board or engage in
transhipment of bass.                                                       

Bass Fishing Conservation S.I. No. 826 of 2007 - imposes a
bag limit on anglers of two bass in any 24 hour period and
provides a ban on angling for bass during the spawning season
(15th May to the 15th June).  

Bass (Restriction on Sale) Order S.I. No. 367 of 2007 -
prohibits the sale / offer for sale of bass (other than bass
imported into the State) from 1st day of July to 30th day of
June. 

At present opportunities exist to develop and expand the
Irish recreational bass fishery. The population is healthy and
interest / protection from recreational anglers is strong.
However the threat of over exploitation with the shadow of
short term, short sighted commercial gain threatens the
ongoing growth of this exciting sport fish and as such it should
not be ignored. Mike and I had had an enjoyable days fishing
with a bonus of sunshine. The lack of fish to our rods was
disappointing but at least Pat showed us they were there.
Ritchie has promised to phone us when the bass start to move
to the fly again this year. So with any luck we will be back in
Cobh in May. And, just in case, I might even take the spinning
tackle this time.

For up to date angling information and fishing reports
please visit the Inland Fisheries Ireland web site at
www.fishinginireland.info Richie Ryan (Eire Bass) saltwater
fly fishing guide details at www.corkbass.com or Email
info@corkbass.com Tel - +353 (0)86 1940744

A selection of successful lures.

Cobh bass: I’ll be back when they start to move to the fly
next year!



The Smartwave AV3500 has impressive deck space lending it
to many applications. This craft is well suited as a tender,
fishing or duck shooting platform, for rescue work or as a tough

commercial boat. In short the AV3500 will excel in every
application. The AV3500 is designed for maximum space,
stability and low planning speed.

The Smartwave AV3500

Specifications Standard Accessories
Length 3.5m (11.5ft) Stern grab rails

External beam 1.7m (5.6ft) Anchor cleat & locker

Hull Weight 100kg (220lbs) Bow storage area

with padded seat

Horsepower 25Hp Rear seats

Deadrise 13deg Central bench seat

Hull thickness 8mm Bow seat

Warranty 5 years Fuel storage

Max No People 4 2 x fishing rod holders

Max Payload 340 Kg Diving platforms

Oar Storage Well

stockists of Smartwave and Mac Boats 

throughout Ireland 

RLS Boats

Contact: River Lake and Sea,

58 Coleraine Road, Portrush BT56 8HN  

E: info@riverlakesea.com  www.riverlakesea.com 

Tel: +44 (0) 77 25-144 784  or +44 (0) 28 708 250 67  

5 Year
Guarantee



When I was a lad, I was fishing mad. I
used to have to cycle past the local river

to go and catch the bus, it was about 5 miles. I
used to leave my bike behind the tree and it
was still there for me to cycle home in the
evening. How times change! By the river
there was a fallen tree with a hollow trunk. I
used to keep my fishing rod in it and leave it
inside the tree, all rigged. It wasn’t anything
special, a glass, light spinning rod of about 7’,
a 2-piece with a brass ferrule at the joint. A
short handle had a DAM spinning reel
mounted on it - again nothing fancy just a
basic reel. The bale arm was nothing more
than a bent piece of wire, ok factory bent, but
there was no line roller or anything fancy like
that. Loaded with 4lb Sylcast I caught loads
on it. The fiesty wild brownies and slob trout
from the tidal influenced section of the river
used to dive on my Mepps 0 or 1 size bar
spoons. I favoured copper, or in coloured
water the Black Fury was a demon - and for
seatrout!

That simple outfit caught literally thousands of fish.
The best I had on it was a 9lb pollack off Dad’s boat. He
used to get quite annoyed when I took it. He would
feather for mackerel with a handline, for speed, so he
could land more, faster. They were destined for rubby
dubby for shark trips, or to be smoked for preserving.
We had our smoker in the shed - until he burned the

shed down one day with the smoker! Anyway, I used a
4g Toby for mackerel off the boat,by casting up ahead of
the drift and paying line out I could get it down to the
mackerel depth, but it took a fair while to sink down.
Once down I would do short retrieves and then pay it
out again until I got a fish - and when a mackerel hit that
light spinning rod it would take me 10 minutes to get the
best of it, which is why dad got so vexed - he would get
20 or more in the time it took me to get one. The pollack
came to the same tactics, but I obviously got the lure
down over a pinnacle. I can remember that took me the
best part of 30 minutes to get to the boat - and the bale
arm had a groove cut in it where the line started to
cheese wire through!

Well, today I went back to my roots and I found
myself walking the banks of the river at the farm. Funny
how things go full circle - a Snowbee Raptor 7’ 4”
spinning rod rated for 3g-12g, Raptor 2000 sized reel,
only it has a roller bearing on the Nitrided line roller and
the line is 0.19mm Power Pro braid with a foot or so of
9lb Fluorocarbon at the end. The spinner though, was
one of those old favourites, a 6g copper Abu Droppen.

It was blowing a gale up the river, but I was able to
flick the little spinner more or less where I wanted to,
both upstream and wound back furiously through the
neck of faster water, or across and allowed to swing in
the current towards the end of those same neck runs. I
crouched low to fish the spinner round, the Snowbee rod
was lovely in the hand, the slightest flick would send the
spinner flying and I was casting 15 yards very easily. The

river has changed a bit over the
winter, but the main runs are still
there. I need to get in with the
chainsaw though, there are some
trees creating flood dams in places.
The first run had a fish slamming
the Abu Droppen on my second
cast! I brought it to hand after a bit
of a struggle and it even took line
off the spool.  

I eventually brought it to hand, a
lovely wild brownie of about 1lb
8ozs, with flanks as yellow as
butter. I turned it off the hook in the
water and made the next cast
upstream, away from the
disturbance of the fight. As I
wound the Droppen back it was hit
again - not such a big fish this time,
but it was cart-wheeling across the
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From Simon Everett

Back to Basics

A simple spinning rod, reel and lure made up the outfit.



With Over 60 Game & Coarse Waters Available 
       starting from £9.00 for Three Days Fishing....



surface in an acrobatic fight. Two fish in two casts! You
should have seen the smile on my face.

I moved down the bank a bit to where a deep run
slows into an ever deeper pool. It is a good grayling
holding pool in the winter. I cast across the tail of the
current at 90 degrees to my position and let the current
swing the spinner round as I wound slowly, just fast
enough to get the blade spinning. BANG! It was such a
ferocious take it nearly loosed the rod from my grasp,
but it didn’t stay connected. That was a big fish. I shall
be back to have another go at him.

Further down I caught two smaller browns from the
next run. Then, at the tail of the run I hooked another
decent fish. I knew it was a good fish because it stayed
deep. It powered across the current and pulled about
five yards off the spool as it headed for the cover of some
willows on the far bank. I managed to steer it away with
side pressure and got it out into the middle again, then
gradually gained line as it came towards me under the
pressure I was applying.

It was a lovely fish, a proper murderous male with the
vestiges of a kype under its jaw. Again it was beautifully
coloured.  I drew it closer to me and reached down with

my hand to land it. It did not like the thought of
that and found a reserve of energy from
somewhere as it turned and powered off against
the drag again. I let it go and played it back to
under my feet. This time it came in like a cade
lamb to the bottle and I landed it. It was a
fabulous fish of just over 2lbs when I weighed it
at home later. I decided to take it because a
cannibal brown, whilst it will grow big, it can
also do a bit of damage to a short stretch like
ours. Besides, by removing it, another one will
drop into its place! 

I ended the afternoon with 7 landed and that
one big one missed. I got my casting mojo back
too, by the end I was landing the little spinner
within a few inches of where I was aiming most
of the time and not once did I get hung up on the
opposite bank, which I was really pleased with.
What a funny game fishing is, from a small lad I
have gone through stages of having loads of gear
and carrying a box of stuff to cover every
eventuality. Now I find myself back with just a
small, light spinning rod, a small reel and light
line with just a few spinners in my pocket! I
regressed back to my boyhood today, and I really
enjoyed it. So did the dogs, they had a lovely
time and Tigs found a hare and it gave him a
good run around. He was already too tired to
give of his best, thankfully, I don’t want him
catching them at the moment, they have leverets.
It wasn’t just the fishing either, as if to prove
what a funny winter and spring it has been, a

Whooper Swan was still swimming about on the lower
stretch, a singleton that had made friends with a Canada
goose. They may even have paired for all I know –
nothing would surprise me any more.
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Slowly I coaxed the brownie to the bank.

What a take!

It was stunning with flanks like butter. 



Ballymount Cross Industrial Estate, Ballymount, Dublin 24, Ireland. Tel: (01) 4298645 Fax: (01) 4298646 

E: milbro@milbro.com  www.milbro.com     (Trade Only)

MILBRO SPORT

 AERNOS 
Available in size: 1000FA-2500FA-3000FA-4000FA

   

SRP: From �89.99

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 

 

   

 
   

   

 



Where I walk the dogs, a family of
badgers have taken up residence in the

back garden of a deserted house, digging
their sett in the sandy soil, in an area which is
now devoid of human disturbance. It never
ceases to amaze me at nature’s resilience and
ability to adapt and no clearer is it illustrated,
oddly enough, than in the heart of our towns
and cities, where many species have taken
advantage of added warmth and food
supplies to survive and thrive in the
seemingly barren wastes of concrete. 

Badgers were once described as the oldest landowners
in Britain, for long before Britain was an island, they
were rooting among the vegetation of ancient deciduous
forests. I have always had a soft spot for badgers. For
generations they have been persecuted by man so that
they are now compelled to live their lives in a world of
darkness. And yet on the Salisbury plains in Wiltshire, I
have come across them out foraging during the day. But
I am always saddened when I see one lying dead on the
side of our roads. For me, its a reminder to man’s greed,
like an insatiable virus for more and more of everything
and anything, which usually results in the downfall of
something else.      

The spread of urban man has been doggedly followed
by a motley crew of opportunist plants and animals, all
of which have found in the cities, towns and abandoned
gardens, some compensating feature. Few plants can
withstand the bustle of feet on the pavement, but
plantain’s low profile allows it to survive in cracks
between the slabs, as does dandelion and dock, which
extend long tap roots to counter the problem of soil
which is shielded from the rain by concrete. On the
abandoned stone pathways that I walk over every now
and then, there is almost the strong element of a novel
and the unforeseen; conditions may alter with dramatic
speed to extinguish some colonist or favour a newcomer.
Indeed, there is more life in that deserted heap of
concrete today, than there ever was in the past, when
children played, and neighbours chatted.     

Plant communities can sometimes contain an exotic
element too, from the cleaned-out bird cage, may spring
hemp, canary grasses and sunflowers, beans traced from
the leftovers from a Chinese restaurant and corn in a
secluded spot that once held a raised pigeon loft. Next
door to the badger sett, a Buddleia bush, unpruned for
decades, sprawls out in every direction. Introduced from
China in 1896, it quickly proved nutritious to insects,
attracting up to 20 butterfly species to its flowers, aphids
to its leaves and ladybirds to feed on the aphids.
Interestingly enough, the two-spot ladybird adapted to
industrial living, in areas polluted with coal smoke and
exhibited ‘industrial melanism.’ Black forms with two or
more red spots are more common than the well-known
ladybird - red with black spots - that you would find in
clean air environments. Even the peppered and pale
brindled beauty moths developed darker forms which
camouflage them, when they settle on soot-coated tree
trunks, against bird predators. Ladybirds do not need
camouflage of course, as predators find them distasteful
and usually avoid them.

With over 16 million gardens at its disposal it is not
surprising that our wildlife takes advantage of this
widespread habitat. It is estimated that a mature garden
may play host to some 60 bird species, over 300 plants
and thousands of different insects so long as gardeners
don’t overdo the pesticides and fertilisers. Occupying
over a thousand square miles, gardens represent a
significant resource not only for the householder but also
for the various plants and animals that live there.
Gardens are enormously variable in the sort of
opportunities they offer wildlife, most however, are
suburban and so can quickly become colonised by the
flora and fauna in the countryside nearby.
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With Billy Lewis

Country Chat
Billy ponders on Nature’s resilience, has a bone to chew 

and there’s someone ‘on the run.’

Badger sett in the garden of the unoccupied house.



Habitat quickly increases in complexity
Obviously, a newly plotted garden will contain little

more than the few invertebrates, earthworms and snails
which inhabit any patch of bare soil. A garden put down
to lawn offers little more, but if the gardener
progressively introduces herbaceous plants, vegetables
and shrubs, the habitat quickly increases in complexity
and is able to support a surprising diversity of wildlife.
Naturally, the richest garden habitats are usually ones
that have been cultivated long enough to boast mature
shrubs and trees in addition to the ‘field layer’ of plants
below.

I remember reading (as far back as thirty years ago)
that students of plant and animal ecology had turned
their attention to a habitat that now occupies an
increasing amount of the landscape and accommodates
over three-quarters of our population - the urban
environment. Roads, pavements, walls and buildings is
of special interest, since its very artificiality would seem
to offer one of the last frontiers to living organisms. So,
the next time you come across, what appears to be a
derelict building with an unkempt garden, spare a
thought for its inhabitants, and slip by quietly!

Now then, on to pastures new. Going through an inner
door which leads directly into the back garage one
morning, I was hit on the head with a set of red deer
antlers, which had been stacked carelessly aloft.
Obviously at the time I kept my cool, and muttered, “Oh
dear, what bad luck,” but great inventions and
inspirations come quickly to those who have nothing to
busy themselves with, so later whilst having a cup of
coffee, I started thinking as to what use I could put them
to, and what the blazes was I saving them all up for
anyhow. Years of travelling back and forth to Scotland
and bringing the wretched
things back with me, had
resulted in quite a pile up of red
deer antlers, though more often
than not, I came across an antler
lying in the heather, for rarely
would you be lucky enough to
find a pair.

An idea came to me
Anyhow as I sat sipping my

coffee and nibbling my teacake,
an idea came to me: what if I
sawed a small section of one
antler, about eight inches in
length and where it was at its
thickest and threw it into Heidi
the third, the young German
pointer? It would provide the
wee rascal with calcium, keep
her teeth clean and keep her
from chewing more important
items about the kennel, such as
her sleeping quarters. It worked

a treat, she spent hour after hour chewing it, but even
more pleasing, she had barely made any headway on the
tough antler bone. So, with apologies to Mr Carlisle, the
gifted stick maker, I hacksawed the rest, and threw the
entire lot (tines and all) into all the dogs. Not only does a
heap of them stop them from squabbling, it also keeps
them from getting bored, as well as the added benefits of
the already stated. That was months ago and still red
deer antlers lie strewn about the kennels. With seven
bitches in kennels, I believe the red deer antlers were put
to good use. Ironically I read in a magazine, a few weeks
later, of a couple who were processing the antlers and
making - would you Adam and Eve it? Dog chews at £7
a bone depending on size. Jeepers, another money
making scheme, slipped through my fingers.

Watching the TV a few nights ago I had a look at a film
I’d seen before years ago. ‘Jaws’ was showing for the
umpteenth time and it reminded me of another ‘Jaws’ I’d
seen in Scotland. That time it was an alligator not a shark,
and not in the sea but in the bothy hut on Culochy Estate.
You never know what to expect when you’re off on a
shooting trip but that one was definitely different!     

And finally, I paid a visit with Mr Lawrence Brannigan
Jnr. around lunch time one day to see what he was up to.
I brought him half a dozen duck eggs, which he promptly
turned into scramble (by conventional means) for the two
of us and one other young lad. As he popped a couple of
rounds of bread into the toaster, he told me that he ran
three miles in thirty minutes at the weekend past.
“Goodness me, where did you do that”? I enquired. “Oh
on a treadmill, here in the house,” replied Lawrence.
“Och catch yourself on,” says I, “that’s not the real
McCoy, fat bankers do that on their lunch-breaks!”

Now then, its exactly one mile from the village of
Seaforde to the village of
Clough, that is if you set the
speedometer at the entrance to
Forde’s Estate in Seaforde,
ending at the roundabout at
Clough. So, the scallywag has
agreed to run three miles in or
under thirty minutes, starting at
the roundabout in Clough,
finishing at Seaforde, where I
will be waiting to clock him in.
Obviously I’ll watch over him
on the route, to ensure his
wellbeing and fair play,
although not necessarily in that
order. If he is able to complete
the distance, within the
timescale, I will present him
with a bottle of his favourite
tipple. With his Lordship’s
(Editor-in-Chief’s) blessing, I
will let you know how he got on
in the next edition.
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The alligator in the bothy hut at Culochy
Estate, Scotland.



A pair of William Kavanagh over and under turnover pistols
showing trade label for 4 Upper Ormond Quay (1822-1837)

Our journey through the Dublin Trade Directories
thus far has outlined the growth of gun making during
the 18th century and shown that by the outset of the 19th
century the trade was in decline principally through
political expediency and the fact that weapons from the
mainland were cheaper.  In 1820 George IV came to the
throne and in the following year made his first visit to
Dublin. This trip alone boosted the Dublin economy and
various trades benefitted, especially the clothing
industry as all those who wished to be in the presence of
the King were informed to be in Irish-made attire!
Catholic emancipation was thought to be high on the
agenda as the new monarch had ‘secretly’ married a
catholic, Maria Fitzherbert, in 1785.  However, it would
be another decade before The Catholic Relief Act 1829
was passed, therefore we see that political events,
namely the Rebellion of 1798 and the Act of Union of
Great Britain and Ireland in 1801 continue to affect all
areas of the Irish economy. 

Between 1805 and 1813 there was a marked recession
in the Dublin gun trade, yet by 1820 the Irish economy
was in recovery mode and we can see a steady increase
in the number of gunmakers plying their trade.
Although the political temperature was still relatively
high, other factors stimulated the market such as the
introduction of the percussion ignition system and the
general popularisation of field sports in Ireland.   

The British Government was very sensitive to the
level of private gun ownership throughout the

politically troubled counties of Ireland but the populace
were keen to protect their property, politics and religion,
issues which were to last some considerable time.

Dublin Gunmakers listed 
by Trade Directory 1820.

Byrne Mark 4 Clarks Court  Period at 
this address

Calderwood Thomas 14 N. Earl St  1812-1820  
Dempsey William  12 Swifts Row  1815-1897  
Fowler Thomas 29 Capel St  1812-1822  
Gallagher Henry 207 Gt Britain Street 1812-1824
Gray John 46 Moore St  1816-1820

1826-1837  
Herbert John 17 Phoenix St  1814-1830
Holland  William  5 Church Lane  1818-1830  
Kavanagh William 6 Anderson Court. 1819-1823  

Greek St
McDermott Farrell 1 Abbey St. 1816-1821
Muley Daniel 32 Townsend St 1811-1827  
Murphy John 190 Gt Britain St. Gun Barrel 1812-1827  

Maker
Pattison John 112 Capel Street Gun & Pistol 1808-1835  

Manufacturer
Rigby William 19 Suffolk St 1817-1823
Truelock Thomas 50 Barrack St 
Truelock Thomas* 10 Little Britain St *Printing error 1818-1825

should read 
William    

Turner George 154 Capel St. 1818-1831  
Warmingham John 19 Fleet Street Gun Barrel 1814-1826 

Maker
Wilson James 43 New St 1819-1820

1819-1841

Certain gunmakers listed in this directory have
already been covered in previous articles, therefore we
shall look at the newcomers and those gunmakers who
have not been put under the microscope. Information
regarding the actual gun making personalities is
extremely hard to come by, but with the assistance of
fellow collectors and dealers, a much clearer picture is
developing of the gun trade in Dublin and Ireland. The
pre-eminent gunmakers at this time were the Rigby
brothers, William and John, their father John Rigby, the
founder, having died in 1818. It will be seen through this
brief article just how many gunmakers were employed,
or associated with this wealthy Dublin family.
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From Dave Stroud

Recession Muzzled:
Recovery Triggered
The Dublin gun trade around 1820



Mark Byrne (1812-1820) 4 Clarks Court.
The Byrne name has been associated with the Dublin

gun trade since 1745, but what link exists between the
four gunmakers listed with this name is not known.

Others: C. Byrne 1745; Thomas Byrne d.1767, 17th
February at Little Boot Lane;

J. Byrne 1835-1859 is listed by D.H.L Back in ‘Messrs
Rigby’ as having worked for the Rigbys between 1839
and 1859. 

John Gray (1782-1830)
Interestingly listed as a ‘Gun and Jack’ maker; jack

maker we can assume for use with horse drawn
carriages and mail coaches. He is listed as trading from
seven addresses, however for the period 1805 to 1813 he
is not listed and this could again just confirm the
recessionary times prevailing during this period, or he
may have been linked if not with Rigby then with one of
the other gun making firms or possibly the Post Office
due to his alternative skills.

1782/1783 21 Blind Quay
1784-1792 21 Lower Exchange Street
1793-1795 13 Lower Exchange Street
1796-1798 2 Bride Quay
1799-1800 Darby Square
1801-1804 1 Bride Quay
1814-1830 46 Moore Street

John Herbert. Barrel Maker. (1818-1830) 17 Phoenix
Street. Dublin. 

Between 1831 and 1839 John Herbert is not listed, so it
is therefore highly probable he was engaged by W & J
Rigby who had moved to new premises in 24 Suffolk
Street and opened their barrel manufactory in the
adjoining premises.  In 1840 and 1841, Herbert is listed as
trading alone at 38 Montgomery Street and his final
listing appears in 1847 while at 5 Frederick Street. Again
during the period 1842 to 1847 he may have rejoined the
Rigbys.

W&J Rigby detailing their move to 24 Suffolk Street and the
fact they were manufacturing barrels in their adjacent
premises dated 6th August 1830.

Flintlock man-stopper with roller lock, classic French cock
and sliding safety by William Holland. Note the clover leaf
motif within the chequering. (Private Collection)

William Holland. (1816-1852)
William Holland was yet another gunmaker clearly

associated with the Rigbys. For although listed at all the
aforementioned addresses for the period 1816 through to
1852, in his own right he was absent from the directories
from 1824 to1835. Again, we can only speculate to his
whereabouts but it is highly likely he took refuge with
the Rigbys.  

William Kavanagh. (1816-1849)

Holland,William Dublin 1816-1818 20 Bishop Street
Holland,William Dublin 1819-1823 5 Church Lane
Holland,William Dublin 1836-1844 3 Abbey Street
Holland,William Dublin 1845-1847 56 St Mary Street
Holland,William Dublin 1848-1852 46 Capel Street  

William Kavanagh initially traded from 6 Anderson
Court, Greek Street for the period 1816-1821 and I have
never seen a trade label for this address. The trade
directories list the Kavanaghs at three address for
Ormond Quay, either Upper, Lower or plain Ormond
Quay. In addition, Ormond Street Lower is listed.
Confusion obviously reigned at the time, but from his
trade lable we can clarify that Wm Kavanagh used the
No 4 Lower Ormond Quay address. However in the
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Trade label for Wm Kavanagh, 4 Lower Ormond Quay. Dublin.



previous label we can see he adopted 4 Upper Ormond
Quay.  From 1838, the premises at 11 Dame Street were
also listed and, with the expansion of the city, these
premises underwent a door number change in 1849 and
became No 12 Dame Street, where the family continued
the business under different titles until William
Kavanagh & Son ceased trading in 1923.    

The address for William Kavanagh was certain until
1837 but thereafter some confusion arose and Upper,
Lower and plain Ormond Quay were listed in the
directories.

A later 1838-1849 trade label for William Kavanagh Junior
11 Dame Street.

John Murphy, Barrel Maker. (1808-1835) 190 Great
Britain Street, Dublin.

As can be seen from the 1820 directory, barrel makers
were now listed in their own right. Barrels produced by
both John Herbert and John Murphy can be found with
their monograms stamped on the barrels, normally on
the undersides. The illustration below shows two barrels
produced by John Murphy. 

The jury is still out as to the proofing of gun barrels in
Ireland. The location of a proof house in Dublin, if one
existed, has never been identified. In D.H.L Back’s book,
Irish Gunmakers Messrs Rigby, on page 21 a letter sent
from John Rigby to his son William in 1815, states that,
he, John, had visited the ‘View Room.’  In gun barrel
proofing the terms ‘provisional’ and ‘view’ are stages of
barrel proofing, and this is a small snippet that could
imply a proof house existed. John Rigby in 1817 had
developed and patented a system for barrel making
which incorporated a unique, practical and pleasing
etched finish. But it wasn’t until 1830, when William &
John Rigby moved to 24 Suffolk Street, that we have
clear evidence of their own barrel making facility.  Before
this, Rigby obtained barrels from Trueman & Bromage.
However, no listing for this company exists in Dublin so
this may have been a Birmingham based company, as a
John Trueman, Gun Barrel Maker is listed in this city
about 1795.

Two barrels marked ‘JM’ John Murphy of Dublin.

John Pattison 
Although John Pattison is listed at various addresses

in his own right, he had a very strong link with W & J
Rigby, possibly having served his time or apprenticeship
under John Rigby. He certainly sub contracted work
from the Rigbys for the period 1830 to 1839 and may well
have been back in their employment. 

Pattison, John 1817-1823 112 Capel Street  
Pattison, John 1824-1828 157 Capel Street.  
Pattison, John 1829 1 Prussia Street  
Pattison, John 1840-1843 54 Mary Street. 

William Trulock (entered in Directory as Thomas in error)
We have seen previously the confusion and complex

history of the Trulock dynasty of gunmakers and this
entry in the 1820 directory is a case in point, but this is an
error by the publishers. It should read William* (Trulock
who had been trading at 10 Little Britain Street since
around 1813. In 1821 William moved to 152 Capel Street
where the year later they became William Truelock and
Son. In 1832, they were to be found at 9 Dawson Street
trading as Trulock & Son and by 1854 trading as Trulock
and Harriss. William Trulock died in 1842 leaving his
wife Elizabeth to run the business as E. Trulock & Son
between 1843 to 1853. 1898 saw the final name change to
Trulock Harriss and Richardson, until the closure of the
business in 1915.  

Advertisement placed by William Trulock & Son in
December 1823 notifying of their new patent improved
detonating gun. In addition, this advert was placed in order
to rectify a previous error citing them as trading from 125
(sic) Capel Street. Another directory error!
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George Turner (1810-1862)

Turner, George Dublin 1810-1813 137 Capel Street
Turner, George Dublin 1814-1826 154 Capel Street
Turner, George Dublin 1848-1849 84 Capel Street
& Son  
Turner, George Dublin 1862:

bankrupt Lower Dominick
Street. (Abode)

George Turner was one of the most prolific Irish
gunmakers producing duelling pistols along with Rigby
and Mc Dermott. Of the English gunmakers, the names
Wogdon, H.W. Mortimer and Griffin & Tow were also
revered and their pistols carried onto the duelling
ground with confidence. However, by 1820 duelling was
becoming most unfashionable and seen as a barbaric
pastime, and many officers were reducing the barrel
lengths of the deadly dueller and utilising a more
compact pistol-with a dual purpose so to speak.  This
new fashion led to gentlemen being seen with shorter
barrelled pistols of eight or nine inches and not the
aggressive, lethal twelve or ten inch variety, the former
being a pistol for both the field or the duelling ground.   

A re-cased pair of Flintlock (French Cocked) half stocked
duelling pistols by George Turner circa 1815 (Private
Collection.)

It is a common misconception that cased pairs of
pistols were shared between both antagonists involved
in a duel, each choosing a pistol from the set. No doubt
in rare circumstances this may have occurred, but a
gentleman’s pistols were so personally made that one of
the participants would have been at a distinct
disadvantage having to use an ill fitting or borrowed
pistol.  No, the main reason for two pistols was in the
event of the first volleys having been ineffectual. In this
event the seconds would already have the second pistol
from the set loaded and both parties seeking satisfaction
could continue to indulge in attempting to murder each
other.

The newspapers were peppered with stories from

duelling grounds, little backwaters where two
individuals, their seconds and doctors would secretly
meet with the sole purpose of maintaining honour and
gaining satisfaction by extracting an apology or leaving
one man either dead or injured, and the other party
having to leave the country for fear of apprehension for
murder or attempted murder.  A newspaper clipping
names the participants, the reason for the meeting, the
action and the yet another outcome. In this instance no
blood having been spilled, both parties were satisfied
that honour had been maintained. The Punch cartoonists
were busy also showing the folly of such events. 

An 18th century newspaper report of a duel with a happy
ending! 

Happy endings! Yes, we gun collectors view guns and
pistols in a totally different light from the general public,
who normally consider all weaponry as dangerous -
which they are of course, when in the wrong hands.  Gun
collectors are thrilled by the sheer elegance and history
wrapped around firearms and I hope this brief article
just captures not only the ingenuity of the past Irish
gunmakers but their tenacity in passing on the skills to
future generations. My thanks to LM for photography.
Any faults herein are my own.   
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If you are interested in GAME

& GUNS, the Game Fair at

Shanes Castle has the best

GAME and VINTAGE GUN

Displays.

To see some fine examples of

both, visit the GAMEKEEPERS

MARQUEE and the fine display

of VINTAGE GUNS on

GUNMAKERS' ROW by the

Edgar Family.



Like all young boys, John was fascinated
by guns. Having been raised in a game

hunting family, he had plenty to be
fascinated about. Guns were part and parcel
of family life. Part of this fascination no
doubt lay in the forbidden fruit syndrome.
Trips with his father and brother to the local
gunsmith were a particular highlight for
John. Questions were asked about the price of
this gun and that gun. Stories were shared
with the gunsmith and his two sons who were
themselves keen game shooters. Brochures
were perused and sometimes borrowed. The
incredible range of cartridges was observed.
John acquired a particular predilection for
heavier loads such as BBs and Buckshot. The
official business would eventually be
discharged namely the purchase of a box or
two of cartridges. John’s curiosity about
cartridge brands, shot sizes and loads never
changed his father’s buying habitats. Patrick
simply stuck to Eley no 4’s and 6’s all his
shooting life. He swore by them and nothing
would change his mind. 

The single barrel Baikal which Patrick owned was a
temptress of the most effective kind teasing and inviting.
His father would occasionally allow him to oil and
polish The Temptress and after his fourteenth birthday,
he could use the pull through under strict supervision.
At age fifteen his first quarry entered the bag. Stalking
patiently through high summer grass, he spotted the
quarry. Halting and taking a deep breath, he squeezed
the trigger. Taking no chances, he had loaded The
Temptress with number four shot. The rabbit fell stone
dead. From the point of discharge to the corpse was
exactly nineteen yards. He boasted of this feat for at least
six months that is until it was superseded by a better
shot: a crossing rook thirty yards out. The Temptress was
therefore no mere ornament. In fact, she was lethal in the

field. Like all temptresses she had to be a multi-tasker
capable of tumbling pheasants in the sugar beet fields
and plucking teal from on high as day became night. Her
services were even required for the annual fox drive.
Admittedly, The Temptress was fortunate to have such a
good partner in Patrick. 

John looked forward to the day when the incessant
teasing would end. The Temptress was to be his first
licensed weapon. From age ten he dreamed of the day
when he would take charge of her. In his mind, he
emulated the partnership of The Temptress and his
Father. He dreamed of bolting rabbits, running hares,
fleeing foxes, darting snipe and flocks of teal battling
against December winds. 

On arriving home from a trout fishing adventure one
summer afternoon John was in high spirits. A summer
flood had provided him with three brown trout caught
on a hook and worm. It was his favourite kind of fishing.
When it came to fishing or shooting John disliked
excessive elaboration. Worm fishing satisfied a primitive
urge within him. 

From the bottom of the stairs, he smelt the aroma of
gun oil.  “Ah The Temptress is out,” he sighed. To his
dismay, moments later he discovered his father cleaning
an Erbi side by side. The Temptress was no more. The
Erbi, not The Temptress, was to be John’s first licensed
weapon.  Between the ages of sixteen and eighteen, the
local police sergeant stipulated that John could not shoot
unaccompanied. 

John vividly recalls the first day that he went shooting
unaccompanied. Subconsciously, he made this event into

a public display. A full cartridge belt was
tied around his waste. Rather than reach the
grove by way of the fields, he chose to walk
by road. Accompanied by his red setter
Sally, he ostentatiously saluted passing
neighbours. The Erbi was carried with great
pride that winter afternoon. John’s diaries
show that no birds were bagged. 
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By Dr. Anthony O’ Halloran

The Temptress, a Twenty Bore
and John’s First Left and Right

John’s much loved Kestrel side by side 20 bore.

Patrick’s Erbi side by side 12 bore which much to John’s
dismay replaced the Temptress (single barrel Baikal)



John’s first true love however, was a side by side
Kestrel twenty bore. The reaction to the arrival of a
twenty bore in the parish was greeted with uniform
derision. His parish was solid twelve bore territory.
Anything smaller than a twelve bore was deemed
unmanly. One person was spared the derision. Mrs
Dalton used a sixteen bore for crop protection purposes.
A further mitigating factor was that Mrs Dalton had
recently celebrated her 70th birthday. Even the macho
members of the local gun club had a sneaking respect for
her shooting prowess. This universal derision made John
determined to succeed. In fact, on more than one
occasion he had the last laugh. It was with this twenty
bore that John got his first left and right in a place known
simply as The Bog. Admittedly, the left and right was
unexpected as John had not been shooting well. Having
missed relatively straightforward shots in the first two
weeks of the season, he entered the bog in a less than
confident mood. The forty acre reed covered bog was
and remains a haven for a diverse range of quarry
species. Because it is a floodplain it has escaped the
ravages of modern agriculture. It has changed little since
John’s childhood days. A short hedgerow cuts through
the middle of the upper end. Most importantly, at the
upper end there is a stream of about a quarter of a mile
in length. Heavy woodland acts as backdrop to the
stream. At the bottom end, next to an unused mill, there
was a sprinkling of small trees and light hedgerows.
Located on the banks of the River Suir, The Bog
frequently flooded from late October onwards. 

Whilst pheasants, snipe, woodpigeons and mallard
predominated, The Bog also produces the occasional
woodcock and teal. Pheasants could be found in any part
of the bog but they have a strong tendency to be
concentrated on the stream’s edge. It is best in the late
evening as birds head to roost. Going away and crossing
shots are the most common. Mallard shooing is
particularly tricky. Approaching the stream many birds
will rise out of shot, but occasionally, if the right entry

point is chosen, the mallard can be ambushed. Hunting
the stream on one’s own is a hopeless task for the most
part. At least two guns are required but the ideal number
is three. Whilst it is not renowned for its evening
flighting, it is possible to bag some birds. But it has never
been one of those places where the hunter would be
fumbling with cartridges to stay with the pace of events.
However, for the hunter whose first preference is snipe
shooting, fumbling with cartridges would be the norm.
It is undoubtedly the best snipe bog in the area. Widgeon
do not frequent The Bog. The terrain demands good
flushing and retrieving dogs. It was not the type of place
to tutor inexperienced dogs. The Bog still remains one of
John’s cherished places. Actually, he spent the first four
years of his life living beside the bog. On the September
evening in question, John and his brother Teddy decided
to give the Bog a late evening walk up. Focusing on the
stream, they both entered at different points. Much of the
stream remained covered in thick summer foliage. The
upper part of the stream was the only part where water
was visible. 

“Looks exceptionally dry,” thought John as he
approached the stream. Teddy reached his destination
first and nothing rose. Getting nearer the stream, John
drew more pessimistic. Reaching the edge of the stream,
there was not a feather to be seen yet alone a mallard. As
he turned to walk towards Teddy, he heard an explosion
of wings erupting from the stream about twenty yards
behind him. Turning rapidly and swinging on to the
leading bird from a flock of seven, a duck mallard
folded into the reeds. Stumbling slightly, John swung on
the last bird in the flock as they rose higher forty yards
out. A second mallard folded and this time it was a
drake. Teddy’s dropper Sticks retrieved both birds. John
stood there for a few quiet seconds absorbing the
moment.

Heading home across the bog, John could not resist
saying to Teddy “Not bad for a twenty bore, I suppose.”
“Not bad, indeed”! Teddy replied.
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A litter of beautiful Droppers (English Setter x Springer Spaniel) bred by Tipperary man  Glen O’ Halloran. Memories of
John’s Dropper come flooding back.



The Warthog is one of the more
challenging African species. A wild

member of the pig family – not to be
confused with it’s cousin, the Bush pig – it
resides in sub-Saharan forests, Savannah
and numerous arid regions. Warthogs live in
family groups known as sounders, do untold
damage to crops, and are considered to be
public enemy number two - the Jackal is
number one – by African farmers.  When
threatened their usual defence method is to
cut and run, but when cornered they will opt
to fight and are a formidable foe.

Over the years I have hunted Warthogs in many
parts of Africa. Warthog casserole is an exceedingly
tasty dish, although if we are to take heed of veterinary
advice we should avoid it like the plague. The species is
prone to Swine ‘flu and has been known to carry other
parasites that are detrimental to human health. On one
occasion a colleague e-mailed a list of warthog-
associated diseases to me days prior to heading off to
South Africa. The list of maladies contractible from
eating Warthog meat would scare the bravest of souls,
although friends who hunt and consume the meat
regularly just laughed it off. Medical considerations
aside, warthogs are quite a challenge to hunt. Early
morning is normally the best time to find them out and

about. While slightly myopic, the slightest whiff of
human scent sends them scurrying for cover, usually a
hole in the ground. A female with young will always
reverse in, leaving herself free to fend off intruders with
her tusks. Warthogs have excellent hearing and
frequently are aware of a hunter’s presence long before
the hunter spots them. Their movement is invariably
betrayed by the sight of erect tails wobbling along like
radio aerials just above ground level and shots must be
taken quickly. While the boar is always fair game,
females are not normally fired on because of the
likelihood that they have a string of piglets in tow. 

When hunting in the Kimberley area some years ago
my colleagues and I were asked to help with culling
warthogs because of the destruction that they were
causing to wheat and maize crops. Driving 4 x 4’s
equipped with powerful lamps we spent several
evenings out in the fields in an effort to reduce the
number of marauders. Whenever a warthog was picked
up in the glare of the lamp and a shot fired, the rifle-
shooter was temporarily blinded by the ‘scope-
enhanced muzzle flash.  Standing on the open back of a
vehicle exposed to freezing temperatures was an
unexpected safari experience. So was walking through
the crops in darkness using hand-held torches when
retrieving the shot animals. Snakes always featured as a
possible hazard during these walks. Grey Duikers went
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Frank Brophy on

Hunting The 
Wily Warthog

Warthogs at a waterhole.

The mounted Warthog ivory.



about the same business as the warthogs which in turn
made them a legitimate target. I shot a gold medal head
Duiker one evening which would have been an
expensive shot had I been paying to hunt it. The local
taxidermist turned out a nice European mount which is
on display at home. We used .270 calibre rifles on that
hunt – warthogs are tough muscular animals and shot
placement with a premium bullet is essential. On other
occasions I have used a .375 H&H calibre rifle – see the
photo.

It was always exciting when we arrived in one
particular hunting camp that we frequented to be told:
“Take a bakkie and shoot a few warthogs for camp
rations.” This involved driving solo into the bush,
dismounting at a vantage point and stalking in on foot.
I was well acquainted with the area and carried a two-
way radio at all times. The results provided many a
meal for hunters and camp staff. The African trackers
particularly appreciated this as their family’s staple diet
was mealie-pop, a porridge-like dish which they eat
twice a day. It was in this particular district that I had
an eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation with an extremely
large Warthog boar, reported on in this publication in
autumn 2003. Despite hunting being the primary
objective of the safari, filming wildlife in its natural
habitat also comes into the equation. 

With the rifle out of reach I was in
trouble

On the evening in question I was ensconced in thick
undergrowth very close to a waterhole with a cine
camera, while my rifle was propped against a tree two
metres away. It may as well have been in China! As I
was filming Impala, Waterbuck, Kudu, Zebra and
Giraffe coming in to drink before darkness fell, I heard
movement behind me. On turning I found myself
looking straight into the eyes of a very large and ugly
male Warthog. As we stared at each other it was only
too obvious that if he decided to charge, I was in

trouble, as the rifle was out of reach. Luckily he didn’t
take offence at my presence and trotted past to the
water’s edge where he commenced drinking. This was
the biggest warthog I have ever seen, he had massive
tusks and I won’t deny that it crossed my mind that the
rifle was now accessible. However, shooting anywhere
near a waterhole is just not done and anyway it would
have been unethical, indeed dishonourable, to shoot
him after he had ignored my intrusion into his world. 

Since that day the rifle has never left my possession
anywhere in Africa and as it happened I successfully
hunted another large specimen in the same area,
although not as big as the fellow at the waterhole – the
ivory tusks are also mounted at home. The common
Warthog is considered fair game by Leopard, Cheetah
and Lion. While able to run at up to thirty miles per
hour this is not fast enough to get away from any of the
cats. A cornered warthog will fight viciously using its
tusks like scythes. Often it emerges as the victor having
killed the predator outright or leaving it to bleed out.
They normally avoid confrontation with humans,
although I recall an African man being killed by a sow
after his dogs attacked her offspring. She killed the
dogs first then upended the unfortunate individual
before using her tusks to slash him horribly. All African
species are dangerous when threatened and the
warthog is no exception. Another major enemy is
drought. Despite having read reports of warthogs being
able to survive for months without water, my
experience is otherwise. When drought hits, warthogs
are amongst the first casualties – many die off and
population dwindles with the results being fairly
evident throughout the following twelve months. I
have seen warthogs “invade” swimming pools in their
quest for water and foraging on domestic lawns when
growth is stunted by drought.

Despite these vicissitudes the warthog population
remains ever-steady and continues to be an inexpensive
yet exciting quarry for hunters.      
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The author shot this old Warthog with a .375 H&H rifle.

The Common Warthog.



The Spring Field Trial circuit in Ulster ran
over three weekends and saw four Open

Stakes being contested by pointers, Irish red
setters, Irish red and white setters and
English setters.  The weather was generally
dry and cold although we had snow and rain
as well.  We competed on our traditional
grounds in Tyrone and Antrim and all days
reported a good showing of game allowing
judges to test the dogs fully. A feature of the
all four days was poor scenting conditions,
which made even the most experienced dogs
struggle and make mistakes. However, the
presence of game helps provide a good
atmosphere and gives us an optimistic feeling
for the trials coming later in the year,
providing there is a good breeding season, of
course.  

Slieveanorra in Co Antrim is where the Northern
circuit usually kicks off with the Northern Ireland
Pointer Club’s Open Stake. There was a steady fall of
snow all day which thankfully was not heavy enough to
cause problems in running the trial, but scenting
conditions did seem to be adversely affected and many
chances to point were not taken. The Judges were
Edward Butler from Banbridge and Joan McGillycuddy

from Kildare who had won the even the previous year
making Ballydavid Aodh an International FTCh. Joan
had left her whistle behind on this occasion and brought
her book and pencil. There were 13 brace at the start of
the day and this was trimmed down to four brace for
round two.  A further two brace were run on in an
extension to Round two before the judges were satisfied
they had seen enough. Some good running was noted
early on, but many good dogs fell when they failed to
capitalise on their game opportunities. 

The first find in the book was Davy O’Neill’s IRSB
Shanrycon Andraid who had her encounter with grouse
in the second round. The eventual winner, Carol
Calvert’s reigning Irish Champion Int. FTCh Glynlark
Apollo had to wait until the extension to add a find to his
good running from the earlier rounds. His bracemate
James Coyle’s PD knew there was game in the vicinity
from being cast off in the extension. Apollo had a good
back on James’ first point, however the pointer didn’t
produce. On being recast the pointer again came on
point on the same line as the first time and Apollo,
coming in from the left, on a forward cast spun round to
point some considerable distance in front of the Pointer.
Again the pointer worked forward but lost the scent
while Apollo moved in decisively and a pair of grouse
broke out in front.  Apollo worked out to where they had

lifted.  This suggested
the birds had run
from the area in
which the pointer
first recognised scent.
This concluded the
Trial. 
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From Carol Calvert

The Ulster Pointer and Setter
Spring Field Trial Circuit

Andy Law, Billy Hosick
and Joe Dobbin

discussing the action
at NI Pointer Club’s

Open Stake
in February.



Judges Edward Butler and Joan McGillycuddy at NI Pointer
Club Open on Slieveanorra.

The judges only could make two awards on this day –
the Glynlark Quiach for first place being presented to
Carol Calvert’s IRSD IntFTCh Glynlark Apollo, with
David O’Neill’s IRSB Shanrycon Andraid taking second
spot.

The action moved to Glenwherry the next weekend by
kind permission of the Irish Grouse Conservation Trust
and local landowners. This was the first time this ground
had hosted the Strabane and District Setter and Pointer
Club’s Trials, but it proved a very good day as a very
pleasing quantity of grouse were observed.
Unfortunately, as with the previous week, scenting was
not as good as we had hoped and many good game dogs
could not pin their game. Fifteen brace took to the field
at the start of the day under Andy Law and Desi O’Neile.
Those who survived were recalled to contend in round
two and more mistakes were noted. Joan
McGillycuddy’s Creg Rena had a nice find with some
provocation from her brace-mate who passed her on
point. This proved to be the winning point as no other
dogs got it right on the day. The judges gave the red
setter the Devine Shield for first place and thus made
Rena into an Int. FT Ch. as she already had her Irish title
and a first place from 2011 in Northern Ireland.

Next day we all arrived at Murley
Mountain, Co Tyrone, by kind
permission of James Hamilton
Stubber and his family for the Ulster
Irish Red Setter Club’s Spring event.
The day was cool, nippy fingers
were the order of the day when
writing down the draw at the meet.
However everyone soon warmed up
at the Trial began. The judges,
Raymond Monroe and Carol
Calvert, both locals from Tyrone,
saw action very quickly as a pair of
birds were encountered on the
second cast of the first brace.
Unfortunately Des Linton didn’t see
the birds lift in front of his dog Int
FTCh. Craigrua Osprey who had
pointed them, and so didn’t hold his
dog as his bracemate ran past and so
Osprey had to be eliminated for
moving too.  The trial progressed
with some more flushes, Hugh
Brady’s IRSD  Int. FTCh Ballydavid
Airforce, the winner of this Trial in
2011, was the first to get his name in
the judges’ books for a good find on
the right wing. Some dogs wanted to

take on too much ground and some didn’t want to take
on enough, but luckily there were also some very good
examples of excellent running. James Coyle’s PD Koram
Kaiser and Gerald Devine’s young 16 month old ESB
Gortinreagh Eppie gave a beautiful display of quartering
before a single tucked in grouse spoiled their chance of
greater glory. 

There are some lovely pieces of ground to run and
there are others which present a real challenge due to the
depth of heather or the sponginess of the underlying
moss. The brace that faced the greatest challenge of the
first round were Des Linton’s IR&WSD Irish FTCh.
Craigrua Kansas and Gerald Devine’s ESD FTCh.
Ballyellen Cody. However, whilst the handlers and the
judges laboured to get through it, both dogs ran it as if it
was easy, with the ESD in particular doing a great width
of beat and they finished the run with an encounter with
snipe. The red and white drew forward and, with a little
steadying, pointed. The ESD came in from the right and
banged on to point. Kansas worked forward, seeming to
lose and then relocate it before he produced the snipe.
Cody was given his chance and moved in positively to
where the snipe had broken from. Cody’s sister
Ballyellen Cara had a nice run with a snipe find,
withstanding pressure as her brace-mate ran past her
and flushed a grouse out in front. She was then run on
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later in the first round and had another find as well as
absolutely impeccable running each time she was
released. One of the things that really makes a dog stand
out is when its groundwork appears to be inch perfect
with very little handler intervention. 

The J. Regulations which govern Field Trials state that
‘a good handler will appear to do little but watch his dog
while maintaining at all times perfect control over it.’ A
dog should be aware of and responsive to its handler
without appearing to be reliant on its handler for every
direction. Both Cody and Cara gave a super example of
this at this trial. Alan Neill, running PD FTCh. Papermill
Major Don had a good find on grouse in the last brace of
the first round.

At the conclusion of the lunch-break the judges
recalled three brace for the second round. Cara was
pitted against Airforce. After a couple of casts on light
open ground the red setter was the first to venture into
the turf banks at the end, unfortunately for him grouse
flushed from the banks and eliminated him. Cara was
put on standby to run again. Cody was up next with
Rena. They upped their respective paces of the first
round and after a couple of casts Rena dropped onto
point near the centre of the beat when coming in from
the right wing. Cody, on his way back from the left wing,
slammed onto point at the top of a bank some distance
from the centre on the left. Rena was worked forward
and quickly produced a single grouse. Cody then
stepped forward and produced another single.  Major
Don was paired up with Kansas and the red and white

continued making the running, covering a considerable
distance from the height of the slope on the left wing to
the heavy heather far out on the right. The pointer was a
little more hesitant and didn’t reach as far as his brace-
mate on the wings and looked to his handler more
frequently for guidance. The judges asked the brace to
pick up, but the red and white’s exuberance made him a
bit too reluctant to return to his handler. He was asked to
run on with Gerald’s Cara and they continued until they
got to the road, but with no further game opportunities.  

The Judges gave first prize to FTCh Ballyellen Cody,
Gerald Devine’s ESD bred by Red Mills’ Bill Connolly
and second was awarded to Ballyellen Cara, Bill’s ESB
handled by Gerald – the running of both, their pace and
pattern together with clever finds marked them out for
the top two spots on this occasion.  Joan McGillycuddy’s
IRSB newly crowned Int. FTCh. Creg Rena was third and
Alan’s PD FTCh Papermill Major Don took fourth spot.

The final outing in the Spring in Ulster was a second
visit to Glenwherry, this time on the ground called the
Point. The trial was very efficiently organised by the
Ulster Gundog League’s Laurence McAlister. Thirteen
brace took to the field with Gerald Devine of Donegal
judging with Bangor’s Desi O’Neile. The day was the
most unpleasant of the four spring outings as initially
there was steady rain and a cold, blustery wind.
Periodically the rain gave way to snow and on occasions
hail, which was most unpleasant when beating into your
face, as it was when following the dogs. As on the other
days game presented itself but few chances were availed
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Judges Andy Law and Desi O’Neile at the Strabane Open Stake about to release Carol Calvert’s IntFTCh Glynlark Apollo.
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of. Many dogs eliminated themselves and at the end of
the first round, the only find in the book was Raymond
Monroe with the dog he won the trial with in 2012,
Granaghburn Buckwheat Paddy, and that was on a
snipe. Lots of hares were seen and this tested several
dogs’ resolve, some survived and some succumbed to
the temptation!

Five brace were recalled to round two. Carol Calvert
was out first with her Int. FTCh. Glynlark Apollo along
with Stephen Clarke’s Glendrisock Saphire. Straight
away Apollo drew on to a staunch point on the left hand
side. As Carol was walking to her dog, a pair of birds
broke out in front.  The dog remained steady and when
Carol reached him and asked him, he walked forward
and three more grouse lifted out in front. The judges
seemed happy. Throughout the second round there

were a few non-productive points and some near
misses. The judges called back three dogs for a further
run: Raymond Monroe’s IR&WSD Craigrua Rampant,
Sue Langford’s PD Papermill Flashman and Andy Law
running his late father Bertie’s IRSB Rushfield Hawk. A
mixture of non-productive points and tiring dogs meant
that this extension saw no further improvement and the
Judges were only able to make one award as a result of
their exertions – a First Place with the Griffith Cup
going to Int. FTCh. Glynlark Apollo, his second win of
the circuit.

This concluded the Spring Trials in Northern Ireland,
but at the time of writing there is another three weeks
action here in Ireland and Trials in England and Scotland
coming up, so dogs and handlers have still a great deal
to look forward to – weather permitting!

Strabane Setter and Pointer Club Chairman Michael Houston presenting the Devine Shield to Hugh Brady for winning the
Open Stake with Joan McGillycuddy’s FTCh Creg Rena.
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Feral pigeons are a big pest and not just in
towns and warehouses. Farms offer

everything they need in one place with
nesting sites, roosts and good feeding. With
the price of animal feeds going through the
roof, calf creep at £400 per tonne is very
expensive bird food. Even the more run-of-
the-mill cattle or pig foods come in at £200 per
tonne. A flock of pigeons can soon eat into the
farm’s profit.

One of our local dairy farms breeds pedigree British
Holsteins and has a purpose built cattle buildings
complex all around one yard. The cows are fed a complete
diet, which means the concentrates (corn) is mixed in with
the silage and fed along a long barrier in the feed passage.
It is easy for the pigeons to drop down and steal all the
best bits. Across the yard in the young-stock buildings
there are richer pickings in the form of high protein calf
foods. Little wonder the farmer asked my friend Bill, who
is a professional pest controller, to do something about
these flying rats. Like their furry counterparts pigeons not
only eat expensive food but they also carry and pass on
diseases. Young animals of any sort are more susceptible
to disease and so it is even more important to keep the
pigeons away from the calves.

Bill gave me a shout to see if I was available and
together we went with our air rifles to see what we could
do about the problem pigeons. Bill uses a Weihrauch
HW100 with H&N Field Target Trophy pellets. I like the
Crossman Accupells but have had difficulty in locating
them recently. The H&Ns are very similar and range
trials have shown the difference in point of impact is as
close as I can shoot when hunting, so I used them
through my BSA Scorpion for this evening. 

We arrived at the farm around seven in the evening so
as to give us plenty of light and time to shoot the pigeons
whilst they were in a feeding mood before going to roost.
The plan was simple, we would walk around quietly and
shoot any pigeons we could draw a bead on. What we
hadn’t been told was that these pigeons had obviously
been harried before, because they were already pretty
wary, which is unusual for feral birds around buildings
where they are used to seeing men work. The secret is to
not keep harassing them, but instead to have one
concerted effort and thin them right out before they can
become educated. These birds were already educated,
but the urge to feed on familiar territory was so strong
they kept coming back.

I didn’t know he had fired until I heard the ‘thwack’
We approached the buildings and straight away there
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was a pigeon sitting on the apex of a roof presenting a
shot. Bill has some sticks he uses as a rest. He set these
up and lined up on the bird which was facing directly at
him, about 40 meters away. That HW100 of his is
totally silent, I didn’t know he had fired until I
heard the ‘thwack’ as the pellet hit home,
followed by the frantic flapping of the wretched
pigeon. We had one in the bag, but the
commotion caused the other pigeons around the
yard to take flight.  We decided to we needed to
lie up and wait for them to return. Bill went into
one of the cubicle sheds while I went across the
yard into the calf shed.

It didn’t take long for the pigeons to regain
their confidence and within a few minutes a
couple dropped in on the roof of the sheds.  We
stayed put and waited for them to be bold
enough to come into our firing circles. They were
used to seeing people in the buildings and our
air rifles were not going to do any damage to the
solid construction of these steel buildings.
Provided we didn’t shoot straight up at the
roofing sheets the angle of deflection would
ensure the pellets didn’t break a sheet. A pigeon
flipped into the calf shed and settled on one of
the steel beams. I lined up on it and fired a good
shot which had feathers flying, but so too did the
pigeon, as if it hadn’t been touched. I couldn’t
believe it, the shot had been spot on, I saw the
strike on its chest. Meanwhile Bill had dropped
another from his position in the cubicle shed.

The sun was beginning to sink lower in the
sky and the birds were coming back in, readying
themselves for roosting. This is when we would
do the most damage to their numbers. You

would think that shooting pigeons
in a building was easy, but in fact
they were quite hard to spot. Several
flew out as we simply walked right
underneath them, we simply hadn’t
seen them. We had to look harder
and I saw a head peeking out over
the rim of a steel beam at one end of
the shed at about 20m range. I got a
really good rest off the feed barrier
and an upright and lined the
crosshair up on its head. As my rifle
is sighted in for 30m I then dropped
the point of aim by using the first mil
dot on my reticule. My hold was
steady and pigeon wasn’t moving. A
second later and it lay on the dung
passage floor, the pellet having
found its mark. If we were not going

to have flyers this is what we were going to have to do,
take clean, but more difficult, head shots rather than easy
body shots.
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Within a few minutes a couple dropped in on the roof of the sheds.

Bill was soon into position. 





A pigeon hiding under the eaves
We added a few more to the bag and then decided to

take a look in the buildings on the other side of the yard
again. As we approached we could hear pigeons in the
calf buildings but the low sun was streaming through
the Yorkshire boarding and it was difficult looking into
the bright light. This was one situation where the better
glass of Bill’s Hawk scope outperformed my BSA
Excellence. The glare and internal reflections of the BSA
made it virtually impossible to see the roof, let alone any
pigeons sat on a beam under it. The hawk still suffered
from the same problems, but to a much lesser degree. An
even higher quality scope, such as from Zeiss or
Swarovski are built using much better glass and with
lens coatings that virtually eliminate glare and internal
reflections, but they cost an awful lot more. One answer
was to shade the lens with my
hand, this cut out enough of
the light to enable me to spot
using the scope. An extension
lens hood for the front
element would be a very
useful accessory! I found a
pigeon hiding under the
eaves, but as soon as I took
my hand away I was blinded
by the light again. I had to
find an area of shade from
which to shoot. By moving
around and putting some
bales between me and the
sunlight streaming in I was
able to get a good view of the
pigeon, only there were two,

side by side, something I hadn’t been able to see before.
I took a steady rest and drilled the first one through the
head. It flopped down into the straw bedding and lay
still. The other one stayed put and I was able to do the
same thing immediately afterwards with the very fast
reloading capability of the Scorpion.

We learned a great deal that evening: the optics we
thought were pretty good were soon found wanting
when pressed in difficult lighting situations. Feral
pigeons soon become educated to danger and if you
want to stop one you have to shoot it in the head. We
finished the evening after a couple of hours and had 8
pigeons and two squabs to show for it. The pressure we
had put on the remainder of the flock though has caused
them to seek quieter quarters elsewhere. No doubt, they
will be back, but there again, so will we.  

I took a steady rest and drilled one of the birds.

Not a huge bag but it was a start.
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Firearms Fees

Isee our editor has dealt with
his impressions of Firearms

Licensing and I thought I
would chart as far as possible
how it was being dealt with
through the Assembly. Because
I had not been consulted for
my views on the proposed fees
by my ‘representative’
organisations, other than to
ask me to sign a petition
against the fees and in favour
of ‘young shots,’ and advising
me to take my views to my
local gun dealer who could
pass them on in a public
meeting, I decided to make a
personal submission within the
public consultation process.

I thought it would be interesting
to compare my submission with those
submitted to various committees at
Stormont by our representative
bodies. This included two submissions
to the Justice Committee. I do
commend the organisations involved
for making at least the views of some
of their members known to MLAs.
But it was very interesting to see the
subtle differences between the
approach by the Northern Ireland Firearms Dealers
Association - who claim to be the largest representative
body for the gun trade in Northern Ireland - and one by a
group consisting of CAI, BASC and someone described as
Chairman of the Gun Trade Guild of NI. I quote with my
emphasis shown in italics:

“Briefing by the Northern Ireland Firearms Dealers and
Shooters Association on the proposals to vary the Firearms
Licensing Fees and other miscellaneous amendments.

Vaughan Harkness, Honorary Secretary, Northern Ireland
Firearms Dealers and Shooters Association and Derek
Beattie, Northern Ireland Firearms Dealers and Shooters
Association joined the meeting at 2.50 p.m. Mr Harkness
outlined the position of the NI Firearms Dealers and Shooters
Association in relation to the proposals to increase Firearms
Licensing Fees and other changes to the firearms legislation.

A question and answer session followed covering issues
including: public perception of shooting sports; participation
levels in the sport; the most appropriate age at which young
people can use firearms; how to encourage the involvement
of young people in shooting sports; and resources to develop

the sports; the low level of crime involving legally held guns;
the relationship the organisation has with the Department
of Justice and with the PSNI; the lack of open accountability
by Firearms and Explosives Branch; why there should be full
cost recovery when other sports and organisations do not
fund that position; and the need for a full efficiency review
of the licensing process.”

AND

“Briefing by the British Association for Shooting and
Conservation, the Countryside Alliance and the Gun Trade
Guild on the proposals to vary the Firearms Licensing Fees
and other miscellaneous amendments

Tommy Mayne, Director, British Association of Shooting
and Conservation Northern Ireland, Lyall Plant, Chief
Executive, Countryside Alliance Ireland and David Robinson,
Chairman, Gun Trade Guild Northern Ireland, joined the
meeting at 3.10 p.m. The representatives outlined the
position of the three organisations in relation to the
proposals to increase the Firearms Licensing Fees and other
changes to the firearms legislation.

AJ’s Angst
Frank opinion on the issues facing the Irish country sports scene 
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A question and answer session followed covering issues
including: the format and frequency of consultation and
engagement with the Department of Justice and PSNI
through the Northern Ireland Firearms Liaison Committee;
how the proposed increases to fees have been calculated
and the likely implications to licence holders; what
efficiencies need to be made in the licence processing
system; the key inefficiencies in the current system;
examples of delays in processing applications; the lack of
transparency and accountability for decisions made
regarding the award or refusal of applications for licences;
public perception of shooting sports; how to encourage the
involvement of young people in shooting sports; the
development of shooting sport and resources to do so; the
age at which young people can use firearms; the process for
an application for a first licence and a second application;
the length of time for a licence; the need to link full cost
recovery with best practice processes; and the benefits of
the Firearms Industry to the NI economy.”

Similar presentations except where I have highlighted the
difference in bold italics - from this it would appear that the
latter submission has accepted the concept of full cost
recovery and an increase in fees while the NIFDA has
expressed a similar position to my own submission position,
namely, why single out FAC holders for full cost recovery and
increased fees? I feel I must ask the question on behalf of
ordinary FAC holders, why the concept of full cost recovery
and increased fees was not fought ‘tooth and nail’ at the
‘Northern Ireland Firearms Liaison Committee’ referred to in
the second submission? A possible answer could be that the
actual name of this committee is the Northern Ireland
Firearms CONTROL Liaison Committee (my emphasis). Could
it be that while our representatives seek to liaise,
government and police representatives are exerting control?
It might be informative to see a minute of the meeting
when the concept of full cost recovery was first raised!

One other point on the young shots issue I would raise,
is on what basis did our organisations come up with an age
of 10? I personally thought an age of 12 with at least a test
of gun handling competence was the way forward.

I think that ordinary FAC holders will view the issue of
the proposed increase in fees as a very good test of the
effectiveness of our representative bodies’ submissions and
negotiating skills and the percentage increase in the fee
brought forward to government will be a very good
yardstick to measure that effectiveness!!

The sincerest form of flattery?
Last year I complimented the organisers of the National

Countrysports Fair and the National Country Fair on
apparently seeking to ‘paddle their own canoe’ and come
up with and promote their own branding, rather than
pursuing what appeared to be a proclivity to incorporating
variants of our brand names and registered trademarks of
Irish Game Fair and Irish Game and Country Fair within their
promotion and even apparently within what appear totally
mischievous and misleading claims.

No1. Highly inaccurate claim: ‘The Irish Game Fair is the
National Countrysports Fair at Moira Demesne, Co Down...’
This Irish Game Fair is most certainly NOT the event at
Moira. The Irish Game Fair is the brand name and registered
trademark of one of Ireland’s two largest game and country
fairs at Shanes Castle.’ 

No2. Describing the National Country Fair at Borris as
‘National Country Fair, Ireland’s foremost game fair at
Borris.’ With the greatest respect it would appear that the
only thing Borris was foremost for over Birr was mud! 

No3. If one looks at the source material for these web
sites it is clear that Irish, game, fair, Irish game fair, and Irish
game and country fair, are widely used - why would one
want to do this? Are they not proud of their own brand
names and do they not, as we do, want to carve out our
own unique identity?

As I said I had thought that the Moira event organisers
with their three festivals in one of last year i.e. Strongman
Festival, Tea on the Titanic Festival and NCF and this Year:
Strongman, Back to our Roots and NCF were at last trying
to create their own brands and identities albeit ones fairly
divorced apparently from promoting country sports. We
applauded the apparent desire to create and promote their
own brands, wished them well and hoped that it would
herald a new era of, if not co-operation, mutual respect. 

In fact with these new attractions occupying a central
location in the fair and being heavily publicised, the event
having a new ‘non country sports title’ and the clay pigeon
shooting and terrier and lurchers being staged outside the
fair we rather thought that the event was moving away
from its country sports roots towards a more ‘politically
correct’ focus leaving our fairs the standard bearers for the
defence and promotions of country sports.

Representative bodies for Terriers and
Lurchers – part of the largest ever canine
event in Ireland

We applauded the setting up of the Irish Working Terrier
Federation and we are delighted to have them exhibit at
both fairs and to have an input into the judging at the fairs.
We are also pleased to see the Northern Ireland Lurcher
Racing Club set up and once again have an input into our
judging. This year sees an unprecedented number of
international entrants for terrier and lurcher events at the
fairs and the presence of not only international gundog
teams, but also an appearance by the legendary dog trainer
Ian Openshaw. When you add in superb prize funds, a
Kennel Club stand, the Irish CLA team and all the other
competitions/displays there is no doubt at all of which event
in Northern Ireland is THE canine event of 2013.

Flavour Fine Food Festival
It is a pleasure to have sisters Emma Cowan and Kathy

Jensen the ladies from Flavour magazine working with us
on a Fine Food Festival at Shanes Castle. Both ladies were
students of mine when I lectured at Queens - it seems a
lifetime ago - but good to be working with them again! 

As you will see elsewhere in the magazine they have put
together a fantastic range of fine foods to sample and
purchase together with a range of Celebrity Chefs
demonstrating how to use these healthy and inspiring
ingredients to serve up mouth watering meals.

Talking about Chefs, our heartiest congratulations must
go to Emmet McCourt, Chef to the Great Game Fairs of
Ireland, for winning a prestigious award. Emmett, a lecturer
at the North West Regional College picked up the Best Local
Food Promotion Event/Initiative 2013 prize at this year’s NI
Food and Drink Awards, for his Irish Food Heritage Project.
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From The GREAT GAME FAIRS OF IRELAND

This yearʼs fair forms part of Failteʼs ʻThe Gathering
Initiativeʼ and features a week long series of associated
events in the area leading up to a truly spectacular two
day  fair  in the beautiful setting of Birr Castle Demesne.
The 2013 fair has an unequalled range of competitions,
displays, demonstrations, trade stands and exhibits to
appeal to anyone who lives, works or plays in the Irish
countryside. The Irish Game & Country Fair at Birr is not
only the ʻcountry sports enthusiasts showʼ but one of
Irelandʼs most exciting and action packed family ʻdays out.ʼ

For the country sports enthusiast the fair provides the
largest gathering of like-minded enthusiasts in Ireland; the
best competitions with the top prize funds; the largest
tented village of shooting, fishing and hunting equipment,
clothing & accessories; the largest displays by all of the
major sporting organisations; coaching and have a go
opportunities and displays and demonstrations. Make no
mistake this is Irelandʼs National Game Fair.

However the fair is also a superb family day out providing

a real entertainment and learning experience for children
including childrenʼs amusements; a Living History Village;
opportunities to have a go at most country sports such as
air rifle shooting, archery, fly casting, etc; a huge range of
animals from ferrets to falcons to see and everyone can
bring their pet dog into the main arena training classes with
the Dog Guru or get up close and personal with our
falconerʼs stunning birds of prey. And this is just some of
the day long entertainment in the main arena.  In addition
the beautiful world famous gardens of Birr Castle Demesne
are fully open to patrons of the fair and provide part of the
experience of a wonderful family day out. Visitors can see
the giant telescope – once the largest in the world - and the
science museum or simply take time to admire the gardens
with plants and trees from all over the world.

Shopping opportunities abound in the huge tented village
of trade stands with fine food & drinks to appeal to the
most discerning of palates; fine art & crafts; gardening
equipment and country fashion bargains to be had.

One of the most varied and attractive family weekends 
in the Irish Midlands

Irish Game and Country Fair, Birr Castle, Co Offaly 
Saturday 31st and Sunday 1st September 2013 

10.00 am – 6.00pm each day 

Sponsored 
by 

Admission : Family €35 ; Adult €15 ; Children €5 Programme & Parking Free of Charge.
For further details call: 048 44839167 /44615416 Email: irishgamefair@btinternet.com

www.irishgameandcountryfair.com
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